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PRFFACE

The purpose of this Guide is to provide operators, shi yards, shipRowners, and others who must deal with ship vibration problems, but w o have lim-
ited knowiedge and experience in the field, with an understanding of the nature
of the most common probiems frequently encountered, how to assess and evaluate
them, and what alternatives are available for corrective action. Basic informa-
tion on vibration fundamentals, instrumentation, measurement pr-edures, and
vibration criteria is included. Typ ica I examples of shipboard vibration prob-
iems encountered and their solutions are also presented.
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SFCTION 1.0

I NTRODUCT I(7N

Vibration aboard ship can resul+ in fa+igue failure of structural
members or major machinery components, can adversely affect the performance of
vital shipboard equipment and increase maintenance costs, and result in discom-
fort or annoyance to passengers and crew. Generally, hull vibration will be
identified as objectionable to the crew before it becomes damaging to the shipts
structure. Failure of major machinery components and vital shipboard equipment,
however, can occur w

A ship
cal components which
forces both transien-
creased [n severity I

thout significant annoyance to those aboard the ship.

is an extremely canplex assembly of structural and mechani-
are, in turn, stimulated by a large number of dynamic

and periodic in nature which may be significantly in-
y sea and operating conditions. The response of the to$al

structural and mechanical systems to the broad range of exciting forces and
poorly defined damping characteristics would sem to result in problems of infi-
nite dimensions”to the designer. As a result, although much research has been
carried out since World War 11, it has generally been fragmentary in nature or
related to attempts to solve individual problems as they arise. Although limit-
ed vibration studies are normally conducted during the design and construction
of most ships, the complexity of the many potential problems can result in seri-
ous shipboard vibration problems. The occurrence of such problems, once a ship
has put to sea, therefore, Is not unusual. In addition, service problems may
develop during normal ship operations.

The purpose of this Guide is to provide operators, shipyards, ship
owners, and others who must deal with ship vibration problems, but who have
limited knowledge and experience in the field, with an understanding of the
nature of the most canmon problems frequently encountered, how to assess and
evaluate them, and what alternatives are available for corrective action. It
must be recognized, however, that suitable vibration measuring instrumentation
is normally required, and tests must be conducted under controlled conditions to
obtain useful data for purposes of evaluation and interpretation against accept-
able design criteria.

Experienced vibration test engineers are required to conduct the
necessary investigations in all but the simplest problems encountered. It
should also be pointed out that there Is a large gap between the identification
of the problan and the development of the optimum corrective action because of
the analyses and/or laboratory studies required and the constraints existing in
a completed ship. In many cases, however, the guide can be effectively used to
solve many of the more common Iwal vibration problems and to provide adequate
information to Identify the problem and to direct the technical effort required
for the more complex problems.

The procedures and recommendations given are based on experience
and, whenever possible, relate to existing criteria, standards, and tes+ codes
in current use. Adequate references are provided for further in-depth study.
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Typical examples of frequently encountered problems and their solutions are
included. For convenience, commonly used vibration terms, definitions, a limit-
ed review of vibration fundamentals, and suitable background data on shipboard
vibration is provided.
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10 N 2.0

XOPF AND FIE1 II OF APPI I CATION

This publication provide~ guidance for the measurement, evalua-
tion, and control of shipboard vibration In single- or multiple-shaft ships.
The term shipboard vibration, as used in this guide, relates to the periodic
forces generated by wave excitation by the ship~s propellers, the main propul-
sion machinery, or other shipboard machinery, and the response of the shipts
structure, structural cunponents, machinery, or shipboard equipment to these
exciting forces. It does @ relate to transient excitation resulting from wave
impact or slamming of the ship.

This publication relates to the control and attenuation of those
design factors (exciting forces or dynamic response characteristics) which are
built into the ship and which contribute to alternating stresses or a vibratory
environment which may prove to be unsatisfactory to the ship!s structure,
machinery, equipment, or personnel. It will also apply to an increase in vibra-
tion resulting fran damage, such as bent propel Ier, or maintenance problems,
such as excessive bearing wear down.

This publication is primarily concerned with:

● Hull vibration

● Vibration of propulsion systems as It affects hull
vibration or the integrity of the propulsion system
itsel f

● Vibration of major structural assemblies

● v

● v

Whenever possible,

bration of Imal structures and shipboard equipment

bration as it affects shipboard personnel,

generally accepted criteria or standards, relative to the
measurement and evaluation of shipboard vibration, wil I be referenced.

Although the praedures, measurement techniques, and criteria
employed have been developed for seagoing ships 200 feet or greater in length,
they can be employed, in most instances, for inland ships and tugboats.
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ION 3.Q

iNTRODU~l ON TO SHIP VIBRATION -
CITATION AND RESPONSE

A ship may be subjected to rigid body motions (i.e., roll, pitch,
heave, etc.), to +ranslent dynamic forces imposed by randun seas, maneuvering,
or slammlng due to bow mo-tions In sea waves, and to periodic excitation due to
hydrodynamics of flow over appendages, the pressure fluctuations due to propel-
Iers, and machinery forces due to unbalance or engine harmonics generated by
diesel engines. Although both rigid body motions and transient dynamic forces
will Influence ship v;bratlon, this guide wIII specifically address the response
of the structural and mechanical components of the ship as influenced by the
periodic forces present. The significance of the periodic forces present and
the dynamic response of the ship or Its canponents are generally built in during
the design phase (intentionally or unintentionally). Design dwdies do not
normally include the imposition of transient excitation forces in vibration
analyses, and tests are conducted in such a manner as to minimize these transi-
ent forces.

In the development of this guide an effort is made to present
sufficient information to understand the basis for the generally observed vibra-
tion phenunenon. It Is recommended that for a more in-depth understanding,
however, that the reader make use of the selected references given. it is sug-
gested that “Ship Hull Vibration” [3-1], ~~Ship Vibration’ [3-z], and llMechanical
Vibrationsf’ [3-33 be referred to for a more complete understanding of ship
vibration.

3.1 BACKGROUND

While it is theoretically true that all mechanical systems present
in the total ship and ail dynamic forces do contribute to the total ship
response, the study of the complete system as a single unit wIII normally be
found to be impractical and unnecessary. Typical examples include torsional
vibration of the propulsion systa which rarely influences hull vibration; dyna-
mic unbalance of small machines may adverseiy effect the local structures to
which it is attached but is not likely to influence hull vibration while unbal-
anced forces of large prime movers may; vibration of shipboard equipment is
principally controlled by the way It Is designed and installed and, although it
may be excited by the same forces that vibra+e the hull, the vibration of the
equipment general Iy wii I not affect the huil response.

In an attempt to simplify what could be a most cunplex problem, it
becomes prudent to reduce It to more practical considerations. As an approach,
therefore, it has been found to be convenient in both design studies and ship-
board evaluation to divide the ccmplete ship system into the following basic
elements:
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● Hull Girder

c MaJor Structural

● Lmal Structural

Substructures

Elements

● Shipboard Equipment

● Main Propulsion Machinery Systems

Considering the ship In this light is particularly helpful in the
diagnosis, evaluation, and development of corrective action In the resolution of
shipboard vibration problems.

The first three elements are structural, are in descending order
of size, are primarily excited by propeller forces transmitted through the
structures, and respond directly to the applied forces as transmitted by the
intervening structure.

Shipboard equipment is classified as active when it generates
vibratory forces or passive if it does not. A generator set is active and an
electrical transformer Is passive. The response of shipboard equipment may be
related to its own exciting forces or to those transmitted through the shlpts
structure.

The main propulsion machinery systan may be excited by the shipts
propeller, by dynamic or hydrodynamic unbalance, or. In the case of diesel
&g”ine applications, by harmonics-of the engine.
systan can prove to be damaging to the hull
machinery systsm itself.

An understanding of the excitation

The vibration of the machinery
structure, equipment, or to the

and response of these individu-
al elements and their interrelationship will assist “in the diagnosis of most
vibration problem encountered. Each of the five elements are treated in great-
er depth in the following sections.

3.2 HULL GIRDER VIBRATION

The shiprs hull girder Includes the shell plating, main deck, and
all internal members which collectively provide the necessary strength to satis-
factorily perform the design functions of the ship in the expected sea environ-
ment. The hull girder responds as a free-free beam (both ends free) when sub-
Jected to dynamic loads. Although the surrounding water and loading of the hull
influences its response, the hull girder wilt always respond as a free-free
beam. Vibration of the hull girder, excited by alternating propel ier forces,
represents the most frequent source of troublesome vibration encountered aboard
ship. The vibration characteristics of the ship are primarily established by
the propeller and stern configuration. After the ship is built, modifications
to correct excessive vibration resulting from improper propeller and/or stem
lines are generally most extensive, expensive, and impractical. In addition,
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vibration of the hut 1 girder wII I provide the excitation to the major substruc-
tures, Iwal structural elements, and shipboard equipment. Main propulsion
machinery and auxiliary machinery can also contribute to general hull vibration
and the vibration of Imal structural components.

A ship~s hull girder responds in vertical flexure when subJected
to wave impact. In oceangoing ships subjected to randan seas, the dynamic
response at the fundamental natural frequency of the hull is normally at low
stress levels and 1s referred to as transient in nature and, as indicated in
Section 2.0, is not treated in this publication. In the case of ore carriers on
the Great Lakes, however, periodic vibration of the hull girder at its funda-
mental natural frequency has been found to be a potentiality dangerous structural
probian and is referred to as Springing. Further discussion on Springing is
given in Sections 5.0 and 7.0.

3.2.1 J-iuil Girder Fxcitatlon

Dynamic forces entering the hull through the propulsion shaft
bearings or directiy through pressure forces impinging against the hull, genera-
ted by the propelier blades, are by far the main source of huli girder vibra-
tion. In the case of s.iow-speed diesei engine drive systans, engine unbalanced
or firing forces may aiso be important. Less important sources are auxilia~
machinery and hydrodynamically excited appendage vibration. When attempting to
determine the source of vibration it is necessary to determine the frequency of
excitation and it is convenient to relate it to the shaft rotational frequency
by determining the number of oscillations per shaft revolution (order). The
tot=i signature may inciude first order, biade-frequency, harmonics of biade
frequency, as weli as constant frequency ccfnponents.

3.2.1.1 Shaft Frequency Forces

Mechanical forces which are associated with shaft rotational speed
(Ist order) may resuit from one or more of the fol iowing causes:

a. Shaft unbalance

b. Propeiier unbaiance

c. Propeiier pitch error

d. Engine unbalance (for slow-speed diesel driven
ships)

e. - “ “ ““’

f.

9“

The
a, b, C, and d above. The other possibie causes ”are not as likely to recur if

~enr shattlng

Journal eccentricity

Coupiing or fiange misalignment

most iikely causes of shaft frequency forces are those due to



reasonable specifications, workmanship, and inspection pr=edures are exercised
during the design and construction of the ship.

Shaft frequency farces occur within a low frequency range. They
are, however, of considerable concern since they may be of iarge magnitude and
may excite one of the lower hull modes at or near full power, thus producing a
significant resonance effect.

The principal engine unbalance encountered with slow-speed diesel
driven ships are the primary and secondary free engine forces and moments. Of
particular concern 1s the magnitude of the forces and moments, the Imatlon of
the engine, and the possible correlation of these inputs with the lower vertical
and athwartship natural frequencies of the huli girder. The primary forces and
ma’nents occur at shaft frequency and the secondary forces and moments =cur at
twice shaft frequency. The magnitude of these forces and mcrnents shouid be
furnished by the engine builder. For additional information on diesel engine
forces as they effect hull vibration, see Section 6.5.5.

3.2.1.2 Propeller Forces

In addition to the basic design purpose of generat’
thrust for the shlp~s propulsion, the marine propeller also generates
fiuctuat
and due -
fluctuat
are of b
Jnallv of
into two

a shipts

ng steady
undesired

ng dynamic forces and munents due to Its operation in a nonun form wake
o the passage of the blades close to the hull and appendages. These
ng forces and moments are usua I Iy referred to as propel Ier forces and
ade frequency and its higher harmonics. The higher harmonics aremx-
secondary importance. These propeiler forces are, in turn, categorized
groups, the bearing forces and the hull pressure forces.

A more detailed description of the alternating forces generated by
propelier may be obtained in l~Princlples of Naval Architecture,!~ pub-

Ilshed by S.N.A.M.E. and the many papers presented on the subJect in recent
yea rs. However, for purposes of this guide, it would be helpful to provide same
physical insight on how a propeiler generates the unsteady forces and moments.

Propelier theory reiates to its operation lfin open water,” in
which it is advancing into undisturbed water. However, when it is operating
behind the huil it is working in water which has been disturbed by the passage
of the hull and the water around the s%n has acquired a forward motion in the
same dlrectlon as the ship. This forward moving water is called the wake and it
varies in the plane of the propeller disc, giving riseto variations in ioading
on each blade as the propeller rotates.

Since the propeller produces both torque and thrust, both compo-
nents vary with each blade as it passes through the uneven wake, giving rise to
alternating torque and thrust at propeller blade frequency and harmonics of
blade frequency. As a further effect of the uneven loading of the propeller,
the center of thrust is eccentric to the physical center of the propelier and
creates bending moments in the shaft and vertical and transverse forces In the
bearing [3-7]. These forces are also at blade frequency and harmonics of blade
frequency while the principal bending stress in the shaft =curs at the shaft

.. .. ..
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frequency with smaller components at n - 1 and n + 1 order, where n = the number
of propeller blades.

Similarly, alternating pressure forces are generated by the opera-
tion of the propeller blades adjacent to the hull surfaces In the axial and
transverse directions. The total effect results in the forces and moments gen-
erated on the hull surface with reactions on the propeller blades producing
bearing forces. To minimize these forces, maximum clearances are required in
the axial (forward) directions and in the propeller tip clearance. The propel-
ler generated hull pressure forces are greatly Increased if cavitation exists
[3-4]. The COI lapse of air pwkets produce imp Iosions, which are characterized
by the hammering frequently noted in the stem compartments and the presence of
higher harmonics of blade frequency.

3.2.1.2.1 Bearing Forces. The bearing forces originate fran the nonuniform-
ity of the wake In the plane of the propeller disc. The strength of the various
harmonics of the wake affect the magnitude of the bearing forces and influence
the choice of the number of propeller blades. The relative strength of the
various orders of wake harmonics lndlcate the relatlve strength of the blade-
frequency forces. The wake, in turn, Is influenced by the design of the hull
form, An optimum design of the hull form would reduce the nonuniformity of the
wake, thereby reducing the magnitude of the bearlnq forces. The bearing forces
excite the ship through the ‘propulsion shafting/bear
described by six canponents as Illustrated in Figure 3-’
1, with the orlgln of axes at the center of the prope
the thrust and torque in and about the longitudinal or
zontal bearing force and the vertical bending ma’nent In
or athwartshlp axis; the vertical bearing force and hor
and about the vertical

The vert
In torsional forces on
zontal bending moments
which 1s eccentric to -

ng systsm, and a~e fully
. As shown in Figure 3-
Ier These components are
fore-aft axis; the hori-
and about the horizontal
zontal bending mment In

axis.

cal and horizontal bearing forces result fruw differences
the blades of the propeller, while the vertical and horl-
are due to the propeller thrust which recurs at a point
he center of the propeller.

3.2.1.2.2 Hull Pressure Forces. The hull pressure forces originate frun the
pressure variation caused by the passage of propeller blade tips closeto the
hull and appendages. The hull pressure forces are affected by propeller-hull
clearance, by blade Ioadlng, and by changes In the Imal pressure field around
the blade. The recurrence of blade cavitation wIII drastically increase the
pressure forces. In sane cases, a 20 to 40 times Increase of hull pressure
forces due to cavitation has been observed In experimental measursrnent, as c@l-
pared to noncavltatlng condition [3-4]. lle pressure forces excite the ship
through the hull bottcfn surface In way of and adJacent to the propeller. The
pressure forces are fully described by SIX cunponents, namely the longitudinal
force and moment In and about the fore-aft axis; the horizontal force and verti-
cal moment In and about the athwartshIp axis; and the vertical force and hori-
zontal moment In and about the vertical axis, as illustrated In Figure 3-2.

3.2.1.2.3 Effect of Propeller Forces. The alternating blade frequency
thrust of the bearing forces provides the prlnc
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systsrn In the Iongltudlnal mode, while the blade frequency torque constitutes
the prlnclpal excltafion to the propulsion system in the torsional mode. The
blade frequency vertical bearing force, when vectorlly combined with the blade
frequency vertical pressure force, provides the total vertical force which
excites the hull in the vertical direction. Similarly, the horizontal bearing
forces, when canbined with the blade frequency horizontal pressure forces, pro-
vides the major contribution for exciting the hull in the horizontal dir~tion.
The vertical and horizontal forces and their distance frun the neutral axis of
the hull, cunbineto excite the hull torsionally. Longitudinal hull pressure
forces and alternating thrust entering the hull through the thrust bearing wIII
combine to excite the hull In the longitudinal direction.

3.2.2 Hkle
.

The response of the hull girder may be resonant or nonresonant
(forced). It 1s likely to be resonant through the first five or SIX modes of
vibration when drtven by the shaft or propeller frequencies present. Above the
fifth or sixth mode the hull girder vibrates approximately in propoit!on to the
forces generated (forced vibration). Prlnclpal exciting frequencies are shaft
frequency, propeller blade frequency, and harmonics of propeller blade frequen-
cy . Hydrodynamic forces may also stimulate the resonant frequency of the hull,
rudders, or struts excited by hydrodynamic flow over the appendage.

3.2.2.1 Modes of V

The hull g

● Vertica

bration of the Hull Girder

rder wIII normally vibrate In the follow ng modes:

Flexure (Figure 3-3)

● Horizontal Flexure (Figure 3-4)

● Torsional (Twist) (Figure 3-5)

● Longitudinal (Ccrnpresslon) (Figure 3-6)

Coupling may exist between vertical and lon~ltudinal and between horizontal and
tork.ional modes. The most significant vi~ration Is normally associated with
vertical and horizontal flexure.

3.2.2.2 Frequency of Vibration of the Hull Girder

Vertical flexural hull vibrations Is the most Important type of
resonant hull vibration which may be encountered in service. As previously
noted, this may be excited by dynamic or hydrodynamic unbalance of the propel-
ler, dynamic unbalance or eccentricity of shafting or other large rotating

masses such as bull gears, and by primary or secondary unbalanced moments of
direct drive diesel engines. Transient forces, introduced by sea waves, may
also excite hul I natural frequencies.

In twin screw ships significant excitation of horizontal modes may
occur due to phasing of propel Ier unbalance forces.

3-7
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2rtd MODE —. —.

3rd MOOE -—-

4th MODE

Figure 3-3. Hull Girder Vertical Vibration of 2-5 Nodes (lst - 4th Mode)

Ist MODE -— -

2nd MODE

3rd MODE .—.

4th MODE

Figure 3-4. Hull Girder Horizontal Vibration of 2-5 Nodes (Is* - 4th Mode)
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Figure 3-5. Hull Girder Torsional Vibration

Figure 3-6. Hull Girder Longitudinal Vibration
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Sane ships, particularly container ships with large deck openings,
may be sensltIve to torsional response excited by horizontal propel Ier forces.

In diagnosing hull vibration probierns, it is heipful to be able to
estimate hui i naturai frequencies. A number of smpiricai reiations have been
developed for estimating the fundamental verticai naturai frequency of ship

‘Ui’s’ ‘2V”
That devei;ped by Todd [3-1] is:

where: B

D

T

L

A

Al

r BD3 + ~
‘2V = c1

cycles per minute
Q3 2’

Beam of ship, In feet

Depth of ship to strength deck, in feet

Draft, In feet

Length of ship between perpendiculars, in feet

Displacement, in iong tons

( )1.2+% A

Suggested constants are:

Tankers
Cargo Vesseis

c1

52,000
46,750

C2

28
25

for higher modes:

N
nv = N2V (n - 1) Pv Ffz

where: P = 1.02 for tankers
v

1.0 for buik carriers

0.845 for cargo ships

As a general ruie, the higher modes wiii foilow the fundamental
frequency by the ratios 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Vertical frequencies may be estimated
from Figure 3-7 fran Det Norske Veritas Guidelines [3-5]. Estimation of
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vertical hull frequencies for the first five modes is considered reasonable for
evaluation purposes during trial investigations. A check of the fundamental
frequency may be made by dropping and snubbing the anchor.

Horizontal flexural frequencies foliow a similar pattern. How-
ever, the fundamental (two noded) frequency will be approximately 50 percent
higher than the fundamental verticai frequency.

The fundamental torsional mode of the huil girder may be estimated
at approximately twice the horizontal or three times the first vertical natural
frequency.

The longitudinal natural frequency may be estimated to be approxi-
mately three and one-haif times the fundamental horizontal mode.

3.2.2.3 Effects of Adverse Operating Conditions

Adverse operating conditions frequently resuit in significant
increase in vibration amplitudes. When reporting shipboard vibration, or
responding to reported problems, it is extremely Important to recognize that
shipboard vibration is a somewhat random phenomenon and the operating conditions
must be reported for the data given. This factor also has a significant impact
on the analysls and reporting of the data which Is used for evaluation purposes.
Detaiis are given under Section 6.0, Measurement Methods. Some relevant factors
are given below.

3.2.2.3.1 Sea Conditions. Under ideal sea conditions (fiat calm, straight
ahead) hull vibration signais wili modulate from maximum to minimum by a factor
Ofztol.

Under prescribed triai condit
vibration slgnais may moduiate by a factor of
under adverse weather conditions.

ons (sea state 3 or less) hull
3tol. Higher factors may exist

3.2.2.3.2 Hard Maneuvers. During hard turns amplitudes may readily increase
by a factor of two for singie scre~ ships ‘and by a factor of three for twin
screw ships.

(luring a crash-back (full ahead to fuii astern) the alternating
thrust may exceed the driving thrust and could resuit in damage to the thrust
bearings if care is not exercised. Before requesting this maneuver, it is pru-
dent to check the procedure at lower spee

f
conditions and to monitor the thrust

bearing response throughout the operation.

3.2.2.3.3 Shaiiow Water. An increase In hull vibration by 50 percent may be
experienced In shailow water. Shailow water in this context is a depth of less
than six times the draft of the ship.

1
This precautionary note is recommended for all sea trials.
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3.2.2.3.4 Light Draft Condition. An increase in hull vibration by 25 per-
cent may be experienced in ballast condition. For minimum hull vibration, full
load with aft peak tanks filled Is recommended.

3.3 VIBRATION OF MAJOR SUBSTRUCTURES

For purposes of evaluation, major substructures are defined as
secondary structures of sufficient mass or are capable of developing sufficient
force to have dynamic characteristics of their own, which, because.of the direct
coupling with the vibration of the hull girder , can significantly influence the
total or global pattern of vibration of the ship. In analyzing vibration pat-
terns of such large complex structures it is necessary to identify the principal
reason for excessive vibration, when observed. Although the excitation of the
substructure generally originates at its attachment to the hull girder, excita-
tion can come from machinery or active equipment mounted in the major substruc-
ture. Excessive vibration of a major substructure may result from structural
resonances in the substructure or in the method of attachment of the substruc-
ture to the hull girder. Because of the mass involved and method of attachment,
the major substructure can amplify the response of the hull girder.

To develop the optimum (simplest and least cost) solution to such
problems It is necessary to conduct full-scale studies in sufficient depth to
Identify the primary problem. Structural analyses may or may not be required
based on the complexity of the problem and the experience of the investigators.

Typical major substructures would include deckhouses; main deck
structures; large propulsion machinery systems, particularly large slow diesels;
and other heavy installations, including their foundations, such as boilers,
reactors, large weapon systems, rudder, etc.

Figure 3-8 shows sme possible modal patterns of vibration fr~
quently found in aft deckhouse structures when excited by flexural and Longitud-
inal vibration of the hull girder. Those shown indicate longitudinal vibration
and include:

o Superstructure shear deflection

● Superstructure bending deflection

● Superstructure support deflection with rigid body
motion

● Vertical hull girder vibration

● Longitudinal hull girder vibration
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Figure 3-8. Superstructure Longitudinal Vibration

The dynamic response characteristic of the superstructure is pri-
marily a function of superstructure shear stiffness and supporting structure
verticai stiffness and the degree of coupling to hull girder modes. The super-
structure rigid body motion is mostiy due to hut I girder response.

The resolution of structural problsm of this type generaliy
require investigators of considerable experiences a considerable test prqramt
and dynamic analyses to obtain the optimum solution. Specific recommendations
can only be applied to specific problems. In many cases, however, experienced
investigators can radically simplify the approach.

3.4 ViBRATION OF LOCAL STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Local structural elements refers to minor structural assmblies,
relative to major substructures previously referred to, and may be identified as
panels, plates, girders, bulkheads, platforms, handraiis, minor equipment foun-
dations, etc. These “local structures are components of larger structures
(major substructures) or of the huil girder. Most problems encountered aboard
ship cccur in l~ai structural elements and are the result of strong inputs
rxeived from the parent structure amplified by resonance effects in the lwa!
structure or responding to vibratory forces generated by mechanical equipment
attached to the local structure. In smne cases problems are generated by the
improper attachment of shipboard equipment, even when the equipment has no seif-
exclting forces (passive equipment).

During the design of the ship, details of Iwal structural ele-
ments and methods of installation of shipboard equipment are frequently based on
practical experience and dynamic analyses are rarely performed. Although this
approach is satisfactory in most cases, many probiems arise or resuit frm sub-
sequent modifications. Most shipboard vibration problems fali in this category,
and are generaliy amenable to easy and simple solutions once an understanding of
the problem is obtained.
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3.5 VIBRATION

Shipboard
ship as a permanent par-
propulslon systan, auxl
and wI II Include Joiner

OF SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT

equipment is defined as all equipment Installed aboard
of the total ship system. It may contribute to the

Iary, communlcatlon, control, or life support systems,
work, furniture, etc.

ment is classlfie~ as ‘Dassivell or ‘activell. In
shipboard equipment it “is useful to separate the

3.5.1

Passive equipment Is all
to the ship structure but which has no
forces. Typ lca I examples would Inc
switchboards, Joiner work, furniture, p
equipment could be damaging to the equ
of the unit or the systen of which it

For convenience a“l”l such’equlp-
regard to vlbratlon problems of
two .

shipboard equipment permanently attached
moving parts and/or produces no exciting
ude heat exchangers, radio equipment,
ping, etc. Excessive vibration of such
pment and adversely affect the operation
s a part. In most cases, specific envi-

ronmental limitations exist, whether identified or not. In sane cases vibration
limitations are established for shipboard equipment, particularly In naval
equipment. At the present time international standards are under consideration
for qualification of shipboard equipment for environmental vibration. Equipment
which is sensitive to vibration, such as electronic equipment, is frequently
installed on resilient mountings. A ccmwnon difficulty arises frcm an improper
selection of mountings.

In the evaluation of shipboard vibration, as it affects passive
shipboard equipment, the same approach 1s recommended as is used for the vibra-
tion of iocal structural elements. The vibration encountered 1~ normally asso-
ciated with the response of the supporting structure and may be related to the
main propulsion system, to the forces generated by nearby machinery~ or? indeed,
may be directly attached to a machine, such as a gage on a diesel engine. As in
the previous case, the problem results from strong input forces and/or a reso-
nant magnification of the attachment method or an internal mechanical resonance.

3.5.2

in contrast to the characteristics of passive shipboard equipment,
active shipboard equipments (e.g., pumps, cunpressors, generators) have moving
parts which frequently include sufficient mass to produce vibratory forces
which, when ccmbinecl with the dynamic characteristics of the supporting 4ruc-
ture, would be capable of creating problems when operating. Such equipment
support systems may also include resilient mountings which can reduce the trans-
mission of self-generated forces to the supporting structures but which can also
amplify the low frequency vibration generated by the ship’s propulsion system.

The principal problems assmiated with the vibration of active
shipboard equipment relates to the forces generated by the equipment Itself and
those transmitted to the equipment through the ship~s structure. These forces
can usually be distinguished by the different frequencies present. The support-
ing structure and the mounting system, if used, can generally be modified if
necessary, without great difficulty.
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3.6 VIBRATION OF MAIN PROPULSION MACHINERY

The main propulsion machinery includes all components frun the
engine up to and including the propeller, and thus contributes to the vibration
of the ship and to dynamic s+resses within the propulsion system itself by
forces generated both by the propeller and by the propulsion systm cmiponents.
The propeller forces and ~helr effect on hull vibration were discussed previous-
ly. In this 5eCti0n we will discuss dynamic forces generated by the propulsion
system and the effect of these forces on the vibratory characteristics of the
total propulsion sys~m.

Of major concern is the dynamic stresses within the systm and
within the system components, and the control of dynamic forces generated by the
propulsion systan which contributes to the vibratory characteristics of the
total ship. Although the vibration of both the shipts hull and main propulsion
machinery are Interrelated, it is convenient, both in preliminary design studies
and in the control of shipboard vibration, to conduct independent studies on the
propulsion system. It Is necessary, however, to include actual or mpirical
factors related to the ship!s structure which form an important part of the
effective mass-elastic system under study, such as the stiffness of the thrust
bearing foundation , when evaluating the response of longitudinal vibration of
the propulsion system.

The main areas of concern, and which can give rise to troublesome
vibration or dynamic stresses, Include:

. Dynamic Unbalance and Misalignment

● Dynamic Shaft Stresses

● Longitudinal Vibration

● Torsional Vibration

● Lateral Vibration

The following sections will cover the above topics and inc
tion and response of f-he propulsion system.

3.6.1 Dynamic Unba i
.

~

ude both the excita-

Dynamic and/or hydrodynamic unbalance of the DroDeller, dynamic
unbalance of shafting, bull gears, and

, ,
other large components of the propulsion

system operating a+ propeller-shaft speed may contribute l-o objectionable hull
vibration, particularly if the excitina freauencv falls in resonance with a
natura
mary (
diesel

these

frequency of the hut!. Such d~fficul’ties’may also arise fran theprl-
st order) or secondary (2nd order) unbalanced forces in large, slow-speed
engines or frm serious shaft misalignment (Ist order).

It Is generally true, however, that the vibration recurring at
ow frequencies (Ist or 2nd order) will be particularly objectionable to
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humans when operating at the lower hull resonances. Vlbratlon which exceeds the
recommended criteria should be”corracted to prevent Iwal damage and/or bearing
wear down. Specific corrective action may be required to control primary and
secondary unbalances In slow-speed diesel engines.

Specific unbalance tolerances or machInavIbratlon limits of high-
speed components such as turbines and compressors are normally established by
the manufacturer. When the vibration of such units exceed recanmended crlterla
It may result In potentially dangerous problems with the equipment lTself, or

may cause resonances of local foundations, attached piping, or canponents. In
the absence of manufacturers criteria, the crlterla given in this guide should
be used. Care should be exercised to distinguish between hull-excited and
machine-excited vibration In order to properly determine corrective action
required.

3.6.2

Propulsion shafting Is normally designed in accordance with Clas-
sification Society Rules (A.B.S., Lloyds, etc.) and, In sune Instances, by Navy
rules [3-6]. With normal design practice, periodic Inspections, and proper
maintenance procedures no difficulty should be experienced with propulsion
shafting during the life of the ship. However, experience has Indicated serious
difflcultles, Includlng shaft failure, could result during normal operating
conditions [7,8].

Shaft problems are related to dynamic stresses in most cases,
magnlfled by corrosion fatigue. Such problems may be caused by the sccentrlc
thrust, precipitated by adverse flow conditions at the propeller, and aggravated
by mlsallgnmen+ and/or faulty shaft seals. Excessive stresses assczlated with
torsional vibration in slow-speed diesel engine drives Is alsoa potenfial prob-
lem area.

As a minimum, -the complete propulsion systm should be evaluated
for acceptable steady and dynamic stress levels during the design phase, and
verified during ship trials. Maintenance prmedures should check for corrosion
and fatigue cracks at the propeller keyway and at the shaft a+ the forward end
of the propeller hub. Bearing wear and wear of shaft seals should also be
checked.

3.6.3

The propulsion systsm may exhibit excessive longitudinal vibration
caused by alternating thrust generated by the propeller at blade frequency or
harmonics of blade frequency. The vibration Is considered excessive if it
exceeds the criteria given for machinery vibration, and can be particularly
damaging to thrust bearings and/or reduction gears. Depending on structural
characteristics, the alternating thrust forces transmitted to the ship through
the thrust bearing can result in serious I&al vibrations in the engine roan and
to serious superstructure fore and aft response. Figure 3-9 shows the longitud-
inal vibration of a typical propulsion shaft. The addition of the main engines
and reduction gears to the mass-elastic system is required for ccmplete system
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evaluation. The forces transmitted to the shlp~s structure are prlmarlly depen-
dent on the total- mass of the system shown In Figure 3-9 and the canbined thrust
bearing and foundation stiffness.

l-l
,,” 4- -

Figure 3-9. Longitudinal Vibration of Shafting

In general, longitudinal and torsional vibrations of propulsion
systems may be considered as Independent of one another, but this Is not always
the case. The propeller couples the longitudinal and torsional degrees of free-
dom of the systm to sane extent under all conditions, but the coupling effect
is significant chiefly when the critical frequencies that would exist without

this coupllng effect are close to one another. In such cases the mode excited
Is actually a Longitudinal-torsional mode and the excitation Involves a general-
ized force which includes both torque and thrust variations. This phenomenon is
of particular concern In diesel drive systems.

While longitudinal vibration may be observed aboard ship, to
properly instrument and evaluate against the various crlterla will require a
dynamic analysis for correlation purposes and, In most cases, further analyses
to determine optimum corrective action. Vibration specialists should be
obtained for such problems and for total systa evaluation during ship trials.

3.6.4 Torsional VibrntIon

Torsional vibration of the propulsion system may be excited by the
alternating torque produced by the propel Ier and/or the engine harmonics in a
diesel drive system. Ordinarily torsional resonances within the shafting system
shown in Figure 3-10 does not produce serious vibration problems In the shIp?s
structure although it can produce damaging effects In reduction gear drives,
particularly under adverse sea conditions. In diesel engine drive system of all
types, torque reactions can be a major concern In structural vibration and tor-
sional resonances can be damaging to system components.
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Figure 3-10. Torsional Vibration of

Although the evaluation of tors
subject to classification rule requirements,
carry out a torsional vlbratlon analysis of

Typical Shafting Systsm

ona I vibration of the shafting Is
it 1s also considered necessary to
the ccmlete Propulsion system in

the design phase and verify the system response characteristics during ship
trials. As in the case of Iongltudlnal vlbratlon studies, experienced personnel
are considered necessary for the evaluation and resolution of shipboard prob-
lems. For more detailed information on the subJect see ‘Practical Solutions of

Tors Ions I Vibrat ion Prob I emslr [3-9] and ‘fB1 CERA1r [3-1 O].

3.6.5 I atera I Vibratlom

The propulsion shaft system, Figure 3-11, is normally designed so
that the fundamental lateral or whlrllng crltlcal speed 1s well above the run-
ning speed. Background information and calculation procedures are given by
Jasper [3-II], Panagopulos [3-12~, and Navy Design Procedures [3-61. The funda-
mental mode of vibration is referred to as llforward whirl~!, Is excited by mass
unbalance, and at resonance poses a serious danger to the propeller-shaft sys-
tenl ● The frequency of the system is significantly influenced by the effective
point of support of the aft bearing and the stiffness of the bearing supports.
Figure 3-12, taken from Det Norske Veritas Guidelines [3-5] shows the influence
of the position of the aft bearing support on the frequency of the whirling
crltlcal.

Misalignment or serious bearing wear down can result in high dyna-
NilC stresses In the shaft, dynamic magnification of bearing reactions and
Increased hull vibration, overheating, and increased bearing wear down. On the
assumption that the design was satisfactory Initially, good maintenance Is
required to keep It that way. The use of roller bearings or self altgnlng bear-
ings, and attention to dynamic balance will minlmlze potential problmns.
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Figure 3-11. Whlrllng Vibration of Shafting

MAJOR WHIRLING CRITICAL
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Figure 3-12.
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SFCTION 4.0

NT METHODS

This section deals with the equipment, t~hniques, and procedures used
to obtain and reduce shipboard vibration data. The evaluation of the levels of
vibration is covered In Section 8.

A limited amount of information can be obtained without equipment, just
from feeling the vibration. For example, the frequencies of the lower hull
modes, and shaft rotation can sanetimes be determined by counting the cycles
during a known period of time. Often blade frequency can be detected even
though it is normally too fast to count. A severe cavitation of the propeller
can be identified by the noise in the stern area , which sounds like a loud ran-
dom hanmering on the hull. An object, such as a coin placed on a vibrating
machine, will rattle if the vertical vibration level Is over one g. Critical
speeds of machinery or equipment can often be observed visually, or detected by
the noise it produces. Such observations, especially by experienced ship opera-
tors or engineers, are valuable, and may be sufficient in evaluating simple
problems. However, it Is easy to be deceived, and if there is any doubt,
instruments should be used.

4.1 INSTRUMENTATION

This section will provide the Information on mechanical instruments,
vibration transducers, signal condl+ioning and recording equipment that would
have to be considered in plannlng shipboard vibration measurements. It treats
the various types of equipment in general terms, so when specific equipment is
selected, reference wII I have to be made to the manufacturer’s instructions for
the actual operation of the equipment.

4.1.1 Mcharilcal lnstrum~n ts

There have been many mechanical and optical Instruments developed for
measuring vibration , most of them before electronic means were highly developed.
Two of the most common are still used and are briefly described.

4.1.1.1 Reeds

These instruments consist of metal reeds attached to a case which is
held hard against a vibrating object. If the natural frequency of the reed
coincides with the frequency of vibration, the Reed~s amplitude will be magni-
fied to the point where it can be seen. One type of reed instrument (Frahm
reeds) has a number of reeds of different iengths (and frequencies) attached to
the same case, and the reed with the highest amplitude is closest to the fre-
quency of vibration. Other instruments use a tunable reed where the length can
be adjusted. The amplitude of the reed can be calibrated to give the amplitude
of vibration (Westinghouse Reed Vibrcineter).
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4.1.1.2 Askanla

This is a hand-held instrument with a probe that is pressed against a
vlbratlng object. The relative displacanent between the probe and the casing 1s
mechanically ampllfled and displayed on a l-inch wide strip of paper as a time
history, from which the amplitudes and frequencies of vibration can be deter-
mined. Low frequency signals are often unreliable due to the difficulty in
holding the instrument still.

4.1.2 Tran sd _

Several of the basic types of transducers used for vlbratlon measure-
ments are discussed. The theory of operation Is Intentionally very brief, bu+
the features that must be considered In their application are covered in more
deta 1 I. The type of transducers chosen will depend on what type of information
1s requlrecl.

4.1.2.1 Accelerometers

The most common type of accelerometer is the piezoelectric type. This
consists of a mass mounted on a crystal which generates an electrical charge
proportional to the acceleration of the mass. It is generally small in size and
models can be found that can measure from 1 Hz to 10 kHz. They require a charge
amplifier and the cables from the transducers to the amplifiers must be the
coaxial type. If the cables between the transducers and amplifiers are long
andlor are subject to vibration, a charge converter should be inserted in the
cable a few feet frun the transducer. A two-conductor shielded cable can be
used between the charge converter and the amplifier.

If frequencies down to D.C. must be measured, a strain gage or piezore-
slstive accelerometer can be used. The strain gage type has the mass mounted to
a flexural or other support which bends or deflects when the acceleraneter
vibrates. Strain gages are usedon the support to measure the deflections. The
piezoresistlve types have the mass mounted to piezoreslstive elements which act
much as strain gages do. These must be used in conjunction with strain gage
amplifiers. Four conductor shielded cables must be used between the gages and
the amplifiers.

Another type of accelerometer is the servo accelercrneter. This type
contains a selsmlc mass with a coil of wire around It. Motion of the mass with
respect to the case due to acceleration is detected and a current imposed on the
COII to keep the mass moving with the case. The amount of the current is the
slanal out~ut. The freauency response of one brand of this type Is from D.C. to
ap~roxlmatkly 500 Hz. I’t has a “built-in amplif
Supp Iy.

Acceleration signals are suitable for ana
problems where high frequencies are of interest
the high frequencies are accentuated. However,
interest, such as a once per revolution signal,

er, and r~uires a D.C. power

yzing many types of machinety
such as bearing wear, because

if lower frequencies are of
that signal may be lost In a
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multltude of high frequency signals due to bearings, flow noise, etc. In the
analysls sectfon some techniques wIII be discussed to overcome this problem.

4.1.2.2 Velocity Gages

A velocity gage 1s constructed with a magnetic core, mounted on
springs, that oscillates within a coil generating a signal which is proportional
to velcclty. It generally has an internal resonant frequency of 5 or 6 Hz, is
highly damped to ellmlnate a high output at the resonance, and has a useful
frequency range of about 4 to 600 Hz. The lower frequencies require a correc-
tion, but above approximately 10 Hz the output 1s essentially Ilnear. Two con-
ductor shielded cables are sufficient for vel=lty gages. The velocity sIgna!,
and alfernatlvely, the dlsplacaent signal if it 1s Integrated, Is usually the
most appropriate quantity to measure for ship vibration problems if high and
very low frequencies are not of Interest.

4.1.2.3 Displacement Gages

The most common type of gage measuring displacement directly Is the
non-contact proxlmlty probe. It generally consists of a proximitor and a probe.
The proxlmitor generates a high frequency signal which produces a magnetic field
around the probe. The closeness of a metal ‘targetW alters the eddy currents,
modulating the high frequency signal which is dsrnodulated by the proxlmitor
producing a signal which is proportional to the distance between the probe and
the target. The frequency response 1s from D.C. to several kHz depending on the
frequency of the carrier. The proximltor requires a D.C. power supply. The
cable between the proxlmitor and the recorder or signal conditioner can be two
conductor shielded.

The proximity probe is used extensively in rotating machinery studies,
measuring the relatlve displacement between the stationary and rotating parts.
If the actual dlsplacanent of a rotating body is required, the displacement of
the casing or whatever the probe i5 mounted to must be measured by some other
means. The most severe limitation of these 1s that they measure only a range of
a few to 50 or 100 roils displacement unless the probe is quite large.

There are other displacement measuring transducers that have each end
mounted to objects to measure the relative distance between them. Two such
devices are the Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) and the Linear
Motion Transducer (LMT).

4.1.2.4 Strain Gages

Strain gages are resistive elements that change their resistance when
they are stretched or compressed. They are mounted with an adhesive to the
object and In the dlr~tion In which strain Is to be measured. The change in
resistance is small so the measurement 1s usually made with the gage electrical-
ly connected in a Wheatstone bridge.

A D.C. power supply of 5 to 10 volts is required. Often this Is built
Into strain gage amplifiers.
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If the strain in a shaft is being measured, telaetry equipment or slip
rings must be used. The arrangements of the gages for measuring axial, torslon-
al,-and bending strains In the- shaft are a~l-different, and ~ust
positioned.

The t~hniques for installation, calibration, and measurerm
involved, and require experienced personnel.

4.1.3

Signal conditioning equipment is used to amplify slgna
where they can be conveniently recorded or displayed. De~endlng on

be precisely

nt are quite

s to a level
the aDDlica-

tion, they may also include power supplies for the transducer=, filtersj’ cali-
bration features, integrators, and parts of Whetstone bridge circuits.

4.1.3.1 Differential Amplifiers

Differential amplifiers in their simplest form use voltage inputs and
merely amplify them to a ievel suitable for recording. The most cunmon addi-
tional feature found on these is an internal calibration signal which is fed
into the amplifier. This could be a sinusoidal signai or a D.C. step of known
value. This is convenient for calibration of the amplifier and recording equip-
ment, but does not caiibrate the sensitivity of the transducer. That would have
to be done by other means or provided by the transducer manufacturer.

The output of this or any type of amplifier is usuaily a voltage which
can be used as input to high impedance devices only. This would include tape
recorders, many strip chart recorders, spectral analyzers, oscilloscopes, etc.
The most common low impedance device used is an oscil iograph that uses galvano-
meters. These are designed such that the display is proportional to the input
current rather than voltage. Special l’galvo outputs” are required on the ampli-
fiers to drive these devices.

4.1.3.2 Charge Amplifiers

Charge amplifiers are used with piezoe!ectric accelerometers and they
convert the charge generated by the acceleraneter to a voltage proportional to
the acceleration. Sane of these have a feature which aliows the use of remote
charge converters, in which case the amplifiers bemne basically differential
ampl ifiers. In addition, however, they provide a D.C. power supply superimposed
on the signal cables to power the remote charge converters. if the ren’mte
charge converters are used it is possibie to use a separate power supply and
differential amplifiers provided the charge converters have the appropriate
connectors.

Since acceleration signals often have high level high frequency signais
which are not of interest, charge amplifiers often have bui it-in fiiters to
limit the amplifler output to 50, 100, 500 Hz, etc. If veloclty or displacement
is desired, some amplifiers can integrate the signal once to get vel~ity, or
twice to get displacanent. If this feature is used, the characteristics of the
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Integrators at low frequencies should be checked. Often the transducer can be
used at lower frequencies than the Integrators.

Char e amplifiers,
?

iike differential amplifiers, may have lntemal
calibration s gnats and/or gaivonometer outputs as weli as voitage outputs.

4.1.3.3 Strain Gage Anpiifiers

A strain gage amplifler is basically a differential amplifier, but
usualiy Inciudes most of the foiiowlng features. It should have a D.C. power
suppiy rated at up to 10 volts. it usually has a shun+ calibration switch which
piaces a calibration resistor across one arm of the bridge. This changes the
resistance of that arm to correspond to a known strain.

The strain gage ampilfier aiso has a bridge baiance network which ad-
justs the voltage across adJacent arms to zero the output when the structure
being measured is not under ioad.

Again it is recanmended that oniy experienced personnei be used for
strain measurements.

4.1.3.4 Fiiters

The most common type of filter used In ship vibration measurements Is a
iow pass fiiter which passes aii frequencies beiow a set frequency and biocks
ail those above it. As mentioned before, this can be used to eliminate high
frequencies such as fran bearings, fiow, etc. The llcut-off” is not sharp, how-
ever, and the filter characteristics should be considered when using them.

A high pass fiiter can be used to eiiminate unwanted iow frequencies
such as ship motion, or iow frequency huii vibration. Again the cutoff is not
sharp.

Both high pass and iow pass fiiters can be used on the same signals,
either as a llband-passlt fiiter or as a IIband-rejecttf fi Iter. The band pass
filter wouid be used if there are both low frequency and high frequency signals
that are unwanted. Also it might be used to isoiate a certain component, such
as blade frequency, in which case a narrow band wouid be used. More wili be
said about fiiters in the anaiysis section.

4.1.4 &crrflers

This section discusses four means of recording or observing vibration
da?a: meters, oscilloscopes, oscii i~raphs, and tape recorders. Often data is
fed directiy into a frequency anaiyzer and the peaks recorded by hand or the
entire piot put on hard copy. Although this can be considered a type of record-
ing, frequency anaiyzers are discussed under Section 4.3, Anaiysis and Reporting
of Data.
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4.1 .4.1 Meters

This Is the simplest type of display used for vibration data. The
amplitude of the A.C. component of a signal is displayed on a meter. If there
are no filters In the signal conditioning system, the meter displays an ‘over-
all” level of vibration and no indication of the frequencies involved. This is
useful for many machinery monitoring applications where a change in cveral I
vlbraiion level 1s usually Indicative of a problem. %netlmes enough is known
about the machine that the frequency can be assumed. More often some type of
frequency detection is used for diagnostic purposes after a problem has been
detected.

A filter can be used in conjunction with a meter to obtain the frequen-
cies and amplitudes of many of the components in the signal. Normally a narrow
band filter is used in this manner and is tuned manually. This procedure Is
severely limited by the gradual cut-off of most analog filters. This results in
lower level canponents being masked by the higher Ievei signals if they are
close in frequency. ‘lClose in frequency~l will be defined differently for dif-
ferent filters, but could be a factor of two or three. Also two cunponents that
are very close are difficult to distinguish. Nevertheless, this prccedure Is
very useful for many applications that have a iimited number of frequency compo-
nents.

A meter, be lt with or without a filter, is used mostiy with machinery
where the amplitudes do not modulate significantly. Most huil, superstructure,
and main shaf+ vibration measursrnents exhibit a modulation such that the maximum
amplitudes are two to five times the average. This modulation varies with the
quantity being measured, sea state, and other factors. At any rate, it is dif-
ficult
a good
Suffic

elude i

to deal with using a meter because the needle fluctuates too much to get
reading. A! SO, the modulating signal is a statistical quantity and a
ent number of cycles must be observed. This is Impossible with a meter.

Many packages are available from manufacturers, such as IRD, that in-
transducer, tunable filter, and calibrated meter.

4.1.4.2 Oscilloscopes

Oscilloscopes dlspiay a time history of the vibration signal on a
screen as it occurs. in many scopes a segment of the signal can be ‘capturedt~
and retained for examination. The amplitude of the signal can be read from the
screen if it is not modulating too much. If there 1s a dcmlnant frequency com-
ponent, the frequency can be obtained from the screen as well, by obsewing the
period on the x-axis. if there is more than one frequency component, getting
frequency information from a scope 1s dlfflcult.

Oscilloscopes are more useful as monitoring devices to see if a reason-
able iooking signal is being recorded, and to observe the general char=teris-
tics of the signals. For multiple channels lt should be used with a switchbox
so all channels can be checked. Precise measurements of the amplitudes and
frequencies should be done by other means. See Section 4.3.
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4.1.4.3 Oscil lographs

Osclllographs produce a hard copy of the time history of a nmber of
vibration signals simultaneously, and these permanent records can be analyzed
any time after the data Is taken. The procedures for obtaining the amplitudes
and frequencies fran these r~ords are given in Manley (4-l), and briefly dis-
cussed in SectIon 4.3.1.

Where there are severai modulating frequency components In a single
signal, it becomes dlfflcult and time consuming to analyze. Oscill~raphs are
often used in preliminary anaiyses, and to get a feel for what is happening
during thetrtal. It can also serve as a backup in case something should happen
to a tape recorder used in paraliel. >

The distinction between ‘oscillographsll and ‘strip chart recorders” is
somewhat vague. In general a s+rlp chart recorder has a pen, perhaps thermal or
ink, and is limited to a frequency response of 100 Hz or iess. An osciiiograph
usually refers to a recorder that uses Ilght beams directed towards a roll of
light sensitive paper. its frequency response could be as high as 5 kHz. The
light beams might be controlled by galvanometers in which case a smail mirror
refiects a light source In response to the incoming signai. A later innovation
uses fiberoptic to direct the light.

Galvoncmeters have low Input impedance, and are current controlled
devices. Signal conditioning equipment used with galvanometers must have an
output terminal designed specifically for thin. The fiberoptlcs equipment and
strip chart recorders normaiiy have differential amplifiers built In with gain
controls, so that the same signal can be used for the oscil lograph or strip
chart recorder as 1s used for the tape recorder.

4.1.4.4 Tape Recorders

The use of a tape recorder provides a versatility that cannot be ob-
tained by the other methods discussed. It reproduces the electrical signai
which can then be anaiyzed by any method desired. This flexibility Is desirable
because the requirements for anaiysis cannot aiways be totaiiy predicted before
the trial. The prwedures involved are fairiy simple, but must be rigorously
observed.

The level of the input signais must be constantly observed and con-
trolled by the signai conditioning equipment so that the signal is as large as
possible to reduce the signal/noise ratio, but not too large for the tape
recorder, so the signai is not clipped. The ievel can often be monitored with a
meter bulit into the tape r~order. An aitematlve method is to monitor the
Ievei on an oscilloscope.

An oscilloscope 1s desirable anyway to Judge whether the signals look
reasonable or not. Usua I ly Intermittent connections, 60 Hz noise, or other
probims can be instantly detscted. The scope should be used also to monitor
the tape~s reproduced signals AS THEY ARE BEING RE~RDED. This wiii require
extra wiring and switching arrangements, but it Is Imperative that the trial
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engineer be able to routinely check If all signals are the same when they are
reproduced as they were when recorded.

The. tape speed selected will depend on the frequency response of the
signals to be r~orded, and whether the tape recorder uses ‘wide band!’ or ‘stan-
dard baridn. Check the instructions for the recorder to select tape speed.

4.2 QiJAhITl TI ES TO BE MEASURED

The first choice to be made rqarding the type of data to be recorded
is between displacement, velocity, and acceleration. In addition, the appropri-
ate frequency range should be known In advance. Although most ship vibration
data will be recorded in the form of a time history , sometimes the data wil I be
fed diratly toa frequency analyzer or other analysis equipment and a hard copy
of the frequency spectra or some other type of plot obtained. In some very
simple applications, data may be read frun the equipment and recorded manually
as the trial is conducted.

This section discusses the measured quantities in general. Section 4.4
(Transducer Locations) makes specific recanmendations for different situations.

4.2.1 DisDlaca’nent. Veloc ty.i or Accelmratinn

In most cases ship vibration data will be analyzed in terms of its
frequency components, so the characteristics of sinusoidal motion should be
considered. These were discussed in Appendix A, Section A.2, Vibration Funda-
mentals, where it was shown that the displacement, velwity, and acceleration
amplitudes of sinusoids differ only by factors of the frequency, with the higher
frequencies being accentuated by acceleration, the lower by displacement.
Vibration engineers often consider displacement the appropriate quantity to
observe for machines that operate below 1000 rpm, veiwity for 1000 to 10,000
rpm, and acceleration for those above 10,000 rpm. This is assuming they are
interested in things such as unbaiance, misalignment, etc. If a high frequency,
such as a bearing frequency is of interest, even cn a iow speed machine,
acceleration may be the best quantity to observe.

Another factor to consider in choosing displacement, veioclty, or
acceleration is what is critical in determining damage to the machine or struc-
ture. Dispiace#nents wili normaliy be proportional to stresses in a structure
and can be ccmpared to known clearances, etc. VeI~ity gives an indication of
the energy dissipated through vibration, which is often a good indicator of
damage to a machine. Human cunfort ievei is more closely related to veiwity
than displacaent or acceleration. Acceleration Is normaily proportional to the
forces appiied to the vibrating obJect.

The final choice Is often determined by the characteristics of the
transducers avai iable, particularly the frequency range of the transducer. See
the section on transducers for details.
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4.2.2 ~r~q~

The frequency ranges of transducers, signal conditioners, and recording
eauJDment must be chosen to match the freauencv C~DOnWItS of Interest In the
data’ being recorded. Also, frequencies known to’be I
are often excluded. Ship motion (roll, pitch, etc.
Hull girder modes and those of major structures, such
may be from 1 to 10 Hz for the lower modes. Prope
engine rotational, gear frequencies and biade rate
the machinery characteristics.

~esenf but not of Interest
usuaiiy faiis below 1 Hz.

as deckhouses~ masts, etc.
Ier shaft rotational, main

can aii be determined frcm

Even though unwanted frequencies can be filtered out in the anaiysis of
the data, it may be a good idea not to record them in the first place because
the ievel of the frequency components of interest wiii be harder to separate
frcm the ‘noisen iater. Also, in the case of frequency analyzers, choosing a
broader frequency range than necessary will decrease the resolution and accuracy
of the results.

4.2.3 Tim~Histnry or Freq~v Spectra

Often it is tmpting to obtain frequency spectra directly rather than
go through the step of recording on tape and then later obtalnIng the spectra.
This is appropriate for rotating machinery where the vibration is self-excited.
In this case the amplitudes are usuaiiy falriy constant and a iarge sample is
not required. Most vibration data routinely gathered from ships, however, are
propeller excited, or excited by the sea, or some combination, such as huii
girder vibration. For this type of data~ the amplitudes are modulated and have
a randomness ass~iated with th[
for the randcmess, which for b
or three minutes. if muitipie
case, time wii I not permit “on-

4.3 ANALYSIS AND REPORTiNG

m. it requires a sample iarge enough to account
ade frequencies and its harmonics, should be two
channels are being recorded, as is usuaily the
inew analysis during the triais.

OF DATA

Traditionally, analysis of shipboard vibration rwords has been per-
formed using the methods described in ‘fWaveform Anaiysisft by R.G. Manley (Refer-
ence 4-l). The various schmes proposed in that work ailow one to extract maxi-
mum vaiues and frequencies of the components of a canplex waveform. if there
are several components present ‘manuai” anaiysls Is time consuming and requires
good Judgment (i.e., experience). Canmon practice has been to anaiyze a record
of one to severai minutes duration and report the ‘maximum repetitive ampli-
tudes of the predaninant canponents. This practice was established because the
maximum vaiues are those responsible for discomfort and structural damage.

Recentiy, very fast digital electronic anaiyzers have becane available
at a reasonable cost. These anaiyzers offer severai advantages over manual
anaiysis, primarily speed and repeatability. No Judgment is required by the
machine. Unfortunately, the machines do not iook at data the same way as exper-
ienced vibration engineers. Most of these machines perform a discrete fourier
transform on an electrical anaiog of the vibration waveform. The analysis is
accomplished by an efficient aigorithm known as a Fast Fourier Transform. The
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result of this tr’ansforfn Is the Root Mean Square amplitude of each canponent
within the analysls range. For a pure slnusold the ratio of the peak amplitude
to the RMS amplitude is~2. In order to obtain the maximum repetitive values,
the RMS values must be multiplied by ‘crest factors” which Include both the{2
factor and an amplitude modulation factor. There are Ilmlted data on crest
factors at present, but they are known to vary with sea state and Imation of
measurement, at least. Normally they are In the range of 2 to 4, but In adverse
weather; values as high as 6 to 9 have been r~orted. The International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO) remnmends that a factor of 2.5 be used unless there Is
enough data available to establish a more appropriate factor.

Six methods of analysis are discussed below. Not enough research has
been done to evaluate these methods in relation to each other, but each has Its
own advantages, and can be used to compare quantities analyzed by similar
methods.

4.3.1 WI I Metl@

The ‘manual” method of analysis Involves measuring frequencies and
amplitudes of vlbratlon components on an oscillcgraph record. The subject Is
covered in great detail in Manley, Reference 4-1, and only a few basics are
covered here.

The analysis of waveforms is based on the prlnclple that any periodic
record is a superposition of sinusoids having frequencies that are integral
multiples of the lowest frequency present. The lowest frequency 1s determined
by the smallest portion of the record that repeats itself, or one cycle. Figure
4-1 shows several waveforms and indicates the extent of one cycle, sane of which
are not obvious.

The first trace, (a), is essentially a sinusoid with a constant ampli-
tude. The double amplitude of vibration Is obtained by measuring the double
amplitude of the trace as shown, and multiplying by the sensitivity of the
measuring/recording system which is found by calibration. The frequency is
found by counting the number of cycles In a known time period. The time on
oscillqraphs is Indicated by timing Ilnes (a convenient rate for many shipboard
applications is 10 llnes/sec.) or simply by knowing paper speed. For tr~e (a),
the frequency ts. 6 Hz. Accuracy is Improved if the number of cycles in a longer
section of rword is used.

Trace (b) is the superposition of two sinusoids with one cycle of the
lowest frequency shown. The components can be separated by drawing sinusoidal
~tenvelopesn (upper and lower limits) through al 1 the peaks and troughs as shown.
The amplitude and frequency of the low frequency component Is that of the envel-
ope (frequency Is about 2.7 Hz). The vertical distance between enveiopes indi-
cates the amplitude of the high frequency component, and the high frequency
(about 6 Hz) can usually be counted. In this example the frequencies d~ffer by
a factor of three.

Often signals look like trace (c), where the envelopes are out of
phase, causing nbulgesfr and ‘walststl. This signal is caused by two components
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Figure 4-1. Various Types of Waveforms
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that are close In frequency, and 1s called ‘tbeatlngW. The peaks of the two
signals alternately add and subtract. Other characteristics of beating are +hat
the iengths of the beats are about the same, and the spacing between the peaks
at the bulges IS different from that at the waists. The amplitudes between the
envelopes at the bulges and waists rqresent the sum and difference respectively
of the components. Thus, if the cunponents~ amplitudes are Xm for the major,
and Xn for the minor, measurements show that:

x +x= .7rt

x: - Xn = .21’
n

Solving simultaneously by adding:

Zxm = .91f or Xm = .45~’, so Xn = .251t

These record amplitudes must be multiplied by +he systm sensitivity to get
actual amplitudes. The major frequency can be found by counting the number @f
peaks as before. In trace (c) it is 3 Hz. This frequency is also sune integral
multiple of the beat frequency, In this case 6 times. The frequency of the
minor component is either one more (7) or one iess (5) times the beat frequency.
The spacing of peaks at the waist indicates which, since it reflects the major
component. in trace (c) the spacing is closer so the major component has the
higher frequency. If the spacing were farther apart, the maJor component would
have the lower frequency. In our example, the beat frequency is 0.5 Hz, the
minor frequency is 5 times that, or 2.5 Hz.

Trace (d) shows a characteristic of most hull and propeller excited
vibration on board ships. It looks similar to beating, but is actuaily only one
component whose amplitude is varying (modulating) in response to wave action and
flow variations into the propeller. This Is distinguishable frcin beating
because the length of the bulges are not likely to be the same, and the spacing
of the peaks is the same at the bulges and the waists. For, such records, the
maximum repetitive amplitude is usually desired, which would be obtained from
the highest bulges.

Unfortunately, many ship vibration records involve more than twc compo-
nents, wiil almost certainly involve modulation, and may be beating as well.
One technique that saves a lot of time IS to find sections of the record in
which one component is tanporarily dominant.

This method of analysis involves filtering the signals to get the fre-
quency coinponent of interest and recording the result on a chart recorder at
slow speed. This condenses a several minute r~ord into an envelope Just sev-
eral Inches long. The maximum repetitive value (MRV) can be immediately
obtained visually.

Care must be taken that the filter used does not pass a significant
amount of any component other than the cunponent of interest. As an example,

-.,
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using most analog filters to obtain blade frequency (frequency at which propel-
ler blades pass a fixed point) is normally acceptable because the amplltude of
the second harmonic Is usually much lower than that of blade frequency. How-
ever, when analyzing the 2 x blade component, too much of the blade and the 3 x
blade would pass to obtain meaningful results.

To illustrate how these errors can be anticipated, consider a Krohn-
Hite Model 3550 Variable Filter. It uses a fourth order Butterworth function.
The gain is given by Figure 4-2and the following:

“=&
~4

‘H=IC7

where
‘L =

‘H =

f =

f. =

f
s ~= —

o

Gain of low pass fiiter

Gain of high pass fiiter

Frequency

Cut-off frequency setting

The effect that this filter wlil have on blade frequency and Its har-
monics can be illustrated by calculating the attenuations for various frequency
ratios, S. The results are given in Tabie 4-1. It was assumed that the high
pass and low pass filter settings were at 80 percent and 120 percent, respec-
tively, of the frequency being passed.

Frun the table it can be seen that using the fiiter attenuates the
wanted signal to 83.3 percent. Any resuits so obtained shouid be divided by
.833 to get true amplitudes. To see how this stsp affects all the cunponents,
the entire table is divided by .833 to find the ‘normaiizedtf attenuations.

The normalized attenuations show that if biade frequency is being fii-
+ered, 15.4 percent of the second harmonic also passes, an acceptable error if
the second harmonic Is significantly less than biade frequency, which is the
usuai case. when analyzing the 2 x blade canponent, 18.1 percent of the biade,
and 45.4 percent of the 3 x blade passes, an unacceptable error.

To reduce this type of error, two filters can be used in series (Table
4-2) . When analyzing 2 x blade, two filters result in 69.4 percent of 2x
blade, 2.3 percent of blade, and 14.3 percent of 3 x blade being passed. To
normaiize, divide by .694. The normalized attenuations show 3.3 percent of
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Table 4-2. Calculated Attenuations Due to Two Filters’:

Actual Attenuation Normalized Attenuatio
FILTER
SETTIMG BLADE 2 X BME 3 x BLADE 4 x BLADE ,_BLADE 2 X BMDE 3 x B

BMDE .694 .016 .001 .000 1.000 .024 .0

2 x BLADE .023 .694 .143 .016 ● 033 1.000 .20

3 x BLADE ● 001 .187 .694 .296 ,Ooi .269 1.00

4 x BLADE .000 .023 .365 .694 .000 .033 .52



blade and 20.6 percent of 3 x blade is passed. This technique shouid be accept-
able uniess the 3 x blade component is unusually high in magnitude. Even two
filters may not have a sharp enough cut-off to isoiate the 3 x blade or higher
harmonics.

For normal ship v

1. Analyze blade
resuits.

2. Analyze 2x b
ize results.

3* Subtract 15.4

bration signais, the fol iowing steps are remnmendeci:

frequency with one fiiter and normallze

ade frequency w’th two fiiters and normal-

Dercent of the 2 x blade amplitude fran the
biade frequency amplitude.

4. SubtracT 3.3 percent of the
from the 2 x blade ampiitude.

NOTE: The above percentages
filters.

biade frequency ampiitude

will vary with different

In order to visualize the relationship between a normal osciiicgraph
record of ship vibration and a condensed enveiope, a l-minute sample of filtered
biade frequency vibration of a shipts stern was recorded at different speeds.
Figure 4-3 shows the record at 25 mm/see. Figure 4-4 shows the same record at
successively slower speeds. At 1 mm/see. the maximum repetitive value is con-
veniently read.

it is felt that this is presentiy the best method to obtain the MRV for
blade and 2 x biade frequency frwn ship vibration records.

4.3*3 ectra i Methnci

Two types of spectra can be found with most analyzers: the common
Waverage!t and the ~~peaktf ampiitude. For both types the record is broken down
into segments for frequency anaiysis. The segments vary in length with the
frequency range of the anaiysis, but for ship vibration studies they would be
several seconds long. For “each segment, the” analyzer f
each frequency canponent (i.e., in each frequency interval,
The number of iines (resolution) varies with the analyzer,
between 100 and 1000. Ship vibration records wii i norms
minutes iong and wiii contain many segments.

nds the MS level of
or for each ‘i inet’).
but most often falls
iy be one or severai

if the ‘Javeragel~ spectrum is desired, the anaiyzer wiil average ail the
RMS Ieveis found in like frequency intervais. The term %umber of averages” is
often used referring to the number of segments in each average, although the
terminolqy is sometimes confusing. This report will refer to the vaiues
obtained with “averagetf spectra as l*average RMSft vaiues.
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Figure 4-3. Vertlca I Blade Frequency Disp Iacement of a Sh ip IS
Stern Recorded at 25 mm/see.



5 mmlsec

2 1/12 mm/see (125 mm/min. )

1 mmlsec

Figure 4-4. Vertical Blade Frequency Displacement of a ShIpls
Stern Recorded at Various Slow Speeds
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Before pr~eeding further, it will be helpful to”deflne three kinds of
‘peakst~ ass~iated with most ship vibration r=ords, and clarify the terminol-

2.

3.

in each cycle, the ~peakn value Is the difference between
the mean and the greatest value in that cycle. In this
report ‘peakrl wil I be used in this manner.

A modulating signal ‘fpeaks~t every few cycles. To avoid
confusion this report will refer to this
a “maximumW value.

The ‘peak~ spectrum which is really the
greatest RMS values in each frequency
among severai segments. Such values will
RMSW values.

type of peak as

spectrum of the
interval found

be called ‘fpeak

If the ‘averaae RkW and %eak RMS’ values aremultiDl ied by Z we will
obtain spectral single=amplitudes which we will call the ‘favbrage spectraln and
llpeak spectral!! values. Sample spectra are given for three different measure-
ments on a ship in Figure 4-5.

There will be sane variation in resuits, depending on the frequency
range used. A higher frequency range wil I involve broader frequency intervals
and yield higher results. The differences wil I be most apparent when the speed
of the shaft or machine being measured varies siightiy.

To ellminate the ill effects of speed variations, sane analyzers will
track a signal and display the spectrum as harmonic components of the tracked
signal.

It is obvious that the average spectral value will always be less than
the MRV, and that the peak spectrai values will be closer to the MRV. The exact
relationship between the latter two will depend on the rate of modulation com-
pared to the iength of the segment. If the modulation Is very slow the ampll-
tude will be near its maximum for the entire length of sane segments, and the
two will be close. if the modulation is fast, the peak wiil be closer to the
average amplitude.

4.3.4 ~ Va I ues

Some analyzers, such as the Nicolet Model 660A Dual Channel Analyzer,
sample the signal and obtain histograms of the instantaneous values. This capa-
bility might be useful with ship vibration records, but there are several con-
siderations.

First, we are usually concerned with obtaining the amplitudes of the
blade or 2 x blade canponent by i~self, so that filtering is necessary as it was
for the envelope method. The limitations and corrections discussed in that
section appiy here also.
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Second, we are concerned with the peak amplitudes of the cycles. The
histqrams are usually obtained by sampling all the points on the reord, not
just the peaks. The amplitude which is exceeded by only 1 or 2 percent of the
samples would probably Involve onl

!
the tips of the largest cycles, and may be

comparable to the MRV. The ampli ude which is exceeded by sane Dercentaae of
the-samples could be determined
shown in

4*3.5

Figure 4-6.

~ist~am% of Peak v=l~

rom a cumulatil

This prmedure would be c
plished with an analog to digital

loser to the enve

e probability plot, such as

lope method and can be accom-
(A/D) converter and a microcomputer In con-

junction with filters. It entails sampllng the filtered signal, as described
for histograms of instantaneous values, then finding the peak (and trough) of
each cycie. The peak amplitudes are then put into a hlstcgram or cumulative
probability plot. The top 3, 5, or 10 percent of the peak amplitudes may be
comparable to the MRV.

The authors are not aware of this procedure being used for routine
analysis of ship vibration data, but it would seem to be the most accurate and
efficient method of those discussed.

4.3.6 R~ r+ 1 rmat

The format chosen for reporting data wiil depend on the purpose of the
trials and the type of analysis chosen. For propeller excited vibration the
most useful data are usually plots of vibration amplitudes, whet-her they be
maximum repeatable values, average or peak spectral vaiues, or RMS amplitudes,
versus RPM. They reflect resonances encountered and any ranges of high vibra-
tion levels due to things such as cavitation. When frequency spectra are used,
normally there are too many to include ail of th@n in a rqort, but a few well-
chosen examples can help in understandlnq the nature of the data. Data In tabu-
lar form is” appropriate” for the

mode shapes, if any were determ

Often measured data
shapes, but they may be known
true in the case of machinery -
utilized in extrapolating data
regarding the validlty of such

amplitudes measured during maneuvers. Plots of
ned, should be included.

s not sufficient to establlsh accurate mode
frcrn vibration analyses. This is particularly
orsional mode shapes. Such analyses should be

where possibie, with sound Judgment exercised
extrapolations. Data generated in this manner

sh&ld b& annotated to reflect how it’ was obtained. -

lSO/DIS 4867 (Reference 4-2) r~oinmends that r~orted data inciude the
foi lowing:

a. The principal ship design characteristics.

b. Sketch of inboard profile of hull and superstructure.

c. Lines plan of the stern configuration for about one-fifth
of the iength of the ship.

.,-.
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d. Sketch showing locations of hull and machinery trans-
ducers. Transducer Imations for Iwal vibration mea-
surements should be shown on a separate sketch.

e. Trial conditions.

f. Curves of displacement, veiocity, or acceleration ampll-
tude versus shaft speed for shaft rotational frequency or
blade rate (or machinery excitation frequency) or any
harmonic thereof.

9“ Results of measurements at Iocai areas.

h. Results frcrn maneuvers tabuiated. ‘

i. Results of an anchor drop test including the identified
huil naturai frequencies, and, frcrn the decaying vibra-
tion fraces, the derived damping coefficients. Presenta-
tion of oscil lograph traces is desirable.

JD Method of analysis of the resuits.

k. Type of instruments used.

i. Huli natural frequencies and modes which have been iden-
tified. Also any undesirable or unusual vibration condi-
tion encountered.

4.4 TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS

The iwations of transducers chosen will depend on the type of trial
being conducted, the type of ship being tested, and how thorough a test is
desirable. A minimal set of iccations for routine sea trials would inciude:

● Hull Stern

● Thrust Bearing

If there is any suspicion of iong
Just to be prudent, the following shouid be

tudinal shaft v bration problems, or
added!

● Main Propulsion System, Long itudlnai

When the ship has a large d=khouse aft, and when it is located above
large hoids or machinery spaces- with a minimum of transverse or longitudinal
bulkheads to support it, the following should be added:

● Deckhouse

if hull girder vibration is a potential problem or if the huli girder
excites a local structure the huii modes should be identified:

%,,
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● Hull Girder

In addltlon, a problem not ass~lated with Yhe above measurements may
have been identified and dia nostic data may be desired. Sane comments on the

Ymost ccmmon problems are inc uded:

. Rotating Machinery

● Resonant Equipment

● Main Propulsion Systsm, Torsional

● Main Propulsion System, Laterai

● Lmal Structures

Each of the above is discussed in sane detail in this section. Much of
themateriai, particularly for the more routine measurements, is taken frcm
lSO/DIS 4867 (Reference 4-2). The standard Imations given can often be direct-
iy canpared to various criteria presented in Section 8.

4.4.1 Hull st~ nr

Vertical, athwartship, and iongltudinai measurements of the hull girder
should be made as close as possible to the centerline and the stern. The steer-
ing gear foundation 1s a remnmended l~ation. These measuraents should be
used for reference purposes. When a torsional response of the huil is to be
determined, a pair of deck-edge transducers for vertical vibration should also
be employed. it should be ensured that the vibration of the huii girder is
measured, excluding Iocai effects.

Normaily, velwity gages, integrated to yield displacement, are appro-
priate for this data. if the lower huil modes are particularly important,
accelerometers with low frequency response shou i d
to the velwity gages.

4.4.2 Thrust R~aring

Measurements in three directions (vertica
inai) should be made on top of thrust bearing hous’
taken on one supplementary point on the thrust b
tudinal direction.

be used, perhaps in addition

, athwartships, and iongltud-
ng. Recording shouid also be
ock foundation, in the iongl-

Blade and twice blade frequency are of prinmry concern, making the
velwity gage the best transducer for the thrust bearing. Data is usuaily given
in terms of displacement.

.,, ,.
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4.4.3 MIsMc9pulslon Svstem. Wk@uMid
.

To determine the response of the propulsion shaft system to propeller
excitation for stem propulsion plants having a reduction gear systan, longitud-
inal measurements should be made at the following Iocatlons:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

For
as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

For

. The thrust bearing may be lcca-
ted forward or af+ of the reduction gear on the same
foundation, or aft on a separate foundation.

~=

Forwa d End of 13uI I Gearr Shaft . This Iwation can nor-
mally be accessed by a probe spring loaded to ride on the
shaft center. The transducer is attached to the probe.

~. on top of -
under the shaft centerline.

~. Over shaft center

P iah Pres~ure Turb inc. Attached
forward or aft end.

low Pressure Turb ln~. Attached
forward or after end.

he gear case foundation

Inc.

+0 HP turbine casing a+

to LP turbine cas rig at

mdenser. Mounted as low as practicable and as ne?
fore and aft centerline as possible.

r the

diesel propulsion plants Iongl?udinal measurements should be made

~ous@. The thrust bearing may be incor-
porated into the structure of the engine at the aft end
or mounted separately.

Ust Bearlna Hnusl~. Foundation ●

lW&E@IM. Top, forward end.

~.

gas turbines, measurements should be made at the thrust bearing and
its foundation, the gear case top and foundation, and at the forward end o+ the
bull gear similar to the first five Items for stem turbine plants.

Again, blade and twice blade frequency are of primary concern, and
velwity gages, integrated to give dlspiacsment are recommended.
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4.4.4 ~

As a minimum, the Iwations given in lSO/DIS 4867 (Reference 4-2)
should be measured, i.e. , vert 1ca I, athwartship, and Ion ltudina! measuraents

?at the followlng locations to determine the overal I vibrat on of the superstruc-
ture:

1. Wheelhouse, centerline at front of bridge.

2. Main deck, centerline at front of deckhouse.

When torsional vibration is, to be determined, lnciucie a pair of transducers to
measure torsional motions of an aft deckhouse.

Normally deckhouse vibration recurs in the frequency range appropriate
for velwlty gages.

4.4.5 Hu Ii Girder

Where required to Identify lower hull modes, vertical or athwartship
ampl itudes should be measured on the main deck or strength deck level, as ciose
to the centerline as possible , at a sufficient number of points to permit deter-
mining the approximate mode shapes of al I measured frequencies. If torslonai
modes are to be defined, phased deck-edge measurements are required. In al!
cases, structural ‘fhard spotstr should be selected. If instrumentation permits,
both a roving pickup and a fixed pickup at the stem should be used to simplify
the location of ncdes by detecting phase changes and providing relative ampli-
tude data. Even better, if enough transducers are avail-able, all points can be
measured simultaneously.

Veloclty gages can be used except for the lower huil modes, where
acceleraneters with a low frequency response may be required.

4.4.6 R@a+ing Machinery

In this section we wlli consider rotating machinery mounted by means of
a foundation, which may or may not have resilient mounts, and attached to a
deck, bulkhead, or the hull itseif. Excessive vibration may be caused by self-
excitatlon, such as In a rotating machine, or it may be caused by the d-k (or
whatever the foundation is attached to) vibrating, and the machine or equipment
be~ng near resonance on that mount.

in order to provide enough information for proper diagnostics, verti-
cal, horizontal (lateral), and longitudinal measurements should be made on the
bearing caps of rotating machinery. If the rotor 1s relatively long, or if the
machine consists of two rotors, such as a turbine and a generator, connected by
a coupling, measurements should be made at both ends.

Alternatively, If the foundation and casing are known to be very rigid,
and the motion of the shaft only is of Interest, vertical and horizontal (later
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al) measurements could be made by proximity probes if the shaft IS accessible
and If a suitable mounting can be devised.

For most rotating machinery problems, vel~lty gages are preferred.
Many of the criteria for acceptability are given in terms of velcclty levels.
For high frequency response, such as in bearing diagnostics, acceleration is
better.

4.4.7 + Fquw

If a place of equipment is resonating on Its foundation, it may be
oscillating in any or ail of the three transition directions and any or all of
the three rotational dir~tions. To det=t motion in ail dir=tions it would be
necessary to have six transducers, where pairs , oriented In the same directions,
might be used for rotations. To determine ali the motions of the deck (or what-
ever The machine Is mounted to) would take another six transducers. Usuaily,
enough is known about the probiem , such as the dir~tion of excessive vibration,
that some or even most of these can be eliminated. in any case, the resonant
condition, whether it be excited by the machine or equipment itself, or by
motion of the base, can be easiiy detected by the relatlve motion between the
equipment and Its base.

range of

4.4.8

thorough

The frequencies encountered in resonant situations are normally in the
velocity gages. Often displacement signals are best for these cases.

if torsional measurements are to be made, it should be done with a
knowledge of the expected natural frequencies and mode shapes. This is

true because of two factors.” First, the number of iocations to make torsional
measur~en+s is usualiy very iimited, and the most has to be made of what is
avaiiabie. Secondly, the mass and stiffness characteristics in the torsional
direction are usually amenable to accurate determination, making the prediction
of natural frequencies and mode shapes reasonably reliable. Hence, a measured
quantity a+ one location can be extrapolated by means of these predictions to
obtain displacements or stresses at other iocations. While this pruedure can
get complicated and normally requires a vibration engineer, there are several
generai points that can be provided for guidance.

The two types of measurements generaily avai iable are torsionai motion
(displacement, veluity or acceleration) and torsional strain. [f motion is to
be measured by means of a torsionmeter it must be mounted on the end of a shaft
on its centerline or mounted on an auxiiiary shaft driven by a beit off the main
shaft. An alternative is to mount an accelerometer or velocity gage to the
shaft in a tangential dir~tion.

Torsionai displac&nents
because they can more readily be

Torsional strain can be
the shaft.

are preferred to velocities or accelerations
reiated to stress.

measured by means of strain gages mounted to

~,,.b,.
,,,,’
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Whatever locations are chosen they should have relatively high ampli-
tudes as Indicated by the calculated mode shapes for the modes that fall within
the frequency range of in+eres-t. This wIII minimize errors in the extrapolation
p r=ess.

Lateral measurements are determined by the type of problems encountered
and the type of equipment involved. It 1s difficult to generalize as far as
transducer l~ations are concerned. The following locations are rem’nmended in
lSO/DIS 4867 (Reference 4-2).

For lateral vibration of the shaft, vertical and athwartships vibration
measurements should be made at leas+ on the shaf? relative to the stern tube.
It may also be taken relative to line shaft bearings. In order to eliminate
possible error, shaft run-out should be checked by rotating the shaft with the
turning gear and recording the first-order signal. This signal should be phased
and the shaft vibration measuranent corrected accordingly.

For lateral vibration of turbines and gears, see Section 4.4.6, Rotat-
ing Machinery.

For lateral vibration of diesel engines, vertical and athwartships
measurements on the top, forward and aft ends, of the main engine are required
as a minimum. Vertical and athwartships measursrnents are also rscmnmended on
the forward and aft ends of the engine foundations.

The discussion for resonant equipment is applicable to this section as
well. The only thing that can be readily added is a reminder that if the local
structure that sesms to be a problem is not a rigid body supported by a founda-
tion, but Is instead a flexible member in which a part is vibrating excessively,
then the natural frequencies and mode shapes of tha+ structure must be studied,
requiring enough transducers to define its mode shapes.

4.5 TEST CONDITIONS

In order to obtain ship vibration data which can be evaluated against
existing standards, measurements should be made during uniform test conditions.
The discussion of the factors affecting vibration levels and the recommended
test conditions are excerpted frcm lSO/DIS 6867 (Reference 4-2).

n
excitation
vibrations
rudder ang
in shallow
emergence,
forces.

e relatively uniform vibration resulting fran propulsion machinery
(turbine or diesel drive) can be masked or distorted by transient
due to wave impact or slamming. Changes in wake distribution due to
e and yaw can produce large increases in exciting forces. Operation
water also has a significant effect on hull vibration. Propeller
whether continuous or periodic) causes large increases in exciting
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In view of the above, the following test conditions are reccmwnendecl:

1. The test should be conducted In a depth of water not less
than five times the draft of the ship.

2. The test should be conducted In a quiet sea, generally
State 3 or less.

3. The ship should be ballasted to a displacement as close
as possible to the operating conditions. The draft aft
should insure full lmmerslon of the propeller.

4* During the free-route portion of the test, the rudder
angle should be restricted to about 2 degrees port or
starboard (minimum rudder action is desired).

4.6 TEST PROCEDURES

For any test, the first step 1s to calibrate the recording equipment.
If ship control is Involved communications must be set up, The procedures for
taking data are discussed for tests invoi~
Propulsion Systan) and those involvlng auxl
require different prmedures.

4.6.1 ~

Calibration prmedures are categoriz{

ing ship controi “(Hull and Main
iary machinery. Other tests may

d as system calibration or elec-
trical calibration. “In general, system ‘calibration refers to a procedure which
Is done before installing Instrumentation on board ship, or as the transducers

are installed. i+ should be a complete reckoning of the sensitivity of the
transducers, signal conditioning, and recording equipment.

Electrical calibration refers to a pr~edure which can be accomplished
usually at the rwording center, is considered a nspot ch~k~r, takes only a few
minutes, and can be done periodically during the vibration trials.

Calibration pr~edures are different for different types of gages, and
are discussed in this section.

4.6.1,1 Acceleruneters

All acceleraneters
est by mounting on a shake
known amplitudes. Normally

can be calibrated over the frequency range of lnter-
table or calibration device that Isosciilating at
this is the type of systsm calibration that is used.

Strain gage and piezoreslstive acceleraneters can be calibrated for zero, +1,
and -1 gts by laying than on their sides, their bases, and upside down respec-
tively. This provides a D.C. calibration only and is useful only if the condi-
tioning and recording equipment operates at a frequency of zero Hz.

Once the transducers are
usualiy accomplished by an Interns

instai led, the ~~electrlcal callbratlonn is
(to the amplifier) signal of known value



being applied to the conditioning and racordlng equipment. in the case of
strain gage and plezoresistive accelerometers, a shunt resistor can be appiied
across one arm of the bridge, and the vaiue of the resistor can be equated to a
certain acceleration. The iatter resuits in a D.C. step being recorded.

4.6.1.2 Velocity Gges

Systsm calibration for velmity gages shouid be done on a shake table
that oscillates at known amplitudes and frequencies. There are no D.C. types of
calibration suitable for these gages.

Electrical calibration is done by means of an internal signai of known
vaiue being fed into the conditioning and recording equipment. Since the condi-
tioning equ?pment usuaily does not operate for D.C. signals, the known signai is
normaliy a sinusoid.

4.6.1.3 Proximity Probes

Proximity probes should not be sensitive to changes in frequency, and
therefore can be calibrated for D.C. steps only. They should be calibrated at
several distances from the target by means of ‘feeierf: gages. Plastic feeler
gages are avai iable that do not affect the signal and can be left in place while
recording. Preliminary calibration can be done before installing the probes on
board ship, but the finai calibration should be done with the probes in place
because each target has a siightly different effect on the gage.

The oniy practicai type of ‘teiectricalr’ calibration would be the sub-
stitution of a signai of knowi

4.6.1.4 Strain Gages

The type of cai ibrat
are used. Again the signal

vaiue.

on used with strain gages wII I depend on how they
Outp Ut should not be sensitive to frequency, and

D.C. calibrations are adequate. if possible, the strain gaged object should be
subjected to known loads, and the resultlng strains calculated and reiated to
the signal output. if the object is a compiex shape, or if known loads are
difflcuitto appiy, the only choice is to accept the manufacturers Ilsted Gage
Factor and use a shunt resistor for calibration.

In most applications on board ship, +he signai ieads fran the strain
gages are fairly long. This reduces the sensitivity of the gages, requIrlng the
shunt to be appiied at the gage rather than at the ampiifier to obtain accurate
results.

4.6.2 tifins

The trial director, who shouid be stationed at the recording center,
shouid have cunmunications by sound powered phones or other means with the
bridge or the engine controi center, whoever is controlling the course and speed
of the ship. Whoever 1s on the phones at the controlling station should have
access to rpm gages and a rudder indicator and be able to advise the trial

,,.—.
.
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dlr=tor Immediately of any changed conditions. Often the trial d
station himself and his. equipment in a space where that information
directly.

4.6.3 Huli and hba~ SV~+~ Vlbratim
.

lSO/DiS 4867 (Reference 4-2) and
test procedures for gathering data on huil
in commercial ships:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Make a steady deceleration or

r~tor wil I
s available

SNAME Code C-1 (Reference 4-3) give
and main propulsion systm vlbra~ion

acceleration run of, pre-
ferably, iess than 5 rpm per minute to determine location
of critical speeds.

NOTE: These runs do give an Indication of critical
speeds, but if the change in shaft speed, which is
hard to control, is uneven, when the propeller is
loaded it may give a faise indication of reson-
ance. Also, the amplitudes cannot be trusted
since steady-state conditions have not been es+ab-
Iished, and only a smail sample is considered at
each speed.

in free route, run frun haif shaft speed to maximum speed
at Increments of 3 to 10 rpm. Additional runs at smalier
lncrernents are required In the vicinity of cr!tical
speeds and near-service speed.

Hard turns to port and starboard at maximum speed
(optional).

Crashback fran fuil power ahead to fui I power astern
(optional).

Anchor drop-and-snub (optional).

For steady speed free-route runs, permit ship to steady on speed. Hold
at steady speed for a sufficient time to permit recording of maximum and minimum
values (about one minute). in multiple shaft ships, all shafts shouid be run
at, or as close as possible to the same speed to determine total vibration
amplitudes. In certain instances It may be preferable to run with a single
shaft when determining vibration modes.

NOTE: A one minute record length was recommended with
osciliqraphic analysis in mind. For electronic
analysis, which is less time consuming, 2 to 3
minutes is recmnmended.

For maneuvers, start the r~order as the throttie or wheel is moved.
Allow to run until maximum vibration has passed. This normally cccurs when the
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ship is dead in the water during a crashback maneuver or when the ship is fully
in a turn.

For the anchor drop-and-snub test, the anchor must fall freely and be
snubbed quickly by use of the windlass brake, and must not touch bottan. The
ship must be dead In the water for this test, with a minimum of rotating equip-
ment in operation. Care must be taken not to exceed the recommendations for
free drop as indicated by the manufacturer of the anchor windlass. Data shouid
be taken continuously from the moment the anchor is released untii vibration can
no longer be detected.

4.6.4 Auxiliarv Mach neryi

iSO/DIS 4868 (Reference 4.4) and SNAME Code C-4 (Reference 4.5) give
test procedures for qatherinq data on iocai shi~board structures and machinerv.
When evaluating the ~ibratio~
are recommended:

● For constant speed
the rated speed.

● For variable speed
about five equally

of auxiiiary machinery, the foi iowing guidelines

uni~,s, measurements should be made at

units, measurements should be made at
spaced points in the operating speed

range, inciuding known criticals.

● For multi-speed units, measurements should be made at each
operating speed.

● To minimize Interference, as much nearby equipment as
possibie should be shut down.

m: To familiarize personnel with the measurement of shipboard
vibration, the simpie mechanical instruments referred to in
SectIon 4.1.1 are recommended. As a next step, instrument
packages are avaiiabie which include a transducer, tunabie
fiiter, and calibrated meter, as discussed In Section 4.1.4.1.
For more complex studies, inciuding ship trials, the instru-
mentation system described in SNAME Code C-1 is recommended.
This version of shipboard vibration Instrumentation is main-
tained by the Maritime Administration and, under speciai condi-
-tions, may be borrowed from MARAD.

4.7

4-1.

4-2.

4-3.
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SF~lON 5.Q

CRIT~A FOR ACCFPTAHF lFV~S OF VIBRATION

In developing useful cri+erla to be used In the evalltatlon of
shipboard vibration a review will be given of the Important points made In Sec-
tion 1.0, introduction, and in Section 3.o, introduction to Ship Vibration.
Also, for purposes in this guide one should keep the foi iowing points in mind:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

To

The ship Is excited by both transient and periodic
forces.

In most cases transient forces are caused by rough
seas.

Most periodic forces are general-ed by the ship!s
propelier and machinery systems.

Heavy transient forces, such as slamming, wiii excite
structural resonances and can cause serious damage in
heavy seas.

Comparatively low periodic forces, when ccrnbined with
resonant conditions, can cause serious shipboard
vibration problem.

Both transient and periodic forces are aggravated by
heavy seas and hard maneuvers.

This guide is dir~ted toward the control and attenu-
ation of vibration excited by periodic forces and do
@relate to transient excitation.

properly evaluate shipboard vibration it has been generaiiy
accepted that unifor~ test conditions ~hould be empioyed for vibration trials,
such as those specified in the SNAME T&R Code C-1, “Code for Shipboard Vibration
Measur@nent,lf and ISO 4867, “Code for the Measurement and Reporting of Shipboard
Vibration Data,ll both of which have similar requlrsrnents. Thus, in the absence
of o-t-her design requirements, a standard method of testing can be employed for
all ships, for evaluation against uniform criteria. it should be noted, how-
ever, that whiie these triai conditions will more closely represent design con-
ditions, more serious vibration can be expected under adverse operating condi-
tions and suitabie factors must be included in the design of structural and
mechanical components to account for the maximum anticipated dynamic stresses.

Shipboard vibration Is considered excessive when it results in
structural damage, in damage or malfunction of vital shipboard equipment, or
adversely affects the cunfort or efficiency of the crew. Normaily crew com-
plaints wiil -cur before vibration becomes damaging to the shiprs structure.
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However, failure or malfunction of vital shipboard equ
significant annoyance to the crew.

The crlterla recommended in this guide
requirements, as they relate to:

For conven
In Section

5.1

● Human reaction (habitability)

● Machinery and equipment malfunction

● Fatigue failure

pment may recur without

are based on existing

ence the total ship system relates to the five basic elements defined
5.0 in the following manner:

5.1 General Hull Vibration

Most shipboard vibration problems originate with
the vibration of the hull (shipts girder). The
criteria recommended rela+es to human reaction.

5.2 Major Substructures and Local Structures

These structures, which are attached to and excited
by the hull girder, can relate to all three cri-
teria.

5.3 Machinery Vibration

In most Instances, machinery vibration relates to
malfunction or fatigue failure of ccrnponents.

GENERAL HULL VIBRATION

The recommended crfteria for general hull vibration is based on
human reaction to the vibration environment normally experienced aboard ship,
and may be used to evaluate hull and superstructure vlbratlon In normally wcu-
pled spaces. This criteria, shown In Figure 5-1, 1s based on maximum repetitive
values (peak values) for each component such as shaft frequency, propel Ier blade
frequency, or harmonics of propeller blade frequency, and is identical to those
in ISO 6954 and SNAME T&R Bulletin 2-25. The curves are shown In both metric
and English units.

For convenience of interpretation, Figure 5-2 shows a linear dls.-
placeinent plot of a 4 mm/see or 0.16 in/see constant velwity curves, which
represents the lower limit of the shaded area of Figure 5-1, above 5 Hz. The 9
mm/see or 0.36 In/see velocity curve represents the upper limit of the shaded
area of Figure 5-1, above 5 Hz. Below the 4 mm/see curve, referred to as Zone I
by the SNAME guidelines , adverse comments are general Iy unexpected. Above the 9
mm/see curve, Zone Ill, complaints are generally expected. Zone 11, which
represents the shaded area In the guideline curves, has been further divided by
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* Peak value is the maximum repetitive value, see ISO 4867
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a 0.25 in/sec or 6.3 mm/see curve to represent a finer evaluation of complaints
received. It is recommended that vlbratlon levels in Zone I be considered
totally acceptable frcm 5 to 100 Hz. Vibration levels in Zone Iil generally
require further investigation. Vibration ievels In the upper half of Zone II
(above 0.25 in/see or 6.3 mm/see) may require further Investigation if personnel
are exposed to these levels for extended period of time (above 8 hours). Be I ow
this curve, complaints would be considered of minor Importance.

Below 5 Hz, the ISO and SNAME guidelines for human reaction show
corresponding constant acceleration curves of .013 g for the lower Ilmit and
.029g for the upper limit. While the corresponding amplitudes below 5 Hz would
be relatively high (greater than shown on the constant velwity curves of Figure
5-2) the normal excitation at that frequency wouicl result from dynamic or hydro-
dynamic unbalance in the propulsion system with attendant hul I resonances at
certain operating speeds (rpm). in great iakes ships, which are long and slen-
der, the fundamental frequency may be below 1 Hz and this may be excited by wave
energy that includes that fre~
vibration at the hull natural
the acceptable limit would be
Also see Section 5.2.3.1, Hut

For seagoing sh’
5 Hz for ‘*corrective action

uency, which could produce springing or resonant
frequency. The vibration level would be high but
based on the total allowable hull bending stress.

Girder Vibration (Sprlnglng).

ps the upper limit of .029 g is rexmrnended below
required.” Dynamic baianclng, or correction of

mechanical errors assaiated with shaft frequency vibration-should be investi-
gated. Propeller damage, an out of pitch or bent propelier biade, propeiler
unbalance, or misalignment are frequent offenders.

As noted in Section 6.0, shipboard vibration generaily approxi-
mates to narrowband randcun vibration and a crest factor of 2.5 is commonly
encountered during trial conditions. in these circumstances the maximum repeti-
tive vibration is more appropriate than rms vibration wTth regard to evaluation
of overaii ship vibration. Both the SNAME guidelines and iSO 6954 evaluate
overail shipboard vibration In terms of maximum repetitive values and, for can-
parison with rms vaiues, the crest factor must be taken into account.

In ISO 2631, the effect of vibration on human beings is evaluated
by reference +0 curves of rms acceleration, taking the evaluation to appiy over
a wide range of crest factors. Compliance with the guidelines recommended here-
in, which corresponds to iSO 6954, wiil aiso canpiy with iSO 2631 with respect
to crew exposure to whole body vibration as long as the upper band specified,
when converted to rms acceleration factors of 1.6 and 3.0, is below the criteria
curves selected on the basis of ISO 2631. In this r~ard, the adequacy of the
recunmendations given in this guide is shown on Figure 5-3.

5.2 MAJOR SL8STRUIXURES AND LOCAL STRUCTURES

Based on the general philosophy expressed in Section 5.0, we can
divide the complete ship system into a number of its basic eiements for conveni-
ence in the diagnosis, evaluation, and development of corrective actions In the
resolution of shipboard vibration problems. in a simiiar manner, we can develop
the vibration criteria applicable to the specific elements or problem areas. in
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this regard we have chosen to cofnblne maJor substructures and Imal structures
together since they both represent segments of the totai ship structure in which
the huii girder represents the. vibrating piatform on which these components are
attached, frequentl

Y
In a descending order of structural rigidity. In this area

we may encounter al three of the basic criteria; human reaction, equipment
malfunction, and fatigue failure.

5.2.1

The criteria for human reaction throughout the ship rsrnains the
same for ail areas designated as accanmodations or working spaces. MaJor sub-
structures, such as deckhouses or large deck areas, may magnify the basic hull
vibration, or iocai structures such as a canpartment d~k in the deckhouse may
further ampilfy the huii vibration. However, we would stili use the same cri-
teria for adequacy, based on human reaction. Thus, aii areas utilized for
habitability purposes should meet the requirements remmnended In SectIon 5.1
for general huii vibration.

5.2.2 nt Malfwtion

Equipment malfunction or damage may wcur
vibration of those structural comonents to which the eciu

as a resuit of the
pment s attached or

nciude metersmay be due to the sensitivity of the equipment. Exampie~ may
mounted on bulkheads, electronic equipment mounted on isolation mountings, bin-
nacies mounted on the bridge deck, equipment mounted on a fabricated foundation,
switchboard equipment, transformers, steam piping, etc. in short, when consid-
ering the response of passive (non seif-exciting) equipment which could resuit
in malfunction or damage to the equipment instai ied in the ship we have to con-
sider the structural adequacy of the support systm and the adequacy of the
equipment to perform its function in the shipboard vibration environment.

5.2.2.1 Structural Adequacy of Support System

The structural adequacy of the total support system for any ship-
board mounted equipment must be related to the basic huli vibration and the
capability of the equipment to adequately perform in a shipboard vibration envi-
ronment. in Section 5.1 we identified criteria for the evacuation of huii
vibration in which we noted vibration ievels in Zone iii, nAcjverse Canments
Probable,*’ and aiso noted that further investigation wouid generai iy be requiral
If these guidelines were exceeded.

As a ruie of thumb, it is recommended that the structural adequacy
of the support system be based on the response of the iwal structure, at the
mounting point, when the structure is ioaded as it wouid be in senice and that
the vibration ampiitude not exceed that of the basic huii structure in that area
by more than 50 percent. This imitation would prohibit structural resonance
but would aliow for scrne amplification of the local structure with reference to
the input motion of the vibrating piatform, the huii girder, and wouid restrict
the motion to a maximum of 1.5 x 9 or 13.5 mm/see in the frequency range of 5 to
100 Hz, when themaxlmum r~ommended limit of 9 mm/see occurs in the huii.
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Frequently, excessive vibration of equipment may be directly re!a-
Ted to the gecinetry of the structural support systan and/or the Improper use of
resll lent mountings, thus producing a resonant response. Examples would be a
shlp~s binnacle Iwated on an Improperly supported deck section or a tal I elec-
tronic chassis with resilient mountings placed too close tcgether. In such
cases excessive vibration may result, although the observed amplitude at the
structural base appears satisfactory. Appropriate corrective action could in-
clude modifications to the support systan and/or the addition of supporting
braces. Similar problems can recur within shipboard equipment, frequently
resulting In damage or malfunction In service. Hence, it is considered neces-
sary to ascertain whether the probiem is one of resonant structure, fauity
installation, or unsatisfactory equipment.

5.2.2.2 Vibration of Shipboard Equipment

Failure or malfunction of shipboard equipment subjected to ship-
board vibration is not necessarily caused by excessive vibration at the point of
support, as noted above. It has been well established that commercially avaii-
able equipment, originality designed for stationary lnstaiiations, frequently
fail when used In the shipboard vibration environment. The resonance of compo-
nents of the equipment must be avoided and the equipment shouid be quaiified in
vibration resistance for shipboard use.

To ensure consistency In vibration resistance requirements for
shipboard equipment and machinery, the international Organization for Standardi-
zation (lSO/TC108/SC2/WG2 Vibration of Ships) has undertaken the development of
a Code for Testing and Evaluation of Vibration Resistance of Lightweight Ship-

board Equipment and Machinery Components as Work item No. 82. The draft working
paper of November 1981 is based, in part, on MIL-STD-167-I (SH
Vibration of Shipboard Equipment, Type i, Environmental, and is
the basic environmental testing procedures outi ined in IEC Pub
Fifth Edition, 1982, which has, as its objective, ‘to provide a
dure to determine the abiiity of canponents, equipment, and u
withstand specified severities of sinusoidal vibration.n

PS), Mechanical
consistent with
ication 68-2-6,
standard prme-
her articles to

When investigating equipment failure or malfunction it is neces-
sary to determine:

1.

2*

3*

To
weight shipboard

If the vibration of the supporting structure is
excessive

If the method of supporting the equipment on the
structure is magnifying the input motion unnecessar-
ily (resonance)

if the equipment is unsatisfactory for the shipboard
vibration environment

assist in the evaluation of the vibration resistance of iiaht-
equlpment and machinery canponents under s+udy, the

test procedures and test requirements are provided

5-8
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be noted, however, that these test requlrmen-ts represent an accelerated vibra-
tion test to simulate the environmental vibration which may be encountered
aboard ships under adverse conditions. The vibration levels recorded on a ship
durin vlbratlon trials are lower than the levels shown In Table 5-1. The

?ampll udes specified for the environmental tests are sufficiently large within
the seiected frequency range to obtain a reasonably high degree of confidence
that equipment wiil not malfunction under the most severe service conditions.

The test specified herein is intended to iocate resonances of the
equipment and impose an endurance test at each of these resonances. Equipment
that passes this test wiil have a greater probability of satisfactory perform-
ance aboard ships.

5.2.3.1 Vibration Tests

Each of the tests specified herein shall be conducted separately
in each of the three principai directions of vibration. All tests in one direc-
tion shall be completed before proceeding to tests in another dirwtion. The
equipment shall be secured to the vlbratlon tabie and shali be energized to
perform its normai functions. If major damage occurs, the test shali be discon-
tinued and the entire test shall be repea+ed following repairs and correction of
deficiencies, uniess otherwise dir=ted by fhe agency concerned. The manufac-
turer may, at his option, substitute an entirely new equipment for retest. if
this option 1s taken, it shail be noted in the test r~ort.

5.2.3.2 Exploratory Vibration Test

To determine the presence of resonances in the equipment under
test, the equipment shali be secured to the vibration table and vibrated at
frequencies frm 2 Hz (or lowest attainable frequency) to 15 Hz, at a table
vibratory ampiitude of ~ 1.0 mm. For frequencies frun 15 to 100 Hz, the equip-
ment shali be vibrated at an acceleration ievel of ~ 0.9 g. The change in fre-
quency shall be made in discrete frequency Intervals of 1 Hz and maintained at
each frequency for about 15 seconds. The frequencies and locations at which
resonances -cur shail be noted.

5.2.3.3 Endurance Test

lle equipment shaii be vibrated for a period of at ieast 90 min-
utes at each of the resonant frequencies chosen by the test engineer at the
corresponding amplitudes shown in Table 5-1. if no resonances are observed,
this test shail be performed at the upper frequency as specified in Table 5-1
for each cat~ory for a period of 2 hours.

5.2.3.4 Variabie Frequency Test

5-9 L:’T~, ,

In addition to the endurance test, the equipment, according to the
various categories, shail be tested In accordance with the vibration Ieveis



shown In Table 5-1 or Figure 5-4 In discrete frequency intervals of 1 Hz. At
each integral frequency, the vibration shal I be maintained for 5 minutes.

Table 5-1. Vibration Test Requiraents for Shipboard Equipment
and Machinery

DISPLACEMENT OR
CATEGORY FREQUENCY ACCELERATION

RANGE VALUE*

1) Controi and Instrumentation Equipment
when mounted on Diesel Engines, Air 2to 25 iiz ~1.6 mm (Disp~)
Compressors and other severe envIron- 25 to 100 Hz 14.0 g (Accel.)
ments.

2) Canmunlcatlon and Navigation Equipment, 2to 15.0 Hz ~1.() mm (Disp.)
Controi and instrumentation Equipment, 15.0 to50 Hz ~0.9 g (Accel.)
and other Equipment and Machinery

3) Mast-Mounted Equipment 2to 15.0 Hz ~1.O mm (Disp.)
15 to50.O Hz ~2.25 g (Accel.) I

*Al iowable deviation from these values is *1O percent.

5.2.3.5 Exception

Category 2 or 3 equipment intended for installation soiely on a
particular class of ship need be vibrated oniy up through the frequency range
which inciudes the second harmonic exciting frequency of the propelier (2 x
maximum shaft rpm x No. of blades 60).

5.2.3.6 Endurance Test for Mast-kllunted Equipment

Equipment intended for iristaliationon masts, such as radar anten-
nae and assmiated equipment shall be designed for a static ioad of 2.5 g (1.5 g
over gravity) In vertical and transverse (athwart’ship and longitudinal) direc-
tions, to compensate for the infiuence of rough weather. In addition, the
equipment shall be vibrated for a total period of at least 90 minutes at the
resonant frequencies chosen by the test engineer. if no resonance is observed,
this test shali be performed at 50 Hz, unless excepted by 5.2.3.5 above. The
vibration ieveis shail be in accordance with those of Category 3 in Tabie 5-1.

5.2.4 Fat Iure

Fatigue failures have been known to recur in major ship structures
such as the hull girder, or serious bow damage which can cccur in ex+reme
weather conditions. in most cases, however, such failures are the result of
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Figure 5-4. Vibration Test Requlranents for Various Categories
of Shipboard Equipment (PROPOSED)
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design deficiencies orlglnatlng In areas of high st-ressconcentrations ccmb~ned
with high dynamic or shcck loads.. As pointed out earlier, this guide does not
relate to high transient forces but to the periodic forces generated by the
operation of the vessel and its machinery under normal operating conditions.

Fatigue failure under normal operating conditions can occur In the
shipts structure under normal operating conditions when the exciting forces are
combined with resonant structural vibration, high stress concentration factors,
and low system damping. Specific examples of such failures can include the hull
girder, Iwal structures, and equipment supports.

5.2.4.1 Hull Girder Vibration (Springing)

Hull girder vibration , at the fundamental natural frequency of the
huii, also referred to as springing, has been found to be a po+entiai problem
area on ore carriers on the Great Lakes. This resuits frun a combination of
factors which can produce significant dynamic stresses at the hull natural fre-
quency which, when canblned with normai loading stresses, can approach dangerous
levels.

Uniike ~eangoing ships, which can experience dangerous hull
stress levels by a combination of Ioadlng, heavy seas, and slamming effects
which represent transient forces not covered by this guide, Great Lakes ore
carriers are ionger and more slender, have a relatively iower midship section
modulus, and iower natural frequency in bending. In addition, the wave patterns
on the Great Lakes are periodic in nature and the perIodicity of encounter
between the bow of the ship and the waves can excite a resonance of the funda-
mental hui I frequency. Supplemental dynamic ioading may also be introduced by
the nonlinear excitation caused by the interaction of two different iong wave
components. As a resuit, under certain headings and sea conditions or wave
trains, the resulting dynamic hull stresses can be excessive.

Much study has been made on this subject and care must be taken to
avoid this resonant phencmena by making necessary adjustments to huii speed
and/or direction of encounter with the waves. For purposes of this guide, how-
ever, we would remnmend adherence to the human reaction or habitability cri-
teria as given in Figure 5-1. Dangerous hull stresses wiii not cccur within an
estimated maximum aliowable ampiitude of f 25 mm (~ 1.00 inch). As an alterna-
tive, stress monitoring based on design anaiyses should be employed.

5.2.4.2 L~al Vibration

The majority of structural fatigue failures that cccur aboard ship
are reiated to resonant vibration of Iocai structural members which are readiiy
recognizable. Typical cases include supports to radar antennas, equipment sup-
ports, handrails, etc. in most cases the problem is recqnizabie and may be
readily corrected by stiffening the support structure so that resonance does not
acur beiow 115 percent of operating speed (rpm).

Not so obvious are fatigue cracks which may deveiop In the aft
peak tank and adjacent structures. Most of such cracks can be related to
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propeller pressure forces generated by cavitation effects and resonant local
structural elements with high stress concentration factors. The Immediate cor-
rection would Involve stiffening of the resonant member and the correction of
stress concentration points. Depending on other problems aboard the ship, con-
sideration might be given to the correction of the exciting forces. If this
approach is taken , a maximum hul I pressure force of ~ 8 kPa or ~ 1.16 pslz meas-

ured on the centerline, over the propel Ier, is recommended.

5.3 MAUIINERY VIBRATION

Shipboard machinery includes the main propulsion machinery, auxll-
Iary machinery, support machinery, and related equipment. In this category we
are primarily concerned with the effects of vibration on system dynamics
(fatigue faiiure of components) and the environmental effects on machines and
equipment (damage and/or malfunction). In this latter area, we are concerned
with active shipboard equipment and its self-generating forces. The subsections
include Main Propulsion Machinery, which reiates to fatigue faiiure of curlpo-
nents, and General Machine Vibration, which reiates to environmental effects.

5.3.1 &lain Proguisi~ inery

The main propulsion machinery inciudes all components frm the
engine up to and Inciudlng the propeller, and thus contribute to the vibratTon
of the ship and to dynamic stresses within the propulsion system itself by
forces generated both by the propeiier and by the propulsion system components.
Remnmended criteria to be empioyed in the control of the more important dynamic
forces existing in the main propulsion system are based on design requirements.
For further background and explanation of system forces and response, refer to
Section 5.6.

It should be noted that vibration measurements alone cannot always
be used to detemnine the acceptability of dynamic systems. The leveis of dyna-
mic stresses are dependent on both the vibration ampiitude and the dynamic
anaiysis of the vibrating system. Thus, the evaluation of most machinery vibra-
tion characteristics wiil require an expOrieriCeCi investigator Capable of
performing detailed design anaiyses and compiex vibration measurements.

The main engines, shafts, coupiings, reduction gears, propellers,
and related equipment are designed for structural adequacy when operating under
the conditions stipulated in the procurement specifications. The vibration
characteristics of the propulsion system must be controlled to avoid the pre-
sence of damaging vibratory stresses within the sysfwn, as weli as the genera-
tion of severe hull vibration. Potentiai problem areas inciude unbalance and
misalignment of system cunponents; excessive shaft stresses; and Iongitudinai,
torsionai, and lateral vibration of the propulsion system.

5.3.1.1 Dynamic Unbaiance and Misalignment

All rotating propulsion machinery shall be balanced to minimize
vibration, bearing wear, and noise. The types of correction, as shown in Table
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5-2 below, shall depend on the speed of rotation and relative dimensions of the
rotor.

Table 5-2. Types of Correction

TYPE OF ~RRECTION SPEED (WM) ROTOR CHARA(XERISTICS

Singie-Plane o- 1000 L/D <0.5
0 - 150 L/D > 0.5

Two-Plane > 1000 L/D s 0.5
> 150 L/D > 0.5

Multl-Piane FlexIbie: Unable to cor-
rect by two-plane baiancing

L = Length of rotor mass, exciusive of shaft
D= Diameter of rotor mass, exciusive of shaft1

The residual unbalance in each plane of correction of any rotating part shali
not exceed the value determined by:

U=4W for speeds in excess of 1,000 rpm
F

u = 4000W for speeds between 150 and 1,000 rptn

N’

or u = 0.177W for speeds below 150 rpm

where: U = Maximum residuai unbalance in ounce-inches

w = Weight of rotating part in pounds

N = Maximum operating rpm of unit

When checking the propulsion systa for first-order (shaft rpm
frequency) forces, in addition to balanclng, ch~k propeiier for pitch ~curacy,
shafting and couplings for run-out or bending, and stern bearings for uneven or
excessive wear. Shafting should also be checked for corrosion\fatigue cracks
originating in keyway fillets.
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5.3.1.2 Dynamic Shaft Stresses

Conventional design requlrsrnents for propulsion shafting generally
Includes factors to com ensate for the eccentric thrust produced at the propel-
ler. EThis eccentric t rust produces a dynamic bending moment, due to shaft
rotation, with maximum alternating bending stresses usually ~currlng at the
propeller keyway. This dynamic stress Is greatly influenced by the actual
mcrnent arm between the propeller and the effective point of support of the
aftermost bearing, and the presence of seawater which represents a corrosive
medium and greatly reduces the fatigue characteristics of the shaft. These
stresses are also significantly effected by sea and operating conditions and are
the root cause of most shaft failures which have occurred.

If,
cracks in the tal
are noted, it wou
tallshaft against

where: S

c

M
9

‘t

I

R

6000

during normal maintenance pr~edures, evidence of fatigue
shaft, in the vicinity of the forward face of the propel ier,
d be prudent to check the alternating bending stress of the
the followlng emplrlcal formula:

~ (M +Mt)

6000.. - ,.

= Section modulus = ~

= Service factor = 1.75 for commercial ships

= Gravity manent due to overhanging propeiler weight calculated
from forward face of propeller hub to assumed point of shaft
support (1 diameter of shaft for water lubricated bearing and
1/2 diameter for oil lubricated)

= Calculated manent of ~centric thrust = 0.65 x Propeiier Diame-
ter x Rated Thrust

= Shaft munent of inertia

= Shaft radius

= Maximum safe fatiaue limit to be used for the assembly oPerat-
ing in the presen~e of a corrosive medium (psi) “ “

Cold rolling the tailshaft in the vicinity of the keyway forward
beyond the af+ end of the iiner has been found to be effective in retarding the
propagation of fatigue cracks. A detai ied dynamic analysis of the cwnpiete
propulsion system is strongly r~unmended, particularly in the case of diesel
drive systans or new or unusual design concepts.
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5.3,1.3 Torsional Vibration

The mass-elastic system, consisting of,engtne, couplings, reciuc-
tlon gears, shafting, and propeller, should have no excessive torsional vibra-
tory stresses below the top operating speed of the system nor excessive
vibratory torque across the gears within the operating speed. Excessive tor-
sional vibratory stress Is that stress In excess of

Sv =
Ultimate Tensile Strength

25

BelcIw the normal operating speed -range, excessive torsional vibratory stress Is
that stress in excess of 1-3/4 times Sv.

Excessive vibratory torque, at any operating speed, is that vibra-
tory torque greater than 75 percent of the drlvlng torque at the same speed, or
10 percent of the full load torque, whichever 1s smaller.

War rattllng Is a strong Irtdlcatlon of torsional vibration in a
geared drive. To evaluate any torsional vibration measurements., it will be
necessary to have available, or to develop, a ccmplete mathematical analysis of
the systsan to be tested. It is obvious that experienced personnel are required
to conduct such studies.

5.3.1.4 Longitudinal Vibration

Longltudlnal vibration of themaln propulsion systsm 1s frequently
a problm and can cause significant structural vibration wlthln the ship. It
may be very pronounced at +he main thrust bearing, at other parts of the prapul-
slon system, and particularly In the higher levels of deckhouses. If signifi-
cant vibration in the fore-and-aft direction 1s noticed, the problem should be
investigated.

To avoid damage or crew annoyance, the propulsion system should
have no excessive alternating thrust wlthln the operating speed range. In no
case, however, should the dlsplacssnent amplitude of longitudinal vibration of
the propulsion machinery, Includlng the main condenser and associated plplng in
a steam turbine drive, be sufficient to adversely affect the operation of the
propulsion unit or precipitate fatigue failure of components such as thrust
bearings or gear teeth. Pitting of gear teeth may also Indicate excessive tor-
sional or longitudinal vibration.

Excessive alternating thrust Is defined as:

(a) Main and turbine thrust bearings

Excessive alternating thrust cccurs when the single
amplitude of alternating thrust, measured at the
main and turbine thrust bearings, exceeds 75 per-
cent of the mean thrust at that speed or exceeds 25
percent of the full power thrust, whichever is
smal let-.
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(b) Excessive alternating thrust

Excessive alternating thrust in the reduction gear
occurs when the vibratory acceleration of the bull
gear hub exceeds I 0.1 g unless another value is
provided by the gear manufacturer. If the acceler-
ation exceeds the aliowable vaiue, calculations
wlli be required to determine the vibratory stress-
es In the gear teeth to determine their acceptabil-
ity to the gear supplier.

(c) Excessive iongitudlnai vibra-tion

Excessive longitudinal vibration of the main pro-
pulsion system mnponents (inciucling condenser,
plplng, etc.) recurs when The vibration exceeds
~ 0.25 g, or that level certified as satisfactory
by the equipment manufacturer, whichever is the
least.

Aithough detailed measursrnents would be required to evaluate the
presence of excessive longitudinal vibration in (a) or (b) above, the hammering
of the thrust bearing wouid represent a very dangerous condition and must be
avoided until properly investigated. As in the case of excessive torsionai
vibration, gear rattiing may also recur If the longitudinal vibration is exces-
sive. in some Instances, particularly In diesel drives, harmonic components of
torsional and iongltudlnal vibration may be coupled through the action of the
propeller.

5.3*1.5 Laterai Vibration

Lateral vibration in the main propuis’
destructive if the fundamental frequency Ts resonant
range. The fundamental frequency, smnetimes referred to
at shaft rpm and is excited by propelier and shafting unba
this fundamental frequency must-occur well above operating
maximum rpm). Frequency can be effec+ed, however, by
wear-down, or lost bearing support (structural failure).
or increased iateral amplitudes would be an apparent
investigated.

on shafting could be
n the operating speed
as “whipping”, cccurs
ante. in ali designs
speed (115 percent of
misalignment, bearing
The presence of iarge
symptcm and should be

Whiriing frequencies at biade rate frequency are excited by
propeiler forces at~ the shaft rate. Thus, a five-bladed propeiler wouid
excite fourth and sixth order frequencies, referred to as counterwhiri and for-
ward whiri, respectively. However, these frequencies are not generaily signifi-
cant because of the iow ievei of propeller forces normal iy encountered. it is
usual Iy custcmary to avoid the presence of the frequencies in the upper 15 per-
cent of the speed range. However, if strong response wcurs at these whirling
frequencies, further Investigation wouid be reccrnmended.
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5.3.2 ~

Shipboard machinery Is referred to In this guide as ‘active” ship-
board equipment since, in addition to being affected by eneral hull vlbratlon,

?generates vibratory forces which contribute to the tots motion of the machine
Itself and may also adversely effect the structure to which it Is attached. The
maximum acceptable vlbratton of shipboard machinery is frequently defined by the
manufacturer. When this Information 1s available, it should be used. When such
Information 1s not available the criteria provided herein Is recanmended.

5.3.2.1 Nonr~lprocating Machines

The maximum allowable vibration of rotating machinery required to
demonstrate compliance with MiL-STD-167-l (SHIPS) baianclng requirements is
shown in Figure 5-5. On all machinery except turbines, amplitudes of vibration
are measured on the bearing housing in the direction of maximum amplitudes. in
the case of turbines, amplitudes of vibration are measured on the rotating shaft
adjacent to the bearings. When feasibie, machinery is completely assembied and
mounted elastically at a natural frequency less than one-quarter of themlnimum
rotational frequency of the unit. Large and complex units are shop tested on a
foundation simiiar to the shipboard mounting f~r which it is intended. These
requirements are recommended for new, replacement, or reworked equipment.

The SNAME T&R Code C-5, ‘Acceptable Vibration of Marine Steam and
Heavy-Duty Gas Turbine Main and Auxiiiary Machinery Plants,f! provides maximum
ai lowable vibration levels for shop test and shipboard tes? as follows:

Figure 5-6 For steam turbine bearing housing or gear
casing measurements

Figure 5-7 For gas turbine housing measurements

Figure 5-8 For steam turbine shaft measurements

These Iimlts are narrowband readings of first order (rotational frequency) and
second order vibration and apply to steady state operation, preferably under
trial conditions tailed for under SNAME Code C-1 or ISO 4867. Measurements
which exceed the llmits calied for by ‘Shipboard Testn indicate corr=tive
action required.

In iike manner, Figures 5-9 and 5-10 give the maximum acceptable
ieveis for turbine driven auxiliaries for measurements made on bearing housing
or shaft, respectively.

For motor-driven auxiliaries, the maximum first order and second
order bearing housing vibration velmlties of the assembled driver and driven
equipment is recommended to be ~ 0.25 inches per second above 30 Hz and k 2.5
roils below 30 Hz. For new or replacement equipment, the values shown by MIL-
STD-167, Figure 5-5 should be used.
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5.3.2.2 Reclprccatlng Engines

Based on data presented by Bureau Verltas Guidance Note NI 1381-
RD3, ~tRecommendations Desl ned to Limit the Effects of Vibration Onboard Ships,tt

?June 1979, the acceptable evels of diesel engines and r~lprocatlng engines are
as shown on Figure 5-11. Vibratory ievels at ~ 11 mm/see measured at the base
of the engines shouid be monitored, while t 18 mm/see for the smai Ier engines
(< 1000 HP) and f 28mm/sec for iarger engines (> 1000 HP) would be considered
excessive. Somewhat higher ieveis couid be toierated at the cyiinder heads.
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F gure 5-11. Vibratory Levels of Diesel Eng Ines and Reciprwating Eng Ines
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SFCTION 6Q

VIBRATION FVAIIIATION AND -CTIVE ACTION

Th~s secfion wiI! discuss the situation where a high level of
vibration is known to exist, and it must be decided what to do to fix it, what
addll-ional data must be gathered, or whether to consuit with a vibration engi-
neer. It is helpful to understand the nature of the vibration and the forces
causing it when making such a decision.

6.1 GENERAL

Normaliy, it is helpfui to Identify the mass(es), spring(s), damp-
er(s), and force(s) in a vibrating system. If the mechanical system approxi-
mates the one degree-of-freedom system discussed in Appendix A, it Is possible
to anticipate the effect on the natural frequencies of varying the mass or
stiffness of the system. if the vibrating system invoives more than one mass,
it usually is wise to calcuiate the effect of proposed changes. Also, with

multiple degree-of-freedom systems, it may be necessary to take comprehensive
data to define the motion adequately. Generally, multiple degree-of-freedcm
systems should be left to vibration engineers.

In evaluating a vibration problem, care must be given to att=h
the proper amount of importance to the symptoms. For exampie, often noise can
be very obvious and annoying, but may be nothing more than dishes or loose gear
rattling in response to normai levels of vibration, Other noises, such as rum-
biing in a reduction gear, or a squeal in a bearing can be very
important. The same’is true of vibrations that can be seen or fe
tude of vibration large enough to be seen may not be serious if
lightweight panei or a handrail. However, if it invoives a rotat

a major structural member, it couid be very serious.

revealing and
t* An ampli-
it invoives a
ng machine or

In the preceding section various criteria for shipboard vibration
were discussed. These should be referred to for the purpose of determining
whether or not the ievels of vibration measured or observed are too high. This
section wil I present information to assist in understanding how the system is
behaving and discuss various corrective actions that might be considered for
hull, local, and machinery vibration.

6.2 HULL ViBRATiON

High Ieveis of hull vibration may be det’ected by routine measure-
ments during sea trials. They wili probabiy be stern vibration measurements,
and they can be compared to levels in Section 5, Criteria, to determine accepta-
bility. Crew discomfort or equipment damage may also indicate excessive levels
of vibration. if discomfort was the symptun, the generai magnitude of the
vibration can be estimated fran the chart in Section 5, deDendina on whether it
is ~annoyingn, ltvery uncomforl
ciues as to the causes, and d

able”, etc. in any case, this se~tion will give
scuss possible solutions. In most cases, the cost
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and effort Involved in correcting a hull vibration problm makes it worthwhile
to consult a vibration engineer, If only to confirm the crew?s diagnosis.

6.2.1 Fxcitatina

The firs+ task is to icient’
This 1s primarily done by finding the
following list gives the characteristics
vibration:

● Poor Flow Into the Prope
are applled to the prope
Iongltudlnal, torsional,

fy the source of the excltlng forces.
frequency(ies) of the vibration. The

of the forces Ilkely to cause hull

Ier - Blade frequency forces
Ier shaft In the form of

and lateral forces; and to
the hull through pressure forces near the propeller
and through the main shaft bearings. If high forces
are caused by poor flow into the propeller, they will
be evident primarily in the shaft vlbratlon, and may
or may
quency
Severa

- Ins
- Use

not “Involve significant forces at blade fre-
harmonlcs as well as blade frequency Itself.

techniques for correcting poor flow are:

all fins ahead of propeller to improve flow
skewed propel Ier blades

- Increase propeller axial or radial clearances

Each of these techniques should be carefully analyzed
by a vibration engineer before they are attmpted.

● Propeller Cavitation - The propeller may cavitate
because of a poor design, or because of a poor flow
Into the propeller. In either case, the forces are
evident primarily on the hull, rather than the shaft,
and they are accompanied by large forces at several
blade harmonics as well as blade frequency. Also,
inside the hull it will sound Ilkea loud hammering
on the hull near the propeller. The techniques men-
tioned above for improving flow or Increasing clear-
ances may be applicable. if the propelier Is at
fault, a new design or modification may be neces-
sa ry. Temporarily, a small reduction In speed usual-
ly causes a large reduction In cavitation.

● Propeller Unbalance - Mass unbalance wlil cause
lateral vibration of the shaft, and thence the hull,

at shaft frequency. If the propeller is damaged,
mass unbalance will probabiy be accunpanied by pitch
unbaiance, which wII I increase the axial, torsional,
and lateral forces on the shaft at shaft and probably
twice shaft frequencies. To corr~t this, the pro-
peller has to be replaced or repaired, Including
balancing.
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● Sea Forces - Interaction of the ship w!th the sea
causes vibration by means of several mechanisms. If
the bow lifts out of the water and slaps as It re-
enters (slamming), It excites the vertical hull
modes. This Is a transient phenanenon and usually
recurs only occasionally. Normally, the hull forward
1s flat on bottan, causing very high slamming Impact
loads. If the hull form could be changed to a round
or a vee shape, It would help tremendously. Other-
wise, a course change anti/or speed reduction are
about the only recourses. Wave slap, without bow
emergence, and green water on deck are TWO other
transient excitations of the same nature, but usually
not as serious. Sometimes, in moderate seas, ships
with a very low fundamental frequency, say 1/3 to 1/2
Hz, will react to the seaway with large (several
inches) vibrations. This Is called ~’springlngw, 1s
most common on large Great Lakes ore carriers, where
1211 amplitudes are not unusual, and cccurs because
the natural frequency Is within the frequency range
of the wave energy. Some Improvement would result
from refining the bow and stern lines of the ship to
reduce the forces. Course and speed changes, or
redistributing the load are the usual solutions but,
since wave energy covers a range of frequencies, a
large change may be required.

6.2.2 Ion of Vibrti

The extent of the high vibration levels Is another factor in eval-
uating vibration problem. If the hull vibration appears only In the stern
area, in the case of blade frequency, that is an Indication that the propeller
forces are excessive, rather than normal forces being magnified by hull reson-
ances. If blade frequency coincides with a hull resonance, the high levels may
be apparent over the length of the hull , even though the excitation forces are
not excessive. Similarly, resonances of the deckhouse, a deck, a mast, etc.,
may be excited by normal propel Ier forces. If a resonance Is known to exist,
the stiffness of the structure can be changed, or the exciting frequency can be
changed by changing the number of blades or shaft speed. If there are no prac-
?ical methods of changing either the structural frequency or the excitation
frequency, one of the methods for reducing propeller forces could be considered.

6.2.3 Hull Vlbratinn Trouble<hnotino ~

Table 6-1 summarizes the evaluation and correction of huil vibra-
tion problems In the form of a troubleshooting table.

6.3 LOCAL VIBRATION

In addltlon to hull girder vibration problems, there may be prob-
lems with major substructures such as the deckhouse, mast, propulsion system, or

6-3 .... . .,.,,
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Table 6-I. Hull Vibration Troubleshooting Table

FCTiQf4EW!JEW! Pl~F~TloN

STERN AND AFT
DECKHOUSE

POOR FLOW
TO PROP

BLADE, SOME ALL
HARMONICS

iNCREASE PROP
CLEARANCES,
iNSTALL FINS,
&!ANGE PROP,
SKEW BLADES

STERN AND AFT
DECKHOUSE

Cavitation BLADE, STRONG ALL
HARMONi CS

SANE AS ABOVE,
PARTiAL TUNNEL
OVER PROPELLER

ENTIRE LENCTH
OF HULL
(EXCEPT AT
NODES )

RESONANCE OF
HULL Will-l
PROP FORCES

SHAFT OR VERTiCAL OR
BLADE ATHWARTSHIP

CHG NO. OF
PROP BLADES,
STIFFEN HULL,
CHG SHAFT SPD

STERN OR
ENTIRE HULL
(SHAFT )

PROP MASS
UNBALANCE

SHAFT VEiWiCAL OR
ATHWARTSHIP
(LATERAL)

BALANCE PROP

STERN OR
ENFIRE HULL
(SHAFT)

PROP PiTCH
UNBALANCE
(BENT BLADE)

SHAFT, VERTiCAL OR
2 X SHAFT ATHWARTSHiP

(AXiAL, TOR-
SiONAL, AND
LATERAL )

REPAIR OR
REPLACE PROP
(AND BALANCE)

ENTiRE HULL
(ROUGH SEA)

SLAMM i NG LOW HULL t43DES VERTiCAL
,CHG COURSE,

REDUCE SPD,

ELiMINATE
FLAT BOTTOM

ENTIRE HULL WAVE SLAP,
GREEN WATER
Otd DECK
(ROUGH SEA)

LOW HULL MODES VERT
SOME

1ST HULL 143DE VERT

CAL ,
AIHW

REDUCE SPD,
CHG COURSE

ENTiRE HULL SPRINGING
(MODERATE
SEA)

CAL REFINE BOW
AND STERN
LINES, CHG
COURSE,
SPEED, OR
LOAD I NG

(1/3 TO l/2HZ) (SOMETIMES
HORIZ. OR
TORSiONAL)

ENTIRE SUB-
STRUCTURE

DECKHOUSE
OR DECK
RESONANCE
W/PROP FORCES

USUALLY VERTICAL,
BLADE OR ATHW, OR
2X BLADE LONGITUDINAL

STIFFEN
STRUCTURE OR
AVOID RESON-
ANT SPEEDS

ENTIRE SUB-
STRUCTURE

HULL, DECK
OR DECKHOUSE
RESONANCE W/
ENGINE FORCES

ENGiNE REV. VERTICAL,
OR HARMONi CS ATHW, OR

LONGITUDINAL

STIFFEN
STRUCTURE, CHANGE
ENGINE MOUNTS,
OR AVOID RESONANT
SPEEDS

“’”>
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large portions of the deck structure. Such large sections of the ship, when

they vibrate, will affect the vibration of the hull girder Itself. In an analy-

sis, the hull model should Include a representation of that structure. One rule
of thumb is that if the mass of a substructure Is greater than 1/2 percent of
the d~splacement of the ship and has a natural frequency close to a hull fre-
quency, it should be represented as separate from but attached to the hull
girder.

The term ‘l~al vlbratlonw usually refers to the vibration of
smaller structures or p~eces of equipment, small enough so that its vibration
wIII not significantly effect the hull girder vibration. Examples include:

● Plates and panels - Bulkheads, webframes, deck or
bottcm sections

● Beams - Shafting, masts, cranes, antennas, pipes

● Plate and beam assmblies - section of deckt bottom,

bulkhead, shell, or superstructure

● Equipment mounted on elastic foundation - boilers,
condensers, turbines, auxiliary machinery, electronic
equipment (may be mounted on resilient mounts ‘or hard
mounted to structure)

● Appendages - rudders, skegs, roli fins, propeller
b lades

6.3.1

The sources of excitation for local structures include all of the
sources mentioned for hull girder excitation: propeller, engines, and waves.
These excite Iwal structures through the hull girder motion. Even if the hull
motion is acceptable, a local structure mounted to it may resonate at one of the

frequencies of excitation. In addition, auxlllary equipment may excite itself

or nearby structures or equipment. In the case of appendages, the flow of water

past the appendage and Its interaction with the structure can excite vibration.

The frequency and magnitude of the excitation through the hull
girder will vary with the Icxation. In the after peak area, strong blade, 2 x
blade, and 3 x blade would be expected. The more cavitation there Is the
stronger the harmonics wII I be. In the engine roan area the main orders of the
engine would be expected. In the superstructure and in the hull in general, the
effects of both the propel Ier and engines will be present, but the higher har-
monics or orders wit I fade fastest as the distance from these sources increases.
On the bow there will Orobably be verv little evidence of either source unless a
hull mode coincided with one of the excitations.

will be
modes.

The forces from the sea wIII be applied primarily to the bow and
repulsive in nature. The hull will respond primarily n its lower
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A local structure may responcl differently If It 1s located In one
part of the ship than another because of the mode shape of the hull. This is
somewhat true of ail hull girder excited local vibrations, but especially true

when siamming, wave slap, and springing are present. The best example of this
might be a mast. If it were l~ated in the middle of the ship, the first huii
mode would provide a vertical motion of the base, but no rotation. This Is
unlikely to cause a problem. If lt were Iwated near one of the hull nodes, say
one quarter of the length from the bow, the hull wouid provide a rotation of the
mast base, but little translation. If the natural frequency of the mast was the
same as the huii, severe whipping of the mast is iikely.

Hydrodynamic forces applied to the appendages may be the resuit of
Karman vortices or hydrodynamic flutter. Karman vortices are caused by an
appendage with a blunt trailing edge. The low pressure behind thetralling edge
causes eddies to form. The normal Iaminar fiow is Iikeiy to collapse on one
side or the other, not both simultaneously. When 1+ does collapse it relieves
sane of the suction, and the other side maintains Its Iaminar flow. As the eddy
trails downstream, and the collapsed side smooths out again, the rotation of the
eddy provides enough differential in pressure that the opposite side now col-
lapses into an eddy. This alternate pattern 1s maintained, causing an alternat-
ing pressure on the trailing edge of the appendage. If the frequency of the
vortices coincide with a natural frequency of the appendage, vibration will
result. For a particular trailing edge gecmetry, Karman vortices are likely to
form only for a range of water velwitles. Below that range the flow is Iaminar
and above the range It Is canpletely turbulent. The vortex frequency decreases
with the bluntness of the trailing edge. The most ccmvnon shipboard occurrence
of this phenanenon 1s the “singing propel Ier,” where the vibration of the pro-
peller blade causes an audibie tone that may be heard (sometimes to the point of
distraction) inside the ship.

Karman vortices can aiso be shed from masts and stacks at certain
wind speeds, and if a naturai frequency of the structure coincides with the
vortex shedding frequency, severe vibration can result.

Hydrodynamic flutter is an interaction of a vlbratlng appendage

and the fiow across it. A rudder for example may be excited by a horizontal
vibration of the ship’s stern. If the hydrodynamic and inertial forces are not
balanced, the rudder will rotate siightly as weil translate. The rotation
increases the ‘Iliftfr on the rudder and causes it to deflect more, aggravating
the vibration. The likelihood of this happening, and how serious It is, wIII
depend on the frequency of excitation, the natural frequencies of the rudder
(lateral and torsional), and how the lift forces are applled to the rudder.

6.3.2 Evaluation

Lmai vibration, like hull vibration, will be Judged unacceptable
if lt causes crew discomfort, fat!gue of structures, or equipment failure.
SectIon 5, Criteria, discusses the norms against which vibration ieveis in gen-
eral can be Judged. Often, however, a problem must be considered and judged
individually. This section will discuss sune guidelines for such evacuations.
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The fatigue of structures Is difficult to assess with normal
vibration measurements. Fatigue damage 1s related to the stresses In the mate-
rial and the number of cycles of stress experienced. The stresses are propor-
tional to vibratory displacement, but the relationship between the two is not
easily determined. Stress concentrations, such as inside corners and holes, are
particularly hard to evaluate and, of course, that is where damage is Ilkely to
occur first. If the stress level is known l-t should be compared to the fatigue
limit of the material. If the number of cycles Is known to be less than
1,000,000, the material may survive stress levels above the fatigue Ilmit. In
this case, reference should be made to a S-N curve (Stress vs No. of Cycles to
Failure) for the material In question. In any case, a conservative approach is
to keep the stress levels below the fatigue limit by sane factor of safety,
usually around two for machined parts. The factor of safety for castings should
be much higher. A rule of thumb for most ship structures Is that fatigue prob-
lems are not likely If vibration displacements are below + or - 1 mm (about
.040W) and velwlties are below + or - 100 mm/see (about 4W/see).

The natural frequency of the local structure Is probably the nmst
important characteristic In evaluating a problem. Generally, If the natural
frequency of a structure Is about 15 percent above or below an exciting frequen-
cy, there will be no problem. The natural frequency may be known from measure-
ments while the ship is underway or a machine is operating. Another method for
flndlng the natural frequency 1s to excite it artificially and measure the
resulting vibration. Impacting the object with a hammer (usually a rubber or
leather hammer is preferred tomlnlmize high frequency effects) wIII cause it to
‘ringW at its natural frequencies. Large structures may require a heavy timber
to get sufficient excitation. A more controlled method Is to use a vibration
generator to provide a sinusoidal force at various frequencies. The weight of
the vibration generator should not be so much that It affects the vibration of
the object.

If stiffening or sane other fix Is anticipated, It is often a good
idea to find the existing natural frequency, canpare It to the calculated natur-
al frequency to see how good the model is, and then calculate the frequency of
the object with the fix. Often changes In the structure have less effect than
anticipated. It is also prudent to test the modified structure in order to
verify the affected fix.

The formulas in Appendix A can be used for calculations. Many
local problems will Involve panels. Most panels on ships (decks, bulkheads,
etc.) wIII have natural frequencies scmewhere between the simply supported and
the

6.3

ing
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ap p

clamped cases.
. . .

3

A major part of ‘tcorrectingn vibration problems consists of redo-
somethlng that was not done properly In the design of the ship. Therefore,
s often appropriate to review certain design guidelines to see if they
Y“ The following may be helpful:
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Make vertical bulkheads (Iongltudinal and transverse)
as continuous as possible from deck to deck. Where
this Is dlfflcult, perhaps stanchions can be used for
continuity.

Make sure that heavy pieces of equipment are
installed over beams, bulkheads, frames, or webs,
preferably In both dirmtions (longitudinal and
transverse).

Avoid cantilevers to support equipment (unless
designed with vibration in mind).

Make bearing foundations sturdy,

Where iarge forces are involved between machinery and
foundations (engines, turbines, gears, thrust bear-
ing) the manufacturers shouid be consulted on the
stiffness of foundations.

Doubie bottcuns shouid be dee~, and should chanqe
dept’h graduaily if a lesser or greater height ‘is
needed to accommodate machinery or equipment.

More often than not the solution to local vibration problems is to
increase stiffness. Figure 6-1 shows several examples and sane possible solu-
tions.

in Figure 6-1 (a), a place of equipment Is mounted on a founda-
tion, the legs of which do not rest on the supporting beams of the deck. The
deck flexes and the equipment rinks or vibrates vertically. The solution could
include moving the equipment so the legs rest on the beams, adding additional
legs that rest on the beams, or adding a cross st!ffener (above or below the
deck ) .

In Figure 6-1 (b), the legs of the foundation are too flexlble.
This can be corrected by installing diagonal braces between the iegs or outside
of them, or attaching plates across the iegs and from deck to platform.

in Figure 6-1 (c), a panei vibrates too much and needs to be
stiffened. The naturai frequency Is controlled by both dimensions, but primar-
IIy by the shortest span. in stiffening the panei, an effort shouid be made to
decrease the shortest span, such as shown In the iast two solutions.

6.4 MACHiNERY ViBRATiON

The most important benefits” that a ships crew can reaiize fran
their own efforts In the area of vibration have to do with machinery. Relative-
ly simple measurssnents can be used to monitor the mechanical condition of pumps,
generators, turbines, motors, etc. A I SO, with a little bit of training and
simple equipment, a iimited amount of diagnostic work is possible. However, any
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problems Involving main propulsion machinery should be left to vibration engi-
neers. This section discusses all these +oplcs, but emphasizes the foplcs that

the crew should be primarily involved with: diagnostics of rotating machinery
and vibration monitoring.

6.4.1 _l%tatlng kla~hlnery

In order to Identify the cause of high levels of vibration In
rotating machinery, the frequency, amplitude, and direction of vibration can be
used as Indicators. Table 6-2 Is a troubleshooting chart for machinery.

6.4.2 inerv Monitoring

Vibration measurements on machinery is being used Increasingly on
a periodic basis to detect degradation before it reaches the poln? where a
machine has to be shut down. This enables the crew to schedule maintenance
operations rather than perform ma~ntenance on an emergency basis. Often vibra-
tion measurements can substitute for more time-consuming disassembly and Inspec-
tion.

Machinery monitoring measurements are often taken each month, so
It generally requires onboard test equipment and execution by the crew. Experi-
ence with particular machinery wII I suggest whether to make measurements more or
less often.

Measursrnents can be taken with very simple Instruments, or very
sophisticated ones. Most often, they will Involve one of the following types of
system:

● Transducer with Meter

● Transducer with Filter and Meter

● Transducer with Spectral Analyzer

Each

obta
math

of these wll I be discussed in this section as the need arises.

No matter what Instruments are being used, the first step s to
n “baselinen measurements. Measurement Iocatlons must be selected for each
ne In the maintenance program. The Locations mentioned In SectIon [.4.6

can be used for auldance. Then the vibration of each location on each mach~ne
is measured whil~ the machine is In good operating condition. These are the
“baselinetf vibration levels and wit I be cunpared to measurements made periodic-
ally at the same locations. Measurements should also be made after a machine
has been overhauled.

General gu~delines can be given In Interpreting the vibrat~on
data. Both the absolute level of vibration and the change fnnn the baseline are
important. If the absolute level exceeds the levels of safe operation given in
Section 5.0, the machine should be shut down. If the vibration increases by a
factor of two over the baseline measurement, there may no+ be a problem, but

.----1
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Table 6-2. Machinery Troubleshooting Chart

UFNCY

UNBALANCE lXFFM

BENT SHAFT 10 R2X RPM

ANT1-FRl~l ON 20 TO 50 X RPM
BEARINGS

SLEEVE BEARINGS 1 X RPM

COUPLING OR 2XR?M
BEAR i NG (SOMETIMES
MISALIGNMENT 10R3XFPM)

DEFECTIVE GEARS RPMX NO. OF
GEAR TEETH

MECHANICAL 10R2X RPM
LOOSENESS

DEFECTIVE BELT 1 OR 20R ~RE
X BELT RPM

ELECTRICAL 10R2XPWR
FREQUENCY
(60 OR 120 HZ)

OIL WHIP LESS THAN RPM

AERODYNAMICOR 1 X RPMORNO.
HYDRODYNAMIC OF BLADES X RPM

BEAT FREQUENUY IxRF’h!

RESONANCE SPECIFIC
CRITICALS

HYSTERESIS SHAFT CRITICAL
WHIRL SPEED

DIRECTION/
AMPI ITUDF

RADIAL/STEADY

AXIAL/HIG+i

RADIAL/LOW,
UNSTEADY

NOT LARGE

HIGH AXIAL (CAN BE
TWICE RADIAL)

RADIAL/LOW

RADIAL

RADIAL/UNSTEADY

USUALLY LOW

RADIAL/UNSTEADY

RADIAL OR AXIAL

PULSATING AT
BEAT RATE

HIGH INDIRECTION
OF RESONANCE

PRIMARILY RADIAL

RFMARKS

KIST ~M~N CAUSE

AS FAILURE NEARS,
AMPLITUDE INCREASES
FREQUENCY DECREASES

SHAFT AND BEARING
AMPLITUDES ABOUT
lHE SAME

VIBRATION LARGEST
IN DIRECTIONOF
LOOSENESS

VIBRATION STWS IF
PWR IS TURNED OFF

FREQUENCY MAY BE AS
LOW AS 1/2 X FM

MAY BE PROBLEM IF
RESONANCE EXISTS

CAUSED BY TWO
MACHINES WITH
CLOSE RPM

PHASE WILL UiANGE
WITH SPEED.
AMPLITUDE WILL
DECREASE ABOVE AND
BELOW RESONANT IWM

VIBRATION EXCITED
WHEN PASSING THRU
CRITICAL IS
MAINTAINED AT
HIGHER SPEEDS
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measurements should be made more often, perhaps once a week, to see if the
vibration continues to increase or If It stabilizes. if it increases by a fac-
tor of 10 over the baseline, it should be repaired, even If it does not exceed
the levels In Section 4. If there are two Identical machines, canparing their
vibration ievels is usually helpful.

So far the discussion has been about whether or not there IS a
problem, with no insight into what the nature of the probiem might be. How the
machine is diagnosed depends on the type of measurement equipment being used.

if only a transducer and meter are used, there is no indication of
the frequency of the increased vibration, and the measurement does not heip much
in the diagnosis. An exception is a vibration meter that wlli read displacement
and velocity, velwity and acceleration, or all three. if the displacement
increases more than the velocity or acceleration, the frequency is iow, such as
it would be with an unbalance problem. if the acceleration increases more than

the veioclty or displacement, the frequency is high, such as a bad bearing might
cause. A iist of common prob
lows (Reference 6-l):

LQQ

ems and the assmiated frequency range is as fol-

-+or - worn, eroded, broken, or corrodedUnbalanced r(
parts

Misalignment - induces significant axial vibration
Eccentric shafts
Slipping ciutches
Mechanlcai looseness
Loose foundation bolts
Oil Whirl or slip - one-haif or less times shaft

speed
Worn beits
Beits and puileys out of adjustment
Changed reciprocating eiements that introduced addi-

tional torsional vibration

Vibration due to impacts
Defective bearings - randun or rough vibration
Poor gears
Slipplng clutches
Rubbing or binding parts
Air ieaks
Hydrauiic ieaks
Parts coli iding
Broken or ioose pieces
Electromagnetically driven loose pieces
Water hammer
Surge
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If a filter is available to use with a transducer and meter, the
frequency as well as amplitude of the major components can be found. Refer to
the troubleshooting table in Section 6.4.1. Sune thought should be given to how
much use of the filter is wor”thwhlle, since It Is time-consuming to record all
maJor components of al I measursrneni- locations. As a minimum, the filter can be
used to diagnose a problsm after It has been detected by measuring excessive
unfiltered vibration. It may be worthwhile to measure all maJor components for
the baseline measursrnents and, then again, only for diagnosis. In that case,
the unfiltered vibration should also be measured for the baseline and compared
to the unfiltered perlodIc measurenen+s. This would seem to be a reasonable
compran~se.

If the amplitudes of the Individual frequency components are
desired for the per!odlc measurements, the use of a filter would probably not be
worthwhile. The same data can be obtained much faster by means of a spectral
analyzer. Scnne of these are reasonable in cost, and produce a hard copy plot of
the frequency spectra for each Iccatlon. They are easy toccrnparewlth the
baseline spectra, and are convenient to file In the machinery history.

6.4.3 FxtRrna I Iv Exc Ited ~
. r

Occasionally a machine will vibrate excessively as a result of Its
supporting structure being excited by some other source, such as another
machine, propel Ier forces, etc. The source can perhaps be identified by its
frequency. Also, the vibration can be observed while nearby machinery Is opera-
ted in turn, or while underway and in port. In any case, such externally exci-
ted machinery can usually be treated in the same manner as a Imal structure or
equipment problem. The reader is referred to Section 6.3.

6.5 MAIN PROPI.ILSIONMACHINERY VIBRATION

The subject of main propulsion machinery vibration could fill
several volumes all by itself. It includes the Iongitudlnal, lateral, and tor-
sional vibration of the propeller shafting systen and the vibration of the prime
mover, whether it be a turbine system or diesels. Each of these subJects has
its own history of development, problems, analytical t=hnlques, design cri-
teria, and prospective fixes. Each of these subjects is treated briefly, but it
Is remnmended that problems in these areas be referred to vlbratlon engineers.

6.5.1 Itudlnal Sh~ft Vibration
.

Longitudinal shaft vlbratlon 1s caused by blade frequency alter-
nating thrust on the propeller forcing the entire propeller, shaft, thrust bear-
ing and reduction gear assembly, and perhaps more, to oscillate fore and aft.
In conventional designs, the fundamental natural frequency 1s often In or near
the operating range of blade frequency, causing very high amplitudes.

If the natural frequency Is in the lower power range, a resonance
may not result in excessive vibrafion, but If it is near full power, it almost
always will be damaging. Possible consequences are:
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● Thrust reversal, particularly in turns, damaging
thrust bearing

● Excessive stresses on gear teeih In reduction gear

● Excessive motion across coupllngs between gear and
engine or turbine, causing wear

● Excessive deflection of attached piping or structure,
causing failure

● Excessive motion of turbine rot’or or engine crank-
shaft

Before corrective action can be taken, the l~ation and severity
of the resonance should be known, as well as the magnitude of the exciting

force. [f the blade frequency forces are excessive, it may be due to a highly
disturbed flow Into the propeller or poor propeller design. Fins have been
Installed on sane ships Just ahead of the propeller to Improve the flow. A
redesigned propeller may be required, possibly wi+h skewed blades to reduce the
forces.

If the resonance occurs near full power, there” are several well
known fixes, but each has Its drawbacks. First, the number of blades on the
propeller can be changed; Increased to put the resonance at a lower speed where
the power and forces are less, or decreased to put the resonance out of the
operating speed range. The latter is usually not practical because a propeller
with fewer blades normally has higher alternating forces. That fact, combined
with the fact that there wII I be a significant magnification at full power even
though operating on the flank of the resonance, makes this solutlon unreliable.
Another fix is to move the resonance above the operating range. This can be
done by moving the thrust bearing aft, or stiffenlnq the thrust bearing housing
and/or foundation. MovTng the thrust bearing aft has the most effect,-invo
the most work, and complicates lubrication and maintenance. Stiffening
foundation sanetlmes Is sufficient, but lt usually requires a drastic amoun-
relnforcement to move the resonance a lImIted amount.

A
most propulsion
frequencies can
only the lowest
A, Section A.3,

rough approximation of the fundamental frequency can be made

ves
the

of

for
systems” by means of a two-mass, two-spring model. Two natural
be calculated frmn the formula in Appendix A, Section A.3, but
would have any accuracy. The
are:

‘2 = Mess of propel

entrained water,

propeller and bu

parameters, referring to Appendix

er, inc udlng 60 percent for

plus 1/2 mass of shaft between

I gear ( b-sec2/ln).
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‘1
= Mass of propulsion machinery, lncludlng engines,

turbines, reduction gears, casings, condensers,

and 1/4 mass of shaft between propeller and bull

gear (lb-sec2/in). (If there Is an axial coup-

ling be~ween the shaft and engine, Ml = O.)

‘1 = Spring cons+an+ of shaft and thrust bearing

(lb/In).

‘2
= Effective fore-and-aft spring constant of founda-

tions for the engine or turbine, gear, and thrust

bearing (lb/In).

For any longitudinal problems, a vibration engineer should make a
detailed analysis of the present and proposed systems before any fixes are
attempted.

6.5.2 of Propulsion Sv tms

The rotating components of a propulsion system, Includlng propel-
ler, shaft, gears, and turbines or engines} can vibrate In torsional modes when
excited by the propeller or engines. Turbines and gears in good mechanical
condition do not significantly excite torsional vibration. It is usually all
but impossible to avoid torsional blade frequency resonances In the entire oper-
ating range, so an effort is made in design to put resonant speeds where +hey
will not cause probians, and to control mode shapes so the excitation points
have minimum amplitudes. if the propel ier, for example, were a node for a par-
ticular mode of vibration, that mode could not be excited by propeiler forces.

Excessive torsional vibration may be evident from the foi lowing:

● Wear or rumbiing in reduction gears

● Deterioration In couplings

● Fatigue failure of shaft or crankshaft
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In genera I, torsional vibration Is not felt or visually apparent
at the bearlngsj casings, etc. , enclosing the rotating parts. The exception is
In reduction gears, where torsional forces bacane tangential forces on the

gears, and cause bearing reactions.

For
lna

exc

Torsional vibration can be coupled with other modes of vibration.
example, the pitch of the propel Ier blades causes axial forces and longltud-

vibration In response to torsional oscillations.

On turbine driven ships, propeller blade frequency is the only
tation considered in design. Diesel engines excite torsional v!bratlon at

several orders and haif orders (i.e., 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2, 2-1/2, etc.) as a resuit
of both firing forces and reciprocating unbalance forces. In order to minimize
and isolate these forces, diesel engines often have torsionai dampers fitted to
the crankshaft and/or torsional isolatlon coupllngs on the engine output shaft.

A rough estimate of the tors.ionai fundamental frequency of a pro-
pulsion system can be found by considering it to be a shaft with a rotor on each
end. The mcrnent of inertia of the rotor on one end is that of the propeiler
pius an allowance for entrained water (usualiy 25 percent). T$e moment of iner-
tia of the other rotor is that of the engine or turbines with reduction gears.
The natural frequency of the system is

i

kr(Je + J )
f =&
n JJ

eP

where f = Natural frequency (Hz)
n

kr = Spring constant of shaft (In-lbs)

J= = Mass polarfloment of inertia of engine, inciuding gears
.

(in-lb-sacL)

J = Mass poiar munen
P

~ of
water (in-lb-see )

The spring constant is .

nertia of propel er, including

TG(Da4 - D:4]
k=”

~ .
r 32L

where D = Outside diameter of shaft (in)
o

‘i
= Inside diameter of shaft (in)

G = Shear modulus of elasticity (12x 106 lb/ln2 for steel)

L = Length of shaft (in)
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The effect of the reduction gear 1s to make the inertlas and stiffnesses of the
higher speed elements effectively much greater. To account for this, use ali

the parameters calculated from the slow speed eiements as they are, but muitipiy

aii the inertias and stiffnesses of the high-speed eiements by the square of the
gear ratio. if there is a double reduction sear. Parameters for the intermedi-
ate sp(
ratio,

square

propei

math in{

gears.

ed elements must be multlp

and parameters for the h
of the product of the firs-
ers, gears, engines, etc.,

Geared systems usua
ry end as compared to the I

ied by the ~qua;e’of the second reduction gear
gh-speed eiements must be multiplied by the

and second gear ratios. The Inertias of the
should be avai iable fran manufacturers data.

Iy have considerably larger lnertias on the

ropeiler due to the magnifying effects of the
As a result, the fundamental torsional frequency may be estimated by

considering the inertia at the machinery end to be infinite.
then:

prop u

6.5.3

stern
shaft

‘The frequency i;

if indications suggest the presence of torsions vibration in the
sion system, an experienced vibration engineer should be consuited.

J atera i Shaft Vibra tion

Lateral vibration of the shaft causes high forces on the line and
tube bearings resulting in wear. in some cases, reduction gear wear or
fatigue could be a problem. Lateral shaf+ vibration can be caused by:

● Mass or pitch unbaiance of propeller

● Mass unbalance of shaft

● Propeiier bearing forces at bla

● Bearing problems

● Bent shaft or misalignment at f

Note that misalignment of bearings is not inc

e frequency

anges

uded. Th
shaft to a certain deformation which raains constant.
alternating stress as it turns, but the shaft usuaily does

The term 1twhirllngi7 refers to the shaft
rotating. A shaft may whiri in the direction of rotat

s normaiiy forces the
The shaft experiences
not vibrate.

vibrating whiie it is
on (forward whirl) or

opposite to the direction of rotation (backward whirl). An Nth order whiri
impiies N oscillations for each rotation. First order whiri, the most severe,
is calied WwhippingW.

Lateral shaft resonances are usually above the operating speed
range as far as shaft rotational frequency 1s concerned and, in the iow power



range, as far as blade frequency Is concerned, Excessive lateral vibration Is

usually a result of mechanical damage rather than poor design. The Icglcal
things to check for damage are the propeller, bent shaft, bearing damage, and
allgnment of flanges and coupllngs.

The fundamental frequency can be approximated by any one of sev-
eral formulas. The following Is llJasperls- Formula, n which comes from Reference
6-2.

fn=;

i

3EI

L 2 (4 Lo+ 3 L~)(mP+mes)
o

where = Propeller mass + 10 percent entrained water
‘P

m ‘ .38 x shaft mass
es

Lo s Distance from propel
bearing, In.

Ls = Distance from center
line bearing, in.

6.5.4 e Vibration

Steam turbines and gas

er e.g. to center of propeller

of propeller bearing to nearest

turbines are carefully balanced as they are
manufactured or installed and there are generally no significant excitations
asswlated wlt’h I-hm unless. there is mechanical damage or the excitation comes
fran outside the turbines thaseives.

Propelier excited vibration may be present in the turbines in the
axial or torsionai direction, transmitted through the main shaft, gears, and
coupiings. Excessive axiai vibration may cause damage to the turbine thrust
bearing. Excessive torsionai vibration is iikeiy to cause a failure outside of
the turbine itself, such as in the couplings, gears, or shafts.

Vibration at other frequencies; such as one or two times rotation-
al, can be due to a number of causes, and the reader is referred to the trouble-
shooting chart In Section 6.4.1.

The iaterai vibration of turbines is often continuously monitored
and, when the amplitudes exceed iimits set by manufacturers, the turbine Is shut

down or scheduied for maintenance.

Another type of vibration probiem sometimes found in turbines is
the vibration of the turbine biades. it may be a single blade or, If the blades
are shrouded, a section of blades. Sometimes the biades fail from fatigue.

This type of vibration IS not apparent from simple vibration measurements, and a

vibration engineer shouid be consulted for this type of failure.
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6.5.5 el Fngine Vibration

The number of variations in possible vibration problem due to
diesel engines is quite large. This section concentrates on the ways in which
reclpr~ating engines genera+e forces which can result in vibration. These
forces may excite the engine itself, the ship bottcrn on which it is mounted, the

huil girder, or other structures on the ship.

The excitation of a r=iprwating engine can be divided into two
parts: unbalanced iner+ial forces and firing forces. The unbalanced inertial
forces may be caused by rotating or reciprocal masses, The effect of the con-
necting rods, whose motion is a ccmblnatlon of rotation and reciprocation, can
be approximated by assuming part of each rod rofates with the crankshaft and
part follows the piston motion. The rotating masses can be balanced, but recip-
rcxating forces can only be partially cancel ied by weights on the crankshaft.
The resulting ‘free forcestf, those exerted by a rigid engine on its mounts, have
once and twice per revolution components. The twice per revolution canponent
comes fran the motion of the piston when the crank moves frm side to side.
When these forces are added for all the cylinders and applied at the proper
locations within the engine, the result is a set of forces and moments being
applled to the mounts and an alternating torque applied to the output shaft, all
at a rate of once or twice per revolution.

The firing forces are impuisive in nature, which causes components
at many harmonics of the firing frequency. The forces of a 2-cycle engine wiil
have Ist, 2nd, 3rd, etc., harmonics. The forces of a 4-cycle engine will have
1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2, 2-1/2, etc., harmonics. When these forces are added for ail
the cylinders, each of the orders present may exist as a vertical or horizontal
force, or a moment in any of the three directions appiied to the engine mounts.
Certain orders are known to be more severe than others, and that can depend on
the firing order, whether 2- or 4-cycle, the number of cyiindersp and which
dir=tion the forces are in.

if the engine frame 1s not rigid, which is certainly the case for
large modern low-speed diesels, some of what wouid be the ~lnternai forcest? of a
rigid engine are applied to the foundation as well. An analysis of the vibra-
tion in such a case can involve a structural modei of the engine itseif, its
foundations, and sane portion of the neighboring ship structure.
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SFmlON 7.0

MPIES OF SHIPBOARD VIBRATION PROUIFMS

7.1 I NTRODU~l ON

The vast majority of all shipboard vibration problems the reader

may encounter have cccurred at other times on other ships. The objective of
this section of the Guide is to give examples of these cunmonly =curring ship
vibration problems. Through these examples it Is hoped that the reader may gain
sane prac~ical background and Insight into the subject of ship vibration in
general, and also the methods and techniques used to analyze and soive ship
vibration probiems.

The examples contained in this section are arranged by ship eie-
ment as described previously, I.e., hull girder, major substructure, local’
structure, main propulsion machinery, and equipment. Each example wiii inciude
a brief description of the probism, ccmmoniy observed symptans, a discussion of
the cause(s), and potentiai solutions. Many of the exampies may be appiled
directiy to solve identical or simiiar problems encountered by the reader.
OThers wili provide the reader with a feeling for the nature of ship vibration,
Interpretation of observed symptcrns, and the various methods Used to find solu-
tions. With the information contained eisewhere in this Guide and In the exam-
pies the reader, confronted with a vibration problem, shouid be abie to deter-
mine the cause and potential solutlon for relatively simpie or routine cases and
may be able to impiement a solution with equipment and materiai onboard the
ship. in the case of more complex or nontypical vibration probiems, this Guide
provides sufficient Information for the reader to approach the problem inte!ii-
gentiy through the discovery of the symptcrns and possible causes, and to pian a
suitabie course of action to be taken to soive the probiem. Such a plan of
action may include the application of a simpie soiution, determining where, how,
and when vibration measurements should be taken or, at least, acknowledgement
that an outside consultant is required, whether he be an equipment manufactur-
ers representative or a vibration consultant.

Before getting into the exampies it is usefui to iock at sane
statistics on ship vibration probiems in order to determine what the most cmmon
probiems are and into what ship element types they fali. Tabie 7-1, derived
from Reference 7-1, shows a breakdown of where vibration probiems cccurred on 70
ships reporting probiems. As can be seen from Table 7-1, the most frequently
reported problems are assmlated with Iccai and major structures.
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Table 7-1. Problem Locations

sHIP ELEMENT NLRIBER OF

LOCELL Superstructure 34
Structure Cracked Aft Peak Frames 5 39

Main Engine (Diesei) 8
Main Shaft Vibration 8
Main Shaft Bearings 3 19

ipment Boiier Tubes 1
Auxiiiary Engines 6
Auxiliary Machinery 3 lQ

TOTAL NO. OF SHIPS 70

Of these cases, the greatest number are in the superstructure (or
accanmodation spaces). This might be expected as it is where the crew spends
most of their time and, hence, they are more sensitive to and critical of vibra-
tion in this area. Superstructure vibration problems can be caused by excessive
globai huli girder vibration, superstructure resonance or near resonance due to
insufficient stiffness, or Iocai resonances. These local resonances may be in
the structure such as decks or buikheads, but they may aiso be in equipment
instailed in the superstructure, such as Joiner panels and doors, venti iation
ducting, pipes, iighting fixtures, furniture, nav]gatlon equipment, etc. In
iight of the iatter case, the number of ships with structural problems in the
superstructure is probably overstated in the table, whiie the number with equip-
ment problems is understated. in either case, the table does point out’ the very
high susceptibility of the iiving accommodations to vibration problems, whether
they be due to structure or equipment.

lle second most frequently reported problems are those assaiated
with the main propulsion system. While excessive vibration in the superstruc-
ture is very annoying, excessive vibration in the propulsion systa can prove
very damaging and may, in fact, iimlt operating speeds or render the ship inop-
erab le.

The third most frequently reported probiems, according to Table 7-
1, are with equipment. if the vibration problems associated with equipment in
the superstructure were inciuded in this category then it would rival structural
problems for the most frequent. Excessive vibration of equipment when it forms
a part of an essential systm can prevent proper operation of the ship just as
with the main propulsion system.
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which WIt

The least frequent problems are assmlated with hull girder vibra-
s is probably due to the ship designers ability to accurately calcu-
ower hull girder natural frequencies and to select propulsion systas

not excite these lower hull girder modes In the operating range.

The two most frequent forms of hull girder problems are resonances
of +he aft end of the hull girder with blade frequency and sprlnglng. The
former often manifests Itself in excessive superstructure vlbratlon at or near
blade frequency. The latter is a two-noded vertical (first mode) vibration
excited by wave encounter forces.

The above serves as a useful guide in determining the number and
type of examples to be included for each ship element type. Major emphasis will
therefore be placed on l~al and major substructure, main propulsion machinery,
and active and passive equipment. Hull girder problems wiil receive the ieast
amount of attention in the examples.

7.2 HULL GIRDER VIBRATIONS

Example 7.2.l -Hull Gi~er Spring@

A 1,082-foot long oil tanker on trials was ballasted down to
approximately two-thirds of its full load displacement in order to conduct a 4-
hour econany run. Once on course and making about 16 knots, the hull began to
flex or spring in its two-noded vertical mode. Seas were approaching fran about
10 to 15 degrees off the bow and were averaging approximately 40 feet between
crests.

The hull girder was experiencing visible two-noded vertical vibra-
tion with an estimated amplitude of 12 to 18 Inches. This motion was especially
visible when standing on the main deck aft and slightly forward along the deck
edge. The frequency was low enough to be counted and was about 32 cycles per
minute. The springing was very noticeable In the pilothouse seven levels above
the main deck where the vertical motion of the stern was translated into a fore
and aft motion. The springing was also very noticeable in the lower engine roun
as a vertical heaving motion.

Prob I w

Springing cccurs when the range of frequencies of the wave energy
lnciudes the two-noded vertical natural frequency of the hull girder. The
waves, even though they may not be very iarge, act as a sanewhat random excita-
tion at the bow of the ship causing the huil girder to vibrate. This phenomenon
most often occurs in iarge ships with low resonant frequencies, such as Great
Lakes bulk carriers. However, mcasionaliy it acurs in iarge oceangoing ves-
sels as in this example. Figure 7-1 shows the huli girder mode shape and vibra-
tory response at the stern of the tanker in this example. For fast ships with
relatively light scantiings, hull girder stresses due to springing can be of the
same magnitude as those caused by wave bending and thus may be of concern frun
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the point of view of structural fatigue and buckling. Springing is a function
of ship speed, the heading, sea condltlons, bow and stern Ilnes, ship iength,
distribution of cargo or ballast weight, and the amount of energy con?ained in
the sea. Ail ships experience springing to sune extent. However, it only
becomes a concern when the frequency of the first hull mode Is w!thin the range
of frequencies of the wave spectrum. This cccurs primariiy with ships over 900
feet in length. Sane recent experience Indicates the existence of a similar
phenanenon recurring in ships which are very flexibie in torsion, such as con-
tainer ships. In this case, torsionai resonance of the hull girder may be exci-
ted in oblique waves.

Lpp= 33t7m.

~ . . . .— — .

timinsc.

Figure 7-1. Springing Phenanena

S91u+ial

Springing response can be reduced by changing the frequency of
encounter with the waves by changing speed or heading. Usuaiiy, significant
changes in these parameters are required in order to reduce springing. Another
potentiai solution is to change the ship~s distribution of cargoon ballast In
order to change the huii girder natural frequency, aithough very large changes
are required to gain only smali reductions in springing. This is usuaiiy not
feasible once at sea, and may not be feasible at aii for most ships.

7*3 MAJOR SUBSTRU~URE VIBRATION

Example 7.3.1 -Propeller hitat~ued Stem Vibration and-

The crew of a new 720-foot container vessei complained of exces-
sive noise in their quarters. The crew~s quarter were aft. The ship was
propelled by a 32,000 SHP steam turbine turning a 6 bladed propelier at 110 rpm.
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A noise and vlbra+lon survey was conduc+ed on the vessel during a
full load transatlantic vo age.

T
An Askanla vlbrograph equipped with a 5:1 mag-

nlficafion probe was used o measure vibration levels In the steering gear roan,
engine roun and in the aft deckhouse. A sound level meter was used to measure

noise levels In these same areas. The results of the survey were as follows:

a. The noise which was causing crew complaints was In
the after section of the ship. The noise consisted
of crackling and occasional violent Whammer-i Iket’
biows on the huli in the vicinity of the propeiler.
Noise ievei readings in the quarters generally
showed dBA readings above the canfort range.

b. Blade frequency vibratory dispiacment amplitudes
were found to be moderate a-t full power and there
was no indication of any resonances In the upper
speed range.

c. Vibration measurements showed strong displacements
at muitlpies (2,3,4,5, and 6) of bladefrequency.

Prob Im

The crackilng noise and ‘hammer-i Iken blows detected In the vicln-
Ity of the propeiier are generaliy associated with propeiier cavitation. Like-
wise, the sfrong vibratory displacements at muitlples of blade frequency are
known to be generaily caused by propeiier cavitation. While the vibration
Ieveis in the crew iiving spaces atmuitiples of biade frequency did not faii in
the uncomfortable range, the noise created by the vibrating decks and buikheads
created noise Ieveis in excess of remnmended comfort Ieveis.

Based on these findings, a cavitation study was performed In a

modei basin to determine the amount and cause of the cavitation. The amount of
cavitation was found to be excessive when a propeiier biade passed the verticai
or 12 ofciwk position. This condltlon was caused by very poor water inflow to
the upper area of the propeiler disc.

Iution

The model basin recanmended that fiow dir~ting f
above the propeiier be considered as a solution. Severai conf
tested In the tank and one seiected which best improved the flow
the propeller disc, thereby reducing propeiler cavitation.

ns forward and
guratlons were
nto the top of

These fins were instal ied on the vessei and a new vibration and
noise survey conducted with the followlng results:

a. Noise measurements in the crew quarters showed a
generai 2 to 7 dBA decrease. Furthermore, the
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crackllng and ‘thammer-l
evident In the vlclnlty

b. Blade freauencv vibrat

kelt blows were
of the propeller.

on disotacements
never considered excessive rsma’ined about

c. The amplitudes of mul+ipies of blade

no longer

which were
the same.

frequency
(2,3,4,” and 5) were genera”ily lower in the vicinity
of the propeller and most importantly In the Iivlng
spaces.

The Insta!iatlon of the fins improved flow to the propeller,
reduced blade cavitation and its characteristic crackling and hammering noise,
decreased the vibratory displacements at multiples of blade frequency and
reduced noise ieveis In the Iivlng quarters resuiting In Improved habitability.

7.4 LOCAL STRUCTURE VIBRATiON

Example 7.4.1 -~

Acommerclal cargo vessel had as part of Its cargo handling equip-
ment two masts, one on either side of a smali cargo hoi,d. These free-standing
masts each supported a 5-ton bean. After being instai ied it was noticed that
cccaslonaliy the masts would vibrate visually, up to 6 Inches at the top. Since
no machinery on the ship was yet in operation, the oniy other possible source of
excitation was the wind.

Ari AskanIa vibrograph was used to determine the vibration frequen-
cy by holding its probe to the mast about 6 feet above the deck to which it was
a++ached. The paper tape was analyzed to detemine the frequency of vibration,
which was about 5.0 Hz. A hand-held wind stieed Indicator was used to determine
the wind speed at which the masts began to vibrate which was
hour.

The naturai frequency of the cantilevered mast

about 31 miles per

was computed using
its structural parameters. The ma~t was 30 feet high and was made” fran a 24:
Inch diameter steei pipe with a waii thickness of 1/2 inch. Using the formuia
for a cantilever beam

f
n

al. —
2V <

El

111$4

where:
al

= 3.52 for the fundamental mode

E =30X 106 psl

Hz
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I S R3t = 2714 ln4

P, = Mass per unit length = .0277 lbs/in

Q = Length = 30f = 360 inches

the natural frequency was determined to be 4.7 Hz. The K~rm~n vortex shedding
frequency has a definite relationship to wind speed, V, and cylinder diameter D,
expressed by the formula:

f = 0.22;Hz

where f Is the frequency and the constant 0.22
The vortex shedding frequency is, therefore,

~1 MILES 5280 FT HR

f = O*22
HR x MILE x 3600 SEC

2.0 FT

s known as the Strouha Number.

= 5.0 Hz

which is very close to the resonant frequency of the mast. The mast then Is in
resonance with The wind generated vortex shedding frequency.

Soil-ltiall

Since a 31 MPH wind speed would be experienced frequently during
ship operation a soiution had to be found. Severa I

1. Stiffen the mast structure to
frequency.

2. Stiffen the mast by adding stays

options were available:

raise its natural

3. Add vortex spoiiers to the mast to reduce the shed-
ding forces.

OptIon 1 was thrown out since a practicai increase in stiffness would not raise
the wind speed at which resonance wouid cccur enough to avoid the problem.
Option 3 is often used on land based smoke stacks and wouid consist of instai-
Ilng smaii tabs arranged in a spiral around the mast or as a perforated shroud
around the upper part of the stack. Both of these modify or spoii the vortex
shedding phenomenon, thereby, decreasing the exciting forces. Option 2, the
addition of stays, was not only the easiest soiution to try, but also was the
simplest and least expensive to instail. For these reasons the shipyard decided
to try the stay fix. Three 3/4-inch diameter wire rope stays with turnbuckles
were attached to each mast as well as a Jumper s+ay between the two masts.
After the Installation of the stays, there were no more rqorts of thsm vibrat-
ing. On triai the masts were watch carefuiiy, but no vibration was detected
over a range of relative wind speeds of O to 63 miles per hour. No reports of
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the masts vibrating were ever received from the owner so it was assumed that the
addition of the stays was a satisfactory solution.

Example 7.4.2 -J7uddar Vlbratl~
.

A commercial container vessel experienced serious cracking of Its
rudder horn and rudder after only 2-1/2 years of service. The ship had a 32,000
SHP steam tu,rbine propulsion piant driving a 4 biaded propelier at 112 rpm. The
stern arrangement Is shown in Figure 7-2, aiong with the locations of cracks In
the rudder and rudder horn. Vibration was suspected as the cause since a review
of the design calculations showed no lack of strength.

Whiie the above vessel was awaiting drydocking and repair, a newer
sister ship which had been In service a iittle iess than 2 years was surveyed
during a fuii-ioad run. Transducers were instailed down In the bottcm rudder
horn, on the steering gear fiat (on centerline just forward of the rudder
stock), and-on the main deck at the centerline and port and starboard shell.
Figure 7-3 shows a transverse section through the stern In way of the rudder
horn and the transducer iocations. At imation One, in the bottan of the horn,
two transducers were arranged to pick up transverse and longitudinal vibration.
At ali other iocations two transducers were arranged to pick up verticai and
transverse vibration. Due to equipment limitations, oniy one transducer could
be monitored at a time.

During a graduai build-up of power, the two transducers in the
bottm of the horn were monitored with the resuits shown in Figure 7-4. it is
obvious frmn this figure that the transverse vibration of the horn was quite
iarge and that, near fuii power, was ciose to or at resonance with biade fre-
quency of (111 x 4)/60 = 7.4Hz. Longitudinal vibration did not appear to be a
probiem. With the vessel operating at fuli power, approximately 111 rpm, mea-
surement at ail iocations were recorded and are shown superimposed on Figure 7-3
as roils double ampiitude.

Frob Im

The most obvious thing about these measurements is the large
ampiitude of the horn relative to the rest of the stern structure. This fact
immediately leads to the concision that the rudder/rudder horn combination is
in resonance with the blade frequency at full power and is probably causing the
cracks due to metal fatigue. Since phase. relationships between the various
measurements were not known, i-he exact mode shape of the horn and stern section
couid not be determined. However, frun the measuranent shown In Figure 7-3, It
does appear that the vibrating rudder/horn is forcing the entire stern structure
to rotate sunewhat about Its Iongitudlnai centerline. Figure 7-5 shows the most
probabie mode shape of the horn and stern section.

7-8

Since a rudder/rudder horn resonance is the most probabie cause of
the cracking problem, what must be done Is either change the exciting frequency
or change the naturai frequency of the horn. The exciting frequency could be
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changed by fitting a new propel ier with a different number of biades. Since
resonance appears to be at or above 111 rpm (7.4 Hz) from Figure 7-4 an increase
in the number of blades to5 wouid cause the rudder horn to resonate around 89
rpm and 6 biades around 74 rpm, This solutlon was not acceptable to the ship
owner due to the cost of new propellers and potential problems with the propul-
sion system. A reduction in biade number to three wouid put the horn resonance
weii above the operating speed range (149 rpm) but was not conslderad feasible.

The only possible solution remaining was to change the naturai
frequency of the rudder horn. it was proposed to increase the horn inertia by
40 percent by the addition of three verticai doublers to each side of the horn.
blcuiatlons had shown that this would Increase the naturai frequency about 15
percent to 8.5 Hz or 128 rpm.

While the cracks in the rudder and horn were being repaired the
doubiers were added as shown in Figure 7-6. in addition, great care was taken
in the crack areas to reduce stress concentrations by grinding welds smooth and
in-place stress relievlng.

A transducer was piaced in the rudder horn once the repair was
ccmpieted and measurements taken during a gradual buiidup In speed. The ship
had no cargo. However, it was ballasted down so that the after draft was about
the same as the fuli load draft. The transverse vibration of the horn is shown
In Figure 7-7 along with the or!glnai measuranents taken on the sister ship.
Vibration leveis of the modified rudder horn at 111 rpm were reduced to less
than one haif those of the orlglnal , and It appeared that the rudder/horn natur-
al frequency had been raised well above the blade exciting frequency.

IA 40
n
31-

o I i I I i I I I i I I
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Figure 7-7. RPM vs Vibration Levei of Horn
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The sister ship was drydocked for a similar repair
later. Cracks had been detected by the ships crew who had been
problem. As far as is known no further problems have cxcurred on

Example 7.4.3 “~

severai months
alerted to the
these vessels.

A RORO vessel, shown In Figure 7-8, experienced severe vibration
, of the main deck aft of the house on trials. The ship was almost Identical to

others buiit by the same yard which experienced no such problms. The main
difference was that this ship had an 8-foot greater beam. the problem was dis-
covered to be most severe at fui i power or 112 rpm. The ship had a 6-bladed
propel ier.

AFT MAIN DECK

---r-—-–”—-”””--”-—— ——l——-—
u ll_●

-11’J
1

>

i
MAIN DECK

I
I— . I

——— ——— —.— —.— I.———----=

Figure 7-8. RORO Vessei

At fuil power the main deck aft vibrated so severeiy that standing
in the middie of the d~k caused a persons teeth to chatter. The vibration

level became much iess severe toward the sides of the ship, at the transun, and
forward toward the house. in fact, vibration ieveis in these locations and over
the rest of the stern feit to be quite acceptable.

A vibration meter was used to measure the vibration Ievei in the
center of the deck and dlr~tiy below in the center of the second deck during an
incremental buildup to full power. Figure 7-9 shows a plot of the measured
vibration ievei in miis double ampiitude (da.) at these two iocations vs. rpm.
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Prob I em

Referring +0 Figure 7-9, look first at the second deck. The curve
shows no significant vibration at all
12mils da.

, and even at fuii power at 112 rpm is only
On the SNAME T&R Bui letin 2-25 vibration chart the deck faiis oniy

slightiy above the ‘facceptabier~range for crew. This Is actually quite good for
the-stern of a 30,000 SHP directly ~bove the propeller.

The curve for the
story. The vibration level at fu
the acceptable range. The curve
exists. However, beginning about

main deck vibration tel
I power Is over IOOmlls d
also shows that at low

90 rpm, the vlbratlon Ieve
Such behavior leads &ne to-sus~ect a “resonance of the main

s a quite different
a. and 1s far above
rpm no reai problem

increases rapidly.
d=k with ~roDeller

blade frequency. Further evidence that the problem Is a resonance is tha~ only
the center portion of the main deck experienced serious vibration, as shown in
Figure 7-10. Since the curve for the main deck is still increasing at fuii
power, actual deck resonance may be slightly above 112 rpm, or 112 x 6 x 1/60 =
11.2 Hz. Why hadn~t this problem acurred on the previous ships? The only
difference was greater beam. Greater beam in this case meant a longer span for
the transverse web frames supporting the main deck, resuiting in a lower natural
frequency. Unfortunately, the 8-foot Increase was enough to bring the d-k
natural frequency down to a near resonance with blade frequency.
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gure 7-10. Aft Main Deck Structure

The most obvious solutlon would be to raise the deck natural fre-
quency by decreasing the span of the transverse webs to what it was on the pre-
vious ships. This could be easily accomplished by using stanchions or deeper
side webs with larger brackets. This was not an acceptable. solution, however,
since they would interfere with the fiow and stowage of the RORO cargo on the
second deck.

Another way to Increase the deck naturai frequency wouid be to
increase the stiffness of the transverse webs. This couid be accomii shed bv

making th~ deeper and increasing their flange

12 Inches between the top of the RORO cargo and

Ano+her potential soiution is to
cy so that It faiis beiow the operating range.
the stiffness of the transverse webs or by add
stiffness was not possible because of the resu
addition of mass to the deck actuaiiy wcurs
the naturai frequency is decreased to about 7.0
vibration ievels wouid be acceptable.

areas. However, there was oniy
the bottan of the existing webs.

ower the deck’s naturai frequen-
ThIs could be done by decreasing
ng mass to the deck. Decreasing
ting ioss of deck strength. The
when it is ioaded with cargo and
Hz or 70 rpm. In this condition

The resonance, then, 1s only a probia when the deck is not ioaded
with cargo. The soiution proposed by the shipyard and a vibration consultant
was to add several large stanchions between the main and second deck, as shown
in Figure 7-3. To overccme the objection of the owner concerning cargo fiow and
stowage, ~hese stanchions were made portabie. They were hinged at their attach-
ment to the main deck transverse box webs and bolted to the second deck. A
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tackle was provided to swing the stanchions up and out of the way so that they
stowed completely above the lower flanges of the transverses. When the ship was
operated with no cargo on the main deck the stanchions were lowered and bolted
Into position. This operation took three seamen less than 1/2 hour to accom-
plish.

The resulting vlbratlon level at the center of the main deck at
full power was thereby reduced to approximately 25 roils da. which, although
excessive for human mcupation , was considered acceptable for a cargo area.

7.5 MAiN PROPULSION SYSTEM EXAMPLES

Problems encountered on ships? propulsion systems are usually
excited by the propeller or the engine. The vibration may be evident in the
shafting system or one of the propulsion system components. The following exam-
ples are chosen In part to illustrate how the components are interdependent.

Example 7.5.1 -~

A commercial tanker had a conventional stem turbine/reduction
gear plant as shown in Figure 7-11. At about 85 percent of fuil power the fore-
aft motion of the condenser was visually apparent and sane of the steam pipes
attached to the low pressure turbine were vibrating up to 1/4 inch (da.).

STRAIN GAGES

,–1

THRuST

r–-ii
I II
I(9+ IXIHDENSER
I.

TB FDufiDATIOfI I
1 TANk : l!+

TOP

I I I I
L

Figure 7-11. Machinery Arrangement of Commercial Tanker with
Condenser Vibration

Vibration measuranents were made in the longitudinal dir=tion at
several locations. Also, the alternating thrust in the propeller shaft Just aft
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of the thrust bearing was measured. The data was analyzed with a spectral anal-
yzer. At93 rpm all the measurements peaked at the average vibration levels

shown:

AMPI AT 93 RPM

(1) Top of Thrust Bearing Housing 4.0 rolls
(2) Top of Thrust Bearing Foundation 3.5 roils
(31 On Inner Bottan below Thrust Bearing Foundation ~ 3.5 rolls
(4) Forward end of Reduction @ar Casing 4.0 roils
(5) Forward end of Low Pressure Turbine 9.0 roils
(6) Bottcm of Main Condenser 28.0 rolls

As 1s usually the case, the amplitudes modulated, and during turns
the vibra~lon was considerably higher. For example, the maximum repetitive
value for the condenser during a turn was 86 roils s.a. Throughout the operating
speed range, the blade frequency canponemt was predcrninant. The alternating
thrust in the
square of the
At full power
pounds, s.a.,

calculated by

shaft did not peak at 93 rpm, but varied approximately as the
rpm, as would be expected If there were no effects of resonance.
the average blade frequency alternating thrust was about 18,000
or about 5 percent of the mean thrust.

P~

The longitudinal natural frequency of the propulsion system was
conventional methods, and was found to be ~reater than 11 Hz,

while the 93-rptn resonance corresponds to 6.2 Hz. This f~ct, along with two
other factors, indicate that this 1s not the normal longitudinal resonance.
First, a normal resonance Involves the greatest amplitudes at the propeller, and
the amplitudes get smaller on the inboard components. ITe thrust bearing would
probably have the greatest motion , with the gear casing, turbines, and condenser
motion being less (or about the same). On the tanker the condenser motion was
seven times the thrust bearing, indicating a condenser resonance. Second, the
dynamics of the shaft In a normal resonance cause the alternating thrust to peak
at the resonance as does the motion of the component. The lack of a peak In
that curve indicates that the propeller Is not participating significantly In
the resonance.

IutiQm

Amathanatlcal analysls was made using a model that included a
detailed representation of the condenser/low pressure turbine mass and its rela-
tively flexible conn~tions to the gear case and inner bottan. The calculated
response was close, and by varying the stiffnesses of the connections, the
natural frequency and relative amplitudes measured could be duplicated In the
mode I . Once this model was refined, It was possible to calculate the effect of
a proposed fix. Two Ilnkages were proposed to restrain the bottan of the con-
denser as shown in Figure 7-12. lTe pinned ends would allow thermal growth In
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the vertical direction. The stiffnesses were added to the model, and calcula-
tions made of he modified system for various ilnkage stiffnesses. For a stiff-

t
ness of 1 x 10 lb/in in each iinkage, the resonance cccurred at 8.5 Hz, or 128
rpm, 116 percent of fuii ower.

B
That was considered far enough above the oper-

ating speed to be accepta le. The calculations now showed the maximum ampli-
tudes at full power to be as follows:

Forward end of Reduction Gear Casing 3.5 roils
Forward end of Low Pressure Turbine 5.0 roils
Bottcm of Main Condenser 6.0 rolls

This was considered satisfactory and the stiffening linkages were
recunmended.

GEAR

CASE

GEAR

CASE

FDN

I

40

0

)

)
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Figure

Example 7.5.2 -

A

--L

TURBINE

PED[STAL

7-12. Possible Method of Stiffening Condenser Support

na i R_nce Juqt Aimve Fuil Powet

Navy he
steam turbine/reduc~ion
propeller. At or near ~
systm seemed excessive

icopfer assault ship had a single screw, conventional
gear plant as shown in Figure 7-13, and a four-b adeci
uII power the longitudinal vibration of the propu sion
and measurements were made to evaiuate the system. hbte
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frc$n the figure that the condenser mounting had already been modlfled to reduce
its fore/aft vibration Just as recommended for the tanker discussed above.

tnm

Measuranents were made at var
direction on the propulsion system. In all
significantly near full power, but there were
mum repeatable amplitudes obtained frun oscil

LOfJ+T 10N

(1) Altematlna Thrust at Reduction

ous Iccations In the longitudinal
Iwations the amplitudes increased
no apparent resonances. The maxl-
qraph records at full power were:

PI lTU12E

Gear 38,000 lbs
(2) Shaft Moti~n near Reduction Gear 11=5 roils
(3) Thrust Bearing Housing MotIon 8.0 roils
(4) Motion of Top of mar Case 10.6 roils
(5) Motion of Gear Case Foundation 5.3 rolls
(6) LP Turbine Casing Motion 9.7 roils
(7) Condenser Motion 7.8 rolls
(8) HP Turbine Casing Motion 12.0 roils

During hard turns at fuil power the amplitudes were about twice the above
amounts.

Pmb leu

The above amplitudes were considered marginai, and were caused, in
part, by the high alternating thrust (38,000 Ibs amounts to about 13 percent of
fuii power mean thrust). An even number of blades (this had four) operating
behind a skeg, which is the usual singie screw arrangement, often results in
high propeiier forces. The significant increase In amplitudes near fuil power
indicated that a longitudinal resonance may be Just above the fuii power rpm.

To check this, double blade frequency vibration was analyzed. In all lwations
there was a smali peak at 65 rpm, or 8.7 Hz. This would correspond to biade
frequency at 130 rpm or 111 percentof fuii power rpm. Normaily 115 percent is
considered a reasonable margin.

The machinery foundation had already been stiffened and further
stiffening to raise the naturai frequency wouid invoive slot of structural work
and a small change In natural frequency. A change in the number of propeller
biades was considered. There were severai structural resonances In the ship
that wouid be affected by such a change, but only the longitudinal propulsion
systwn is discussed here.

Increasing the number of propelier biades would bring the longi-

tudinal crlticai within the operating range of blade frequency, but the propel-
ier forces wouid be iess and the end result may be an improvement. A rough
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approxlmat-ion of what could be expected with 5, 6, and 7 blades is shown In the
following table. It Is based on approximate assumed pressure force differences
and an assumed magnification fac+or Of 7 which is about average for longitudinal
crltlcals.

No. of Blades 4 5 6 7

Critical RPM 130 104 87 75

Percent of Full Pwr RPM 111% 89$ 745 64%

Alt. thrust at above
spds with 4 blades -... 15,000 12,000 8,500

Assumed % of 4-Bladed
Alt. Thrust 100$ 75$ 55$ 40$

Alt. Thrust at above spd
with no. of b!. shown 11,200 6,600 3,400

Magnification Factor 7 7 7 7

Alt. Thrust at Resonance 78,000 46,000 24,000

This tabie Indicates that the number of blades wouia’ have to
increase to seven In order to produce an alternating thrust at resonance which
Is iess than that which originally wcurred at fuii power. A,ithough this exam-
pie illustrates the considerations invoived when changing the number of biades,
before such a change is made, detai ied calculations of the exc]ting forces
(based on a wake survey, if possibie) and the propulsion system response shouid
be made. in the present study, after the structural probiems were inciuded In
the consideration of more blades, the declslon was made to keep the four biaded
propeiier.

Exampie 7.5.3 -~ .

On a Navai vessei with a conventional stem turbine/reduction gear
propulsion piant, the High Pressure Turbine vibrated fore/aft vlsibiy when oper-
ating in the upper 1/4 of the rpm range.

Measurements were made on the HP Turbine and its foundation as
shown in Figure 7-14 in the iongitudlnai direction. in addition, measurements
were made on the thrust bearing housing and reduction gear case to ge+ a rough
evacuation of the iongitudlnai vibration characteristics of the entire system.
The amplitudes Increased with rpm. The maximum repetitive amplitudes were
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obtained from osc
as follows:

l~raph records and were the greatest at fu’ power (144 rpm)

J OCATIQN I I TIJ~Fs

(1) Thrust Bearing Housing 4.7 mi
(2) mar Case 2.5 mi
(3) Bulkhead 1.8 mi
(4) Condenser Foundation 3.3 mi
(5) HP Turbine Base 13.0 m
(6) HP Turbine Casing 17.2 m

tiPT BASE

CONDENSERFDN

,..,,L,.

BOTTOM-l!J22’

FWGHPTBRG

L=zI I

I I
I I

I

I I

s
s
s
s
Is
Is

Figure 7-14. Lmations of Gages on High Pressure Turbine
and Foundation if AOE -
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“EmtLlm

The amplitudes of the reduction gear case and thrust bearing hous-
ing Indicate that the longitudinal propulsion systan vlbratlon In general IS not
excessive. The pickups on the condenser foundation and bulkhead Indicate that
the structures on which the turbine foundation is built are solid enough. The
high amplitudes on the turbine base and turbine casing refiect a low stiffness
In the longitudinal direction of the turbine foundation, resuiting in a local
resonance of this unit.

The usual support for a high pressure turbine consists of a rigid
connection between the reduction gear casing and the after end of the turbine,
and a fiex plate forward. This arranganent causes the turbine to move fore and
aft with the reduction gear, keeping the vibratory displacements across the
dentai couplings in the gear train to a minimum. This reiative motion shouid be
minimized since the couplings are subjected to constant torque, and excessive
longitudinal motion canbined with the torque can cause serious coupling wear.
On this ship the relative displacement between the gears and HP Turbine was as
much as 14 rnils s.a.

it was r~cmmended that the stiffness of the HP
be increased in the longitudinal direction to reduce the re
between the reduction gear and the HP turbine (across dental
this it was suggested that:

Turbine foundation
ative displacement
couplings). To do

(1)

(2)

Steel plates be weided between the flanges of the
two main vertical supporting piates fr~ the tur-
bine base to the longitudinal buikhead on one side
and to the condenser foundation on the other side.

Triangular Piates carmed with flan~es be welded on
the HP turb”ine foundation on each ~f the four cor-
ners formed by the condenser foundation or the
longitudinal bulkhead and the main vertical sup-
porting plates of the foundation. These should
intersect the vertical supporting plates as high as
possible without interfering with existing deck
piates and piping.

These changes are shown in Figure 7-15.
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Figure 7-15. Foundation of HP Turbine with Recunmended Changes

Example 7.5.4 -@led l~i+u~lonal Shaft Vibrti

A river towboat with a twin-screw diesel-powered direct drive
propulsion system reported excessive Iongltudlnal shaft vibration. Some parts
of the four shoe (two ahead, two astern) thrust bearings had failed along with
the mounting bolts for the thrust bearings.

Erob I em

Design calculations indicated no longitudinal resonances in the
operating speed range of blade frequency. However, a torsional resonance was
calculated to be at 16.3 Hz. This could be excited by blade frequency or firing
frequency In the operating speed range, so it was decided to make torsional
measurements as wet I as longitudinal measurements. Measurements were made
throughout the speed range of 100 to 275 rpm with an Askanla hand-held vibro-
graph. There was a peak at 163 rpm In all locations, and the maximum rqetitive
ampl Itudes at that speed were:
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.LOCATION AMF’I . AT 163 RPM

Torsional Dlspl. a-t Fwd end of Crankshaft 0.25 deg.
LongIt. Displ. of Fwd end of Crankshaft 21 roils
Top of Thrust Brg Housing 16 rolls
Thrust Brg Housing at Shaft Level 11 roils
Shaft Displ. near Thrust Brg 21 roils

The measurements showed all locations to be in phase, and the
frequency of vibration to be 6th order. This corresponded to twice the diesel
firing frequency (6 cylinder, 4 cycle engine) rather than propeller blade fre-
quency (4 blades) , which is normally the predaninant component for longitudinal
vibration. Since the firing frequency and its harmonics would dlrwtly excite
torsional vibration, and since the frequency was close to the calculated first
mode torsional frequency (163 rpm, 6th order is 16.3 Hz) it was concluded that
the vibration was due to the torsional resonance. The longitudinal motion was
induced In the shaft-by the propeller. Due to the pitch of the propeller, the
torsional motion causes an axial reaction force, and longitudinal vibration.
The differences In the amplitudes at the top of the thrust bearing and at the
shaft level Indicate a significant rmking motion of the thrust bearing and i+s
foundation. The differences between the shaft motion and the thrust bearing
housing motion indicate that the thrust collar is bouncing back and forth frcm
the forward to the aft shoes (the clearance was a total of 15 milsl. The clas-
sical longitudinal resonance excited by propeller blade frequency forces was not
det~ted in the operating range (up to 275 rpm). This means that the frequency
was above 4 x 275 or 1100 CPM. The sixth order, however, could excite 1100 CPM
at 183 rpm. it was believed that the 6th order excitation at 163 rpm caused a
iarge axial response because It was a near resonant condition.

It was decided to make a change In the longitudinal char=terls-
tics of the propulsion systsm rather than the torsional. It was recunmended
that the thrust bearing foundation be stiffened in the axial direction, particu-
larly so as to reduce the r~king motion. This would increase the longitudinal
natural frequency to avoid the near resonant condition at 163 rpm where the
alternating thrust is a maximum. The structural changes were made and the crew
of the towboat subsequently reported that the objectionable vibration was elimi-
nated.

Example 7.5.5 -laternl Shaft Vlbrwti~

The builder of a diesel powered tanker complained of high levels
of lateral vibration of the propeiler shaft and associated equipment. The
arranganent was as shown in Figure 7-16, and involved a power take-off for a
generator, a line bearing, and an oil distribution box for a controllable pitch
propel ier, all Imated between the engine/thrust bearing and the stem tube
bearing, The vibration was visibly apparent on all three of these canponents.
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Figure 7-16. Arrangement of Tanker Propulsion System with Lateral
Shaft Vibration

Dtnrns

Both the O.D. Box and the P.T.~. casing were supported by the
shaft with bearings, and did not rotaTe. Since the propeller was the controlla-
ble pitch type, the propulsion system could be operated while dmkslde, and
measurements were made in the vertical and horizontal directions on the O.D.

Box, the bearing housing, and the P.T.O. The amplitudes were higher In the
horizontal direction than vertically, and greatest on the bearing and O-D. Box.
The frequency of vibration was the rotational frequency and the amplitudes
increased greatly near full speed.

~ ‘

The measurements lndlcated a lateral resonant or near resonant
condition of the entire line shaft. The line bearing should have restrained
such motion, but I-ts own ampll+udes In the horizontal dlr~tlon showed that it
did not. To verify the suspicions, calculations were made of the natural fre-
quencies of the span between the stern tube bearing and the line bearing, and
also of the span between the stern tube bearing and the thrust bearing/engine.
The former was well above the operating range, and the latter was close to full
power speed. This not only verified the problem, but also indicated that If the
line bearing were stiffened the near resonant condition would be eliminated.

The foundation of the line bearing is shown In Figure 7-17, and
obviously would be very flexible in the athwartships direction. A recanmenda-
tion was made to stiffen this foundation as shown in Figure 7-17. The builder
did so and reported the objectionable vibration had been eliminated.
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F~gure 7-17. Exlstlng and Stiffened Line Shaft Bearing Foundation

A rumbiing was hear in the reduction gears of a diesei powered
towboat when operating at half rpm, normal for transiting without a tow.
I speed there was no problem,

Torsional calculations indicated a first mode resonance near half-
rprrt, with the propeller and engine oscillating against each other, and a node in
the line shaft near the reduction gear. Torsionai displacwnents were measured
on the propeller shaft as close to the stern tube bearing as possible in order
*O get away from the node, A Geiger torsiograph (mechanical, belt driven seis-
mograph) was driven by the shaft by means of a belt. The measurements showed a
peak as expected, near haif-speed at blade frequency. The single amplitude of
the alternating torque when extrapolated by means of the calculated mode shape
was equal to the mean torque, indicating that the gears were unloading on each
cycle. This condition wouid certainly explain the reported ‘rumbl Ingfl. it was
speculated that the person who did the torsional calculations was not worried
about a resonance at haif speed, not knowing that much of the towboats operation
would be at that speed.

Sfilution

In order to change the natural frequency, two approaches are obvi-
ous . First, the stiffness can be changed. In the case of first mode torsional
vlbratlon, that would mean stiffening the shaft torsionaiiy, which invoives
changing shaft diameter, bearing sizes, etc. The cost would be prohibitive.
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The second, Is to change the mass characteristics of the system, and this is
what was recunmended. A 3-foot diameter disk piaced as far aft as possibie on
the iine shaft was recommended. Calculations showed that this reduced the first
mode naturai frequency to about 1/3 the rpm, which is beiow the usuai operatin
speeds. It also introduced an additional mode at about 2/3 the rpm, but tha ?
speed was not normal Iy used for operation, and was considered an acceptable
condition. Figure 7-18 shows the propulsion plant arrangement, and the before
and after mode shapes.

Example 7.5.7 -u Propelier

The buiider of a heavy iift cargo ship with twin screws reported a

loud tone permeating the after part of the ship whlie underway at 150 to200
rpm. (Fuii power was 225 rpm.) The propulsion systems were dlesei/reduction
gear, and both shafts were the same length. The shaft was supported by struts
outboard, with stem tubes between the huli penetrations and the struts. The
strut bearings were oii lubricated.

The ship was asked to operate In the middie of the objectionable
speed range (170 rpm), and the noise observed at various locations near the
stern. The tone was mid-frequency and drowned out ail other noises in the area.
it was greatest near the starboard propulsion system outboard. Noise measure-

ments showed the frequency to be “670 Hz. Vibration measurements were then made
in various iocations, velocity being chosen to avoid the 670 Hz signal being
iost among iower frequency components. The measurements were anaiyzed with a
1/10 octave band General Radio anaiyzer, with the fol iowing results (vertlcai
and athwartships measurements were about the same and are averaged beiow):

Fwd end stbd stern tube 60 Vdb 57 Vdb
Fwd end port stern tube 56 Vdb 42 Vdb
Stbd strut ends 59 Vdb 54 Vdb
Aft end reduction gear 64 Vdb 43 Vdb

The next step was to measure the vibration where it was greatest
(the forward end of the stern tube) for different speeds. The ievei was between
52 and 58 Vdb from 150 to 200 rpm, and at ieast 20 Vdb down outside of that
range, and the frequency rmalned at 670 Hz Independent of the rpm. At this
point it was suspected that, because it was constant, the 670 Hz was a structur-
al resonance of sane outboard component of the starboard propulsion system. The
excitation was present only over a cer+aln range of rpm, and because of the
broad peak, did not appear to be dirmtiy reiated to shaft speed. A fiow exci-
ted phenomenon was suspected.
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Figure 7-18. Arrangement and Mode Shapes of Towboat Propulsion System with
Torsional Vibration Problem
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When the ship returned to port, a diver was sent over the side
with a padded sledge hammer with instructions to Impact the propeller, the shaft
struts, and the stern tube. At the same time the vibration of the forward end
of the stern tube was measured. When the propeller was hit, the 670 Hz signal
was detected, being greatest when the trailing edge was Impacted. That sesrned
to be the obJect that was vibrating. The excitation must also be considered.
It was suspected that K~rm~n vortices caused by flow past a blunt trailing edge
provided the excitation. This is explained in detail in the Section on Evalua-

tion and Correction. The frequency of the vortices can be approximated frcm:

f~ = Sn x v/t

where: f~ = The shedding frequency in Hz

s = The Strouhal No. (about .2 according to Saunders, Reference 7-2)
n

v = The flow vel~lty in in/see

t ‘The width of the trailing edge (between points of separated flow)
in Inches

This was used to calculate the frequencies associated with flow
past the struts (less than 100 Hz) and the propeller blades (In the neighborhood
of 600 - 800 Hz depending on exactly what thickness was assumed). This was
considered sufficient verification to reccmmend a fix for vortex sheddlnq frcm
the trailing edge of the propell(

so luti~

Propeller blade v
before, and the phenomenon 1s ca
change the width of the trailing

r.

bratlon
led a ‘s
edge.

due to K~rm~n vortices had wcurred
nglng propeller’?. The usual fix 1s to
t could be made sharper or more blunt.

On an exlstlng propeller it is easier to make It more blunt, cunmonly with a
chisel type e~ge, as shown In Figure 7-19. On the present ship the width was
Judged to be about 0.2 Inch, and it was recommended that the trailing edge be
ground down to make the width about 1/2 inch as shown. This was accomplished
during the next drydocking, and the tone disappeared.
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ViBRATiON

Example 7.6.l -minn

The chief mate of a 600-foot commercial container vessei had com-
plained without re~ults to the ship owner about severe vibration which made it
Impossible to write on his desk. Finally, he sent the note reproduced in Figure
7-20 to the owner who forwarded it to the shipbuilder asking for advise.

tcmls-

The shipbuilder checked back in their records to see if any seri-
ous vibration had been reported during the triai vibration survey. One measure-
ment in the verticai direction had been taken in the center of the fiocr of the
Chleffs office. it showed a vibration ievel of 2.8miis double amplitude at
6.35 Hz which was biade frequency at full power. The engineer conducting the
survey on trials had written the note contained in Figure 7-21 in the margin of
his data sheet. Apparently nothing was done to fix this problem after the
trial.

The 2.8 miis doubie ampiitude at biade frequency 1s not severe
enough to cause problems in writing. Therefore, the problwn was suspected to be
in the desk itself. An identicai desk was found on a ship in the yard undergo-
ing finai stages of outfitting. The desk is shown in Figure 7-22. A small
vibration generator was ciamped to a steel deck stiffener dir~tly beiow the
desk to excite vertical vibration in the d-k. As l-he generator speed was

varied from O to 10 Hz, vibration of the desk top was recorded. As suspected,
the mpty desk had a verticai resonance at about 7.0 Hz. Assuming the Chief
Mate had loaded his desk with the usuai amount of Junk the desk natural frequen-
cy may well have dropped to coincide with biade frequency. With the generator
running at 7.0 Hz wooden wedges were driven between the desk and the deck, in
between the iegs on each side. This reduced the vibration level of the desk top
to that of the deck.
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LOCAL METER READING
STATION EXCITING FILTER POSITION #1 POSITION #2 POSITION #;
No. TIME FREQUENCY FRiQUENCY MILS MILS MILS

47 6.35 Hz
(BLADE)

-6.35Hz 1.5 ~~ 4:1 2.3

48 -0.6 ~ --3.?- 2.1

49 ,.. 2..1. 3.7 1.4

38 1450 2.3- 3.5 2.3

39 - 0.9 -4.4. 1.5

40 --1-.6 - .-4.0 1.1

41 .2.3- -3.-9 0.6

32 1500 ... .... -.. .

33 . -1-.4. - -...
1

34 -2.8

35 .1.5 ...
A I

I
REMARKS

BRIDGE DK.

I
BOAT DK.
(LOCKED)

rHIEF MATE OF
kEE NOTE)

I
NOTE :

CHIEF MATE’S OFFICE
VIBRATION LEVEL ON DECK OK BUT DESK TOP VIBRATION CAUSED DIFFICULTY
IN WRITING. ” TALK TO VENDOR.”” “’ ‘“””“--””” ‘“ “-

“Figure 7-21. Note Written by Engineer Conducting Survey on Trials

1. 1

E-—
Figure 7-22. Illustration of Desk
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The real problem here is that the desk had been poorly designed
and lacked sufficient support structure for the legs. The desk manufacturer was
notified and asked to correct the problmn in all future desks.

The Chief Mate was sent a letter explaining the problem, and two
varnished mahogany custan fitted wedges to drive under his desk. No more com-
plaints were received so it was assumed the ~ief was sa~isfied.

Example 7.6.2 -Rattle In Vent ilation ~

Two new crew members of a tanker complained that they were unable
to sleep because of excessive noise In their staterocm. The source of the noise
appeared to be located in the overhead above the crewfs stateroun and only
=curred at night.

The two crew members were in the habit of ciosing the ventilation
damper in their room to reduce the temperature at night. When the damper was
opened the noise stopped, but the roan soon became too hot for sleeping.

Prob Iem

After one
removed a ceiling panel
cover the source of the

particularly sieepless night, the two crew members
and one of them began to ‘ffeel aroundn trying to dis-
noise. When closed, the portion of the vent duct con-

taining the butterfly damper vibrated. By ‘placing hishands on the duct the
noise Ievei could be reduced s.anewhat, but not stopped. A Iittie more 1lfeeling
aroundfr found the area of greatest vibration. It was in the exact locatlon of
the butterfly damper vaive. Further investigation found that the stem of the
damper vibrated when the valve was closed, but not when it was in any other
position. By applying a force perpendicular to the valve stem, the vibration
and noise could be canpletely eliminated. Letting go of the stem caused the
noise to i-eturn.

There are two factors invoived with this problem. One, the but-
terfly damper valve stan bearinas had too much clearance; and two, the ship-
builder had put a mechanical st~p on
completely stopped. Apparently the s
fly damper produced sufficient forces
years, this fluttering had caused the
rattle which produced the annoying no’

s~lutim

the damper so that air flow could not be
ight amount of airfiow around the butter-
to cause it to flutter. Over a period of
st@n bearings to wear ai lowing the them to
se.

As is often the case on a ship, the two crew
l~make shiftn solution. A number of strong rubberbands were
valve stem and attached with a wire coat hanger to a nearby

manbers devised a
looped around the
pipe. Tension in
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the rubberbands was sufficient to stop the vibration of the stem and, therefore,
the noise. The celling panel was replaced and the two crew members settled down
to a good nlghtts sleep.

A more permanent solution would have been to replace the stsm
bearings. However, the cost compared with the rubberbands and coat hangers
would have been much greater.
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Appendix A

TERMS, DEFINITIONS, VIBRATION FUNDAMENTALS

To conveniently discuss, evaluate, or communicate cm the subJect
of vibration, it is essential that one famlllarlze hlmse
definitions commonly used In vibration theory. Thus, this
terms, deflnittons and vibration fundamentals. The no
metric conversion factors are also Included, as well as a
natural frequencies for many ccrnmon systans.

A.1 DEFINITIONS

f with the terms-and
section wIII include
atlon and convenient
useful tabulation of

The deflnltlons are prImarIly in non-athsfnatical terms. For more
rigorous def)nltlons see ASA S1.1-1960, ‘Acoustical Terminol~y (Includlng
Mechanical Shwk and Vibration),n and ISO 2041, llVlbration and Sh~k V=abu-
Iary.n

A.1.l

Acceleration

Added Mass

Amplitude

~ (Alphabetical)

Acceleration Is the time rate of change of velw-
Ity.

The apparent Increase In mass of a body vlbratlng
In a liquid due to the inertia of that Ilquld.

Maximum value of a sinusoidal quantity.

Angular Frequency Frequency mult’
per unit time.

AntInode An antinode is
amplitude Is a

Balancing

Band-Pass Filter

plledby2m;

a point In a
maximum. The

\ MODE SHAPE

\ / ‘/
~

Figure A-1. Mode, Node, and Antlnode

expressed In radians

mode shape where the
opposite of a nale.

A procedure for adjusting the mass distribution
of a rotor so that the forces on the bearings
that ~cur once-per-revolution are reduced or
controlled.

A band-pass filter Is a wave filter that passes
only the frequency components be+ween a lower
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cutoff frequency greater than zero and a finite

Beats

Blade Frequency
(Blade Rate)

&v Itat ion

Circular Frequency

(hnplex Vibration

Coulcmb Damping
(Dry Friction Damping)

Coupled Modes

Critical Damp’

Crit~caI Speed

ng

Cyc I e

Damped Natural Frequency

upper cutoff frequency.

Beats are periodic variations in amplitude that

resuit frun the superposition of two simple har-
monic quantities of different frequencies f, and

‘2*
They involve the periodic increase and

decrease of ampiitude at the beat frequency (fl-
f2) ● See Section 8.3.1.

The frequency at which propeller blades pass a
fixed point.

The formation of local cavities in a liquid as a
result of flash vaporization caused by the reduc-
tion of static pressure. As the pressure is
increased the vapor Iiquifles again, and the
resulting collapse of the cavity often causes
damaging iocal pressures.

Frequency multiplied by 27r; expressed in radians
per unit time.

Vibration whose frequency canponents are sinu-
soids not harmonically related to one another.

Coulcmb damping is the dissipation of energy that
=curs when sliding surfaces in a vibrating sys-
ta are resisted by a force whose magnitude Is a
constant independent of displacement and velw-
Ity.

Coupled modes are modes of vibration which influ-
ence one
one mode

Critical
that wil
its init’

Critical

another because of energy transfer frcm
to the other.

damping is the minimum viscous damping
allow a cllsplaced systm to return to

ai position without oscillation.

speed is a speed of a rotating sys+em
that corresponds +0 a resonance frequency” o+ the
system ●

A cycle is the complete sequence of values of a
periodic quantity that ~cur ’during a period.

The damped natural frequency is the frequency
free vibration of a damped linear systan.

of
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Damp 1ng

Damping Ratio

dBA Noise Levei

Degrees-of-Freedcin

Displacement

Doubie Amplitude

Damping is the dissipation of energy in a vibra-
ting systm.

The damping ratio for a system with viscous damp-
ing IS the ratio of actual damping coefficient to
the cri+lcal damping coefficient.

Sound ievel 1s a weighted sound pressure ievel,
obtained by the use of metering characterist lcs
and the weighings A, B, or C specified in
American Standard Sound Level Meters for
Measurement of” Noise and Other Sounds, Z 24.3-
1944. The weighting employed must aiways be
stated. The reference pressure IS 0.0002
microbar.

When using the Sound Level Meter on the A weight-
ing, the quantity obtained 1s referred to as dBA.

This 1s the most commonly used scaie on the SL
meter since it has been found to agree fairiy
weli with manls perception of sound.

The number of degrees-of-freedan of a mechanical
systan is equai to the minimum number of Indepen-
dent coordinates required to define ccfnpieteiy
the positions of aii parts of the system at any
instant of time. (A rigid body has 6 degreesof-
freedom; three translations and three rotations.)

Displacement is the change of posltlon of a body
and is usuail~ measured from the mean position or
position of rest. in generai, it can be repre-
sented by a rotation, a translation, or both.

The peak-to-peak value or amplitude of an oscil-
lating quantity is the algebraic difference
between the extremes of the quantity.

Driving Point impedance The impedance invoiving the ratio of force to
veiocity when both are measured at the same point
and in the same dir~tion.

Dynamic Vibration Absorber An auxiliary mass-spring system designed so that
(Tuned Damper) its vibrations are out of phase with those of the

structure to which it is attached. The out-of-
phase vibrations result in opposing forces on the
structure and reduce its vibration.
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Equivalent Viscous Damping

Excitation (Stimulus)

Filter

Flutter

Flexural Hull Modes

Forced Oscillation
(Forced Vibration)

Fraction of Critical Damping

Free Vibration

Frequency

Frequency Analyzer

Fundamental Frequency

Fundamental Mode of Vibration

Equivalent viscous damping is a value of VISCOUS
damping assumed for the purpose of analysis of a
vibratory motion, such that the dissipation of
energy per cycle at resonance 1s the same for
either the assumed or actual damping force.

Excitation Is external forces or moments applied
to a systan that causes the system to move or
vibrate.

A device for separating waves on the basis of
their frequency. It introduces relatively small
insertion loss to waves in one or more frequency
bands and relatively large Insertion loss to
waves of other frequencies.

A coupled torsional and lateral vibration of a
shlp~s control surface which 1s aggravated by the
Ilft force on the surface caused by the flow of
water past It.

Vertical and horizontal (athwartshlps) modes of
hull vlbratlon.

The oscillation of a system 1s forced If the
response IS Imposed by the excl+atlon. If the
excitation Is periodic and continuing, the oscil-
lation Is steady-state.

The fraction of critical damping for a system
with viscous damping is the ratio of actual damp-
ing coefficient to the critical damping coeffi-
cient.

Vibration that wcurs in the absence of forced
vibration.

The frequency of a function periodic In time 1s
the reciprocal of the period. The unit 1s the
cycle per unit time.

A device that resolves an oscillating signal into
Its frequency components. The output is usually
a plot of amplitude or energy versus frequency.

The
tem

The
the

fundamental frequency of an oscillating sys-
1s the lowest natural frequency.

fundamental mode of vlbratlon of a system Is
mode having the lowest natural frequency.

0-.,.“
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The quantity g Is the acceleration p~oduced by
the fo~ce of gravity. ~ = 980.7 cm/sec = 386.1

Harmon Ic

Harmonic MotIon

Harmonic Response

Heave

High-Pass Filter

Hog

Hull Pressure Amplitude

Hysteresis Damping

Impedance

Isolatlon

Lateral Vibration

In/sac’ = 32.17 ft/secL.

A harmonic Is a sinusoidal quantity have a
quency that 1s an integral multiple of the
quency to which it is related.

A harmonic motion Is a motion such that the

fre-
fre-

dis-
placement Is a

The periodic
exhibiting +he
frequency that
frequency.

The rigid body
vertical axis.

sinusoidal function of time,

response of a vibrating systm
characteristics of resonance at a
Is a multiple of the excitation

translation of a ship along its

A high-pass filter Is a wave filter that passes
only the frequency components from scme cutoff
frequency, not zero, up to Infinite frequency.

The distortion of a shipfs hull due to greater
buoyant forces near the middle than near the bow
or st-ern.

Magnitude of propeller-induced hull surface pres-
sure.

Damping In which the dissipated energy is the
difference between the energy used in deforming
the parts of a mechanical systsrn and the energy
of the internal restoring forces.

An Impedance is the ratio of two quantities that
represent a force-like and velocity-like quan-
tity, respectively. (Exampies of force-like
quantities are: force, sound pressure, voitage,
temperature, electric field strength. Examples
of veimity-like quantities are: velmity, vol-
ume velwity, current, heat flow, magnetic flux).

Isolatlon is a reduction in the capacity of a
system to respond to an excitation attained by
the use of a resliient support.

Vibration In which a structure is bent along its
length in the horizontal plane.
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Line Spectrum

Linear Damping

Linear System

Logarlthmlc Decranent

Longitudinal Vibration

Low-Pass Filter

Lump i ng

Mass

Mechanical Impedance

Mechanical Shock

Mechanical System

Mode Shape

Mode of Vibration
(Sunetimes “Modef’)

A line spectrum is a spectrum whose components
occur at a number of discrete frequencies.

Damping due to a damping force that is propor-
tional tovelccity.

A systan is linear if the response of every ele-
ment in the system is proportional to the excita-
tion.

The logarithmic decrement is the natural loqar-
ithm o~ the ratio of the amplitudes of
successive cycles in the decay of a s
quency oscillation.

Vibration in which a structure is a
fol

A
on
up

Thl

any ‘two
ngle-fre-

ternately
eshortened and lengthened.

ow pass filter is a wave filter that passes
y the frequency components fran zero frequency
to sane cutoff frequency, not infinite.

practice of considering the mass of compli-
cated structure +0 be a series of point masses
approximating the original mass distribution.

A measure of the inertia of a body, the ratio of
force applied to the body to the resulting accel-
eration. At sea level mass is weigh;+ ~$~d~d by
acceleration dye to gravity (32.2 . . or
386.4 in./sec. ).

Impedance when the quantities involved are force
and veloclty.

A nonperiodic excitation (a motion of the founda-
tion or an appiied force) of a mechanical system
that 1s characterized by suddenness and severity
and usualiy causes significant relative displace-
ments in the system.

A mechanical systm is an aggregate of matter
cunprising a defined configuration of mass,
mechanical stiffness, and damping.

Relative amplitudes of the parts of a system when
vibrating at a natural frequency.

In a systm undergoing vibration, a mode of
vibration is a characteristic pattern assumed by
the system, in which the motion of every particle

..”7,
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Modulus of Elasticity

Natural Frequency

Node

Nminal Bandwidth

Ncminal Upper and Lower
Cutoff Frequencies

is simple harmonic with the same frequency. Two
or more modes may exist concurrently In a multi-
ple degree-of-freedcm systm.

Same as YoungFs Modulus.

Natural frequency Is the frequency of free oscil-
lation of a system. For a multiple degreeof-
freedun systsm, the natural frequencies are the
frequencies of the normal modes of vibration.

A node )s a point In a mode shape that has essen-
tially zero amplltucle.

The naninal bandwidth of a filter is the differ-
ence between the nanlnal upper and lower cutoff
frequencies. The difference may be expressed (1)
in cycles per second; (2) as a percentage of the
pass-band center frequency, or (3) as the inter-
val between the upper and lower nuninal cutoffs
in octaves.

The naninal upper and lower cutoff frequencies
of a filter pass-band are those frequencies
above and below the frequency of maximum response
of a filter at which the response to a sinusoidal
signal is 3 dB below the maximum response.

Nonlinear Damping Nonlinear damping is damping due
force that is not proportional to ve

Normal Mode of Vibration A normal mode of vibration 1s a
vlbraiion of an undamped system. In
composite motion of the system is a
its normal modes.

Oscillation is the variation, with
magnitude of a quantity with respect

Oscillation

Order of Vibration

Peak Amplitude

to a damping
Kity.

mode of free
general, any
summation of

time, of the
to a speci-

fied reference when the magnitude Is alternately
greater and smaller than the reference.

In the vibration of rotating machinery, It is
generally found that exciting torques and forces
txcur at the same frequency as the rotational
speed, or at multiples of this frequency. The
ratio of the frequency of vibration to the rota-
tional speed is the order of vibration.

Maximum value of a sinusoidal quantity (displace-
ment, velcxlty, acceleration, pressure)
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Peak-t@Peak Amplitude Algebraic difference between extrene values of a
sinusoidal quantity.

Peak-to-Peak Value The peak-to-peak value or amplltude of an osclllat-
(Double Amplitude) ing quantity is the algebraic difference between

the extremes of the quantity.

Period The period of a periodic quantity is the smai lest
increment of time for which the function repeats
itself.

Periodic Quantity A periodic quantity 1s an oscillating quantity
whose values recur for certain ?ncrements of time.

Phase of a Periodic Quantity The phase of a periodic quantity, for a particular
vaiue of time, is the fractional part of a period
through which time has advanced, measured from an
arbitrary reference. (The arbitrary reference Is
generaliy so chosen that the fraction is less than
unity. [n case of a simple harmonic quantity the
reference is often taken as the iast previous
passage through zero from the negative to positive
direction.)

Phase Angle

Pitch

Polssonfs Ratio

Pitch

Q (Quality Factor)

Phase measured in degrees or radians; 360° or 2T
radians correspond to one period. (Commoniy used
to indicate the difference in phase between Two
sinusoidal quantities having the same frequency.)

Rigid body rotation of a ship about its athwart-
ships aXiSa

The ratio of lateral unit strain to longitudinal
unit strain, under the condition of uniform and
uniaxial longitudinal stress within the propor-
tional limit.

The theoretical advance of a screw propeller along
its axis in one revolution.

The quantity Q is a measure of the sharpness of
resonance in a vibratory system having a single
degree-of-freedom. In a mechanical system, this
quantity is equal to one-half the reciprocal of the
damping ratio. It 1s commonly used oniy with
reference to a Ilghtiy damped system, and is then
approximately equal to the following:

1. Transmissibility at resonance.
2. m/b where 3 is the logarithmic decrement.
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Random Vibration

Resonance

Resonant Frequency

Response

RMS Value (RMS Amplitude)

Roll

Sag

Self-Induced (Self-Excited)
Vibration

Shear Modu
(G)

us of E asticlty

3. f/Af where f IS the resonant frequency
a~d ~f is the bafidwidth between the ha! f-
power points.

Vibration whose instantaneous magnitude 1s not
specified for any given instant of time. The
instantaneous magnitudes of a random vibration
are specified only by probability distribution
functions giving the probable fraction of the
total time that themagnltude Iles within a spe-
cified range. Randcrn vibration contains no peri-
odic or quasi-periodic constituents.

Resonance of a system in forced oscillation
exists when any change, however small, in the
frequency of excitation causes a large decrease
in the response of the system. It occurs when
the frequency of excitation coincides with a
system natural frequency.

A frequency at which resonance exists.

The response of a system is the motion resuiting
from an excitation.

The RMS (root-mean-square) vaiue of a func~ion
over an interval is the square root of the aver-
age of the square of all points In tie function
over that interval. In the case of a pure sinu-
soid the FU4S value is the peak amplitude divided
by ~2.

Rigid body rotation of a ship about its longitud-
inal axis.

The distortion of ship~s huii due to greater
buoyant forces near the bow and stern than near
the middle.

The vibration of a mechanical system is self-
induced if it results from conversion, within the
system, of nonosciiiatory excitation to oscilla-
tory excitation. Exampies of nonoscii latory
excitation are unbalance and flow forces.

A measure of shear strength of materia s. For ~
Jstructura~ stee12G = 7.7~ x 19 ton/~ s

5.36 x 10 ton/in , or 12x 10 ib/in .
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Shock Absorber A shock absorber 1S a cievlce for the dissipation
of energy to reduce the response of a mechanical
system to applied shwk.

Shcck Isolator (Shmk Mount) A shwk Isolator 1s a resiiient support that
tends to Isoiate a systm from appiied sh~k.

Simple Harmonlcllotion A simple harmonic motion 1s a motion such that
the displacement is a sinusoidal function of
time.

Single Amplitude ‘The measure of vibratory motion from a mean
(zero) position to an extreme.

Sinusoldai MotIon A sinusoidal motion is a motion such that the
displacanent is a sinusoidal function of time.

Siamming Slammlng “recurs when the ship bottcm near the bow
rises aut of the sea and then hits the water,
resuitlng in transient vibrations of the hull.

Sn ubbe~ A snubber is a device used to increase the stiffn-
ess of an elastic systsm (usually by a large
factor) whenever the displacement becomes larger
than a specified amount.

Spectrum The spectrum of a function of time is a descrip-
tion of its resolution Into cmponents, each of
different frequency and (usually) different
ampli+ude and phase.

4
g
a.

:
2

FREQuENcY

Figure A-2. Frequency Spectrum
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Spectrum Density

Steady-State Vibration

The Iimitlng mean-square value of a quantity per
unit bandwidth, i.e., the iimit of the mean-
square value in a given rectangular bandwidth
divided by the bandwidth, as the bandwidth
approaches zero.

Steady-state vibration exists in a system If the
motion of each particle is a continuing periodic
quantity.

I ‘/A, ,A

..—— ———. ———
RMs

Peak–to-peak amplitude
amplitude

Peak

amplitude
t v

Figure A-3. Steady-State Vibration Pmplitude

Stiffness (Spring Constant) Stiffness 1s the ratio of change of force (or
torque) to the corresponding change in transla-
tional (or rotational) displacement of an elastic
element.

Subcritical Running below the criticai speed.

Subharmonic A subharmonic is a sinusoidal quantity having a
frequency that is an Integral submultiple of the
fundamental frequency of a periodic quantity to
which it is related.

Supercritlcal

Subharmonic Response

Surge

Sway

Running above the critical speed.

Subharmonic response is the periodic response of
a mechanical system exhibiting the char~teristic
of resonance at a frequency that is a submultiple
of the frequency of the perlodlc excitation.

Rigid body translation of a ship along Its longi-
tudinal axis.

Rigid body translation of a ship along its ath-
wartship axis.
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Torsionai Vibration

Transducer (Pickup)

Transient Vibration

Transmissibility

Transmission Loss

Tuned Damper

Uncoupled Mode

Vibration in which a structure is twisted.

A device which converTs shock or vibratory motion
into an opticai, a mechanical, or most commoniy
Into an electrical signal that is proportional to
a parameter (such as acceleration) of the experi-
enced motion.

Transient vibration is temporarily sustained
vibration of a mechanical system. It may consist
of forced or free vibration or both.

Transmissibility is the ratio of the response
ampiitude of a system in steady-s+ate forced
vibration to the excitation amplitude expressed
in the same units. The ratio may be one of
forces, displacements, velocities, or accelera-
tions.

Transmission loss is the reduction in the magni-
tude of some characteristic of a signal, between
two stated points in a transmission system.

An auxiiiary mass-spring system designed so that
its vibrations are out of phase with those of the
structure to which it is attached. The out-of-
phase vibrations resuit in opposing forces on the
structure and reduce its vibration.

An uncoupled mode of vibration is a mode that can
exist in a system concurrently with and indepen-
dently of other modes.

Undamped Naturai Frequency The undamped natural frequency of a mechanical
system is the frequency of free vibration result-
ing from only elastic and inertial forces of the
system.

Vdb Velocity Level

Velocity

Vibration

The veiocity ievei, in decibeis of a sound, is 20
times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio
of the particle velocity of the sound to the
reference particle velocity.

Vdb =20 log ~, where V
2 = 10-6

v.
cm/5ec

Velocity is th~time rate of change of displace-
ment.

Vibration is an oscillation of a mechanical sys-
tem.

A-12
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Vibration Isolator

Vibratory System

Vibrometer

Virtual Mass

Viscous Damping

Wake

Whipping

Whiriing Shaft

Yaw

Youngls Moduius (E)

A vibration isolator is a resiiient support that
tends to isoiate a system from steady-state exci-
tation.

Any (struc+urai or mechanical) sys.tm containing
mass and elasticity.

A vibration ampiitude indicating device.

The apparent increase in mass of a body vibrating
In water due to the Inertia of water.

Viscous damping is the dissipation of energy that
wcurs when a vibrating system is resisted by
forces whose magnitudes are proportional to the
velocities of the system.

Description of the velocity of water fiow behind
a ship.

Lateral vibration of a shaft system, or of a hull
girder due to its encounter with waves.

Vibration of a shaft in which the shaft center
describes a circuiar or elliptical path ~n a
plane normal to the axis of the shaft.

Rigid body rotation of a ship about its verticai
axis.

The rate of change of unit tensile or compressive
stress with respect to unit tensile or canpres-
slve strain for the condition of uniaxial stress
within the proportional Ilmit.

(load) (length)
E = (cross-sectional ~rea) x (extension)

6 ton
For structural steel E = 1.93 x 10 —

~t2 ‘

13.4x 103ton/ln2, or3 x 107 ib/In2.

A.1.2 Motat i on Used in Section A.O

The notation given in Tabie A-1 is used In discussing mechanical
vibrating systms In Appendix A. In other sections the notation is usually
taken from the origlnai source and is defined in that section.
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Table A-1. Notation for Appendix A

A

‘1

a

a.

c1

c

cc

c
r

D

d

‘i

Do

D
s

E

e

F

F=

f

‘1

fn

fr

Cross-sectional area

Coefficient for ith mode

Linear acceleration

Amplitude of sinusoidal
linear acceleration

Constan+s

Linear damping constant

Crltlcal damping coefficient

Rotational damping constant

Diameter of solid shaft

Diameter of wire In spring

Inside dlameterof hollow shaft

Outside

Outside

Modulus
30X’

2.71828

Magnifii

diameter of hollow shaft

diameter of spring

t
o elasticity (about
O for steels)

ation Factor, xo/xs+

Friction force

Frequency

ith natural frequency

Undamped natural frequency

Resonant frequency

Dimensions in
Force-Length-T Ime

Yn i-k Vstall

inz Q2
Non e None

In/sec2
“2

Qt

in/sec2
-2

Q+

Non e None

lb-see/In

Ib-s-/ln

lb-in-sec/rad

in

in

In

In

in

fQ-

ft- “

fQt

Q

Q

Q

Q

J?

lb/ln2 fQ-2

Non e Non e

Non e Non e

i bs f

Hz t-’

Hz t-’

HZ t-’

Hz t-l

t

t
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Table A-1. Notation for Appendix A (Continued)

Dimensions In
Force-Length-T ime

Sv%tm

G

9

H

I

I
P

J

Je

J
P

k

‘t

L

Li

Lo

L~

M

m

‘b

m
es

Definition Its

Shear modulus of e astlclty
k(about 11.5 x 10 for stee’

Acceleration due to gravity

Height or thickness

b/ln2

2
n/see

fQ-2

4t-2

s)

in

Area moment of inertia of cross-
sect ion

Polar area moment of Inertia of
cross-section

Polar mass moment of lnertla

Polar mass moment of Inertia of
eng Ine

Polar mass moment of inertia of

ln4 !74

!24
fRt2

ln4

Ib-in-secz

Ib-in-secz fftz

Ib-in-secz

lb/in

lb-in/racl

In

In

fQt2propeller

Linear sprfng constant fr’

Torsional

Length of

Length as

fQ

Q

Q

spring constant

beam, string, or

shown

shaft

Distance from propeller to
Qcenter of propeller bearing

Distance frcun center of
propeller bearing to line
bear i ng

Torque

Mass

Mass of beam

Effective mass of shaft (.38 x
mass )

Qin

lb-in

ib-sec2/in

lb-sec2/In

ft

f@t2

fQ-’t2

lb-sec2/In f@t2

,,---.,,,
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Table A-1. Notation for Appendix A (Continued)

‘P

N

n

P

P.

P~

‘t

Q

q

T

t

Tr

u

u
o

v

v
o

w

w

x

De flnitk

Propeller mass + 10% for
entrained water (lateral
vibration)

Number of degrees-of-freedom

Number of coils In a spring

Force

Amplitude of sinusoidal force

TensIon in string

Force transmitted to the
foundation

Quality factor (F at resonance)

Number of cycles

Period

Time

Transmissibility (force or
mot ion )

Linear displacement of
foundation

Ampiitude of sinusoidal linear
displacement of foundation

Linear veloc

Amplitude of
veiwity

Width

Weight

ty

sinusoidal iinear

Linear dispiacment

ib-sec2/in

Non e

Non e

i bs

I bs

I bs

Ibs

Non e

Non e

sec

sec

Non e

In

in

n/see

n/see

in

Dimensions in
Force-Length-T ime

V%tm

fQ-’t2

Non e

None

f

f

f

f

None

None

t

t

None

Q

l-t-’
Q

ib f

in Q
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mbn I

‘1

x
m

x
n

x
o

● m
x

6

$

P

Table A-1. Notation for Append

P~flnltk5

Amplltude of the ith cycle, or
of Ith mass

Amplitude of major component in
beat

Amplitude of minor component in
beat

Ampiitude of sinusoidal linear

L

L

dlsplacanent

near static def

near velocity

x A (Cone

n

n

n

n

ect i on in

in/see

Linear acceleration in/sm2

Non e

ra d

Logarithmic decranent

Phase angle

Mass per unit length of beam or
string

Polsson?s ratio

Angular displacement

Weight density

Angular frequency

Angular natural frequency
(undamped)

Damped angular natural frequency

uded)

Dimensions in
Force-Length-Time

Sv=tem

Q

Q

Q

!@

Qt-2

Non e

Non e

lb-sec2/in2

Non e

rad

lb/in3

rad/sec

rad/sec

rad/sec

fQ-2t2

Non e

Non e

fQ-3

+-1

t-’
t-l
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A.1.3 ~etrlc~erslrm Fartor s

Most of the units In the body of this report are In the English
system . Table A-2 IS provided for converting from English in metric units: If
the metric units are known, dividing by the factors given will give the English
un its.

Table A-2. Metric Conversion Factors

Symbol

in

miis

ft

Fa

inz

ftz

in3

ft3

ga I

ga I

in/s

miis/s

f+/s

kn

Mm YOU Kno~

I riches

1/1000 inches

Feet

Fathom

Square inches

Square feet

Cubic inches

Cubic feet

Gal Ions

Gai ions

Inches per second

25.4

0.0254

0.3048

1.8288

645.16

0.09290304

1638.706

0.02831685

0.003785412

3.785412

Mii

hlii

imeters

imeters

Meters

Meters

Square millimeters

Square meters

Cubic miiliwters

Cubic meters

Cubic meters

Liters

mm

mm

m

m

2
mm

m2

3
mm

3m

m3

J Inear vei~i+y

25.4 Millimeters per second mm/s

1/1000 inches per second 0.0254 Miii imeters per second mm/s

Feet per second 0.3048 Meters per second m/s

Knots 0.514444 Meters per second m/s

A-18
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Table A-2. Metric Conversion Factors (tintinued)

Hz

Hz

In/s*

ft/s2

9

9

in/s2

ft/s2

lb

LT

LT

BTU

ft- I b

N.ben YOU KmY ~ ~

Freq- (Circular Velocltv)

Cyc I es per second

Cyc Ies per second

Inches per second
squared

Feet per second squared

Acceleration due to
g rav I +y

Acceleration due to
gravity

Inches per second
squared

Feet per second squared

Pounds

Long ton

Long ton

British Thermal Unit

Foot pounds

6.283185 Radians per second

60.0 Cycles per minute

Acceleration

.00259

.03108

9807

9.807

25.4

@.3048

4.448222

9964.017

1.016047

Acceleration due to
g rav 1ty

Acceleration due to
gravity

Millimeters per second
squared

Meters per second
squared

Millimeters per second
squared

rd/s

CPM

!3

9

mm/s2

2
m/s

2
mm/s

Meters per second squared m/s2

Newton N

Newton N

Ton n e T

Fn*r~

1055.056 Joules

1.355818 Jou [es
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lb

LT

Table A-2. Metric

Pound

Long ton

HP Horsepower

HP Horsepower

psi

ks i

LT/ln2

o

‘F

A.2

tinversion Factors (Concluded)

~ ~

0.4535924 Ki

1016.047 Ki

og ram

qram

745.6999 Watts

0.9863 Metric horsepower

Pounds per square inch 6,894.757 Newton per square meter

Kips per square inch

Long +ons per square

Degree

Fahrenheit

(or Pascal)

6,894.757 Newton per square meter

inch 15,444.260 Newton per square meter

/180 Radians

(°F-32)/l.8 (klsius

VIBRATION FUNDAMENTALS

kg

kg

w

hp

N/mz
Pa

N/mz

N/mz

rad

‘c

This section utillzes a single degree-of-freedcm system to present
the basic theory of vibration. Parameters used in vibration analysis are dis-
cussed In relation to this system. An Indication of how to approach a multiple
degree-of-freedan systm is Included, but details are mnitted. Equations are
included for completeness, but an effort has been made to make this section
understandable on the basis of text and curves oniy.
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A.2.1 IC Mntlon

A vibration In l-i-sgeneral
cilsplacement against time may be simple
A-4, or it may be of a complex nature.
a sum of harmonic motions.

If: T is period In seconds,

sense Is a periodic motion. A plot of
harmonic motion as described In Fi ure

%Any perlodlc motion can be expresse as

f is frequency In cycles per second, and

u is angular frequency in radians per see;

then the following is true of harmonic motion:

f ~
= T

m = 2Tf

f=:

Displacement is the easiest quantity to visualize and a sinusoidal displacement,
x, can be mathanatically represented by:

x = X. sind

>,’-’ ‘--
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x

x =
‘o

sin tit

.
x

fx o

LJt

v = x =LJxo Cos LIJt

. .
x

. .
a =x= - x OJ sin

gure A-4. Relatlonshlp Between D splaceinent, Velwity,
and Acceleration in Simple Harmonic Motion

‘o
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where X. Is the displacement amplitude. The velwlty, v, can be obtained by
differentiating:

dxv=—
dt = Xoll Cos Ut

The acceleration can be found by differentiating a second time:

If v and a are the single amplitudes of velwlty and acceleration, respectively,
then:

v = Lox
o 0

2
a. ‘ax

o

This shows that the displacement, velocity, and acceleration amplitudes of sinu-
soids differ only by factors of the frequency. This makes it possible to plot
vibration amplitudes on a graph such-as Figure A-5 which shows all three parame-
ters.

A.2.2

A simplified translational single degree-of-freedan system 1s
shown In Figure A-6. The parts of the system are:

1. Amassless spring, iabeled k, whose change in iength
is proportional to the force acting on it.

2. A viscous damper, labeled c, which dissipates
energy. The applied force is proportional to the
reiative velocity of its connection points. (This
does not accurately represent the damping that oc-
curs in most physical systms.)

3. A mass, iabeled m, whose acceleration is propor-
tional to the applied force. it is constrained so
that it moves vertically only.

A simplified rotational single degree-of-freedan systm (Figure A-
7) is analqous to the translational system. Table A-3 indicates the analqous
quantities, and also the notation used In both systems. Since rotational vibra-
tion is anaiogous to transitional vibration, only the latter will be considered
in subsequent discussions.
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Figure A-5. Vibration Analysis Form Relating Displacement,
Velocity, Acceleration, and Frequency
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Figure A-6. Translational Single Degree-of-Freedom Systm
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Figure A-7. Rotational Single Degree-of-Freedun System



Table A-3. Analogous Quantltles In Translational and
Rotational Systems

Linear Displacement x Angular Displacement

Force Applied to Mass P Torque Applled to Mass M

Spring ~nstant k Spring Constant kr
(restoring force per (restoring torque per
unit displacement) unit of angular dis-

placement)

Damping Constant c i)amplng Constant c
(damping force per (damping torque per unit r
unit veloclty) of angular velocity)

Mass (weight/g) m Mass Polar Moment of J
Inertia

A.2.2.1 General Equationof Motion

If the force P acting on the mass Is sinusoidal, P s PA sin t,
r ,

equating all forces acting on

mx + :x*+ ks = P. s{n

A.2.2.2 Free Vibrations

If vibration Is
the mass from Its equilibrium
free from external forces and

The solution for this

—

J~
where m
the system

the mass results in the equation of motloil:

d (where x = O is equilibrium position.)

Without Damping

caused by an initial cond
posltlon, then allowing

damping effects, the equat’

m“xO+ kx = O

tion such as displacing
the systm to oscillate
on reduces to

equation 1s a sinusoid with a constant ampiitude:

x = Cl sln
f

@c2cos
f

;t

s the angu ar natural frequency, tin. The naturai frequency, fn of

1s

f
u

f
1 k=—=—

n 21T 2H’;
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Cl and C2are cletermlned by the initial conditions. The solution can also be
written:

x = Cl sln ant + C2 cos Unt = C3 sln (tint+O)

where C3 ‘= and 1$’= +ZIn_l[~l. The an~le

A.2.3.3 Free Vlbratlon with Viscous Damping

If, after an initial disturbance of
6, the external force ceases to act, the equation becomes:

01s the phase angle.

the system shown in Figure A-

m“xo+c~+kx=(l

The form of the solu+lon of this equation depends on whether c is equal to,
greater than, or less than the critical damping coefficient, cc, where

cc = 2W= Ztnun

The ratio c/cc is defined as the fr?ction of critical damping.

If c/cc < 1, the system 1s said to be underdamped, and the solu-

tion is:

x
= e-ct/2m -ct12m

(Cl sin tint + C2cos tint) = C$ sln(tint +0)

~=w -1 (2)
where and the phase angle, 6 = tan

cl.”

After an initial disturbance, an underdamped systm continues to oscillate at a
continuously reducing amplitude and 1s referred to as a decaying oscillation, as
shown in Figure A-8, with the damped natural frequency which is slightly lower
than the undamped:

If c/c > 1 the systsan is said to be overdamped, and the mass will
not oscil iate but w1?I tend to return to its equilibrium position gradually.

The ampiitude of an underdamped system decreases with each cycle.
The logarithmic decrsment (6) is the natural Icgarithm of the ratio of two suc-
cessive amplitudes.

x
i

6 = log —
e x.

1+1
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Figure A-8. Displacement as a Function of Time In a Free
Underdamped Single Degree-of-Freedun Systm
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or, for an Interval of q cycles

‘i&=$ log —
ex

i+q

Other relationships for 5 are:

lrc

111111
n

For small damping

A.2.2.4 Forced Vibration Without Damping

Forced vibration may resuit from the application of force to the
mass or from the motion of the foundation.

When the sinusoidal force P = P sin t is applied to the mass of
the undamped single degree-of-freedan system,”the equation of motion is

m“xo+kx = P. sintit

The solution of this equation is

(y)sirl. t
x= Cl sin Wnt + C2 cos u~t + _

‘ - (8)2
n

Jk
where u = ~. The first two terms (C1 sin tint + C cos u t) r~resent an
osciilat~on at the undamped natural frequency Qn. Th?s oscii~ation gradually
decays to zero in physicai systams because of damping. The steady-state oscil-
lation at the forcing frequency u is given by the third term.

(~) sinut
x.

1- (:)2
n
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This can be writ?en:

x
o— E

x
St

1

1- (:)2
n

where: Is the amplltude of x
‘o

x Is ~ the static deflection produced by
St ~ 9 a force P

o“

The ratio x /x 1s the magnification factor and ‘s plotted as a function of
ti/m In F?gu?& A-9. When u/w cl,x/x+ is positive and when ti/u > 1,
xo/x~; is negative. This is the ‘result gf force and motion being in pha~e for
U/uti < 1, but out of phase when u/u- > 1. Normally the curve does not indi-
cate ~hase and the negative part of th~ curve is drawn as shown by the dotted
I lne. men ti=ti a condition of resonance exists, and the amplitude increases
continuously withntime.

,
The force transmitted to the foundation Is d!r~tly proportional,

to the spring defection:
‘t

= kx. Substituting our previous expression for x
and defining transmissibility, Tr = Pt/P, (force transmissibility)

which

act i ng
is:

1- (:)’
n

s the same as the expression for xo/xst.

The equation of motion for the systm of Figure A-6, with no force
on the mass, but excited by a motion of the foundation, u = U. sin t,

max. = -k (x - U. sin tit)

The solutlon is
‘o

x = Cl s~n tint + C2cos tint + sin ut

1- (&)2

f
~

n

where w = m . The terms representing oscillation at the natural frequency
d=ay, r~sulting in a steady-state osciiiation:

‘ox m sin mt

1- [&)2
n

-,.
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The amplitude of this motion Is

u
x

o= —
o

1- (:)2
n

Defining transmlsslbillty as the ratio of amplitudes of the mass and foundation,
Tr= Xo, (motIon transmissibility).

—
u

o

Tr =
1

1- (%)2
n

This shows that
when a force Is
when foundation
given by Figure

the magn~ficatlon factor 1s the same as force transmissibility
appiied to the mass, and the same as motion transmlssibliity
motTon causes the vibration. For the undamped systm all are
A-9 .

A.2.2.5 Forced Vibration with Viscous Damping

Forced vibration may result frun a force appiied to the mass or
fran motion of the foundation. if the driving force P =Po sln tit Is appiled
to the mass, the equation of motion becomes

The soiution of this equation 1s

~=e-% P. sin (Mt +@)

(C1 sinwdt + C2 sinudt) +

(UJJ)2 + (k - raI)2)2

rk C2
where ‘d= ;-~

The first term

x
o

decays due

and

to damp’

P.

e = tan ‘1( @
k-m

2)

ng and the resuiting steady-state amplitude Is

P.
—

u
= or

(CW)2 + (k - UU2)2

-
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where Po/k is static deflection, X5+ produced by a force of PO,

The magnification factor, F, Is the ratio xo/x . Figures A-lC
and A-11 plot the ma nlflcation factor and the phase angle agaii?$t the frequency

7ratio for various va ues of c/cc.

Force transmissibility 1s the ratio:

force q,pplled+nthe~
force In spring

This 1s slTghtly different than the magnification factor which applies to
amplitudes, Transmlsslbiiity Is shown In Figure A-12. if the system is. excited
by a motion of the base we may be interested in motion transmissibility which Is
the

Mot
the

ratio:

~ mot ion
base motion

on transmissibility in this case is the same as force transmisslblllty for
forced case, and Figure A-12 s+iii appiies. Note that the transmissibility

is iess than one when the exciting frequency is greater than (2 times the
natural frequency.

The amount of damping In a system Is indicated by the quality
factor, Q, which is the magnification factor at the undamped natural frequency.
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Figure A-10. Magnification Factor for a Systsm of One Degree-of-Freedun
with Viscous Damping Acted on by a Force P. sin Ot

1? occurs at & =
i

2
max

1-25
n c
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It 1s defined as

and fran the previous express

Q“L
25

c

on for x
f

~, it fol ows that when u = ~ = 1,
n m

x
1r=~=—

x
St 2+

Qcan be approximated fran a plot of the magnification factor if the damping Is
small (c/c- iO.1). See Figure A-13. If Af 1s the frequency Incrment where
X. is at o? above the half-power point

(
Max x

o
x >
0

r 2

> I
I
I

fr

FREQUENCY, f

Figure A-13. Approximating Q from Response Curve

and fr Is the resonant frequency, then
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If damping is due to a constant friction force (coulcmb damping)
it may be convenient to use, as an approximation, an equivalent VISCOUS damping
constant, c, which would dissipate an equai amount of energy.

4FC
c=—

ITux
0

where x
o

= amplitude of v bration, In.

u = circular frequency, radians
sec

Fc = frlctlon force, Ibs. ‘

c lb-see= equivalent linear viscous damping constant, —
in

A.2.3 ~ltlple n-ee d Emd2i0 Sy+wns. .

A mechanical systm may have to be rqresented by an arrangement
with more than one mass, or with a mass moving in more than one direction. A
beam can be considered as an arrangement of an infinite number of masses; this
1s caiied continuous distribution.

The number of independent coordinates required to describe the
position of the sysfwn is the number of degrees-of-freedcm of that system. For
exampie, if a system contains four masses, each one of which is free to move
only in the x and y directions, the system has eight degrees-of-freedom. It is
possible for a singie rigid body to have six degrees-of-freedcm; three transla-
tional and three rotational.

To describe the motion of a muitipie degreeof-freedcm systa an
equation of forces acting on each mass in each direction can be written. In a
system with N degrees-of-freedom, there will be N differential equations with N
variables to describe the motion.

For exampie, the motion of the mechanical systan of three degrees-
of-freedcm shown in Figure A-14 can be described by:

.g+kx
‘lX1 1 1 -k2(x2 -xl) ‘Posin ‘it

“Q +k2(x2 - xl) - k3(x3 - x2) - c: = O
‘2X2 2

● * + k3(x3 - Xz) - k4x3 = O
‘3X3

A system free from external force wiil oscii iate only at certain
frequencies which are the naturai frequencies of the system. There are as many
natural frequencies as there are degrees-of-freedan in a system. It is possible
for a system to vibrate at any one or combination of its natural frequencies.
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A.3

A structure vibrating at only one of its natural frequencies (in
ts modes) does so with a characteristic pattern of amplitude dlstribu-
Ied a mode shape.

VIBRATION ~NTROL

The vibration present in mechanical systems may be forced (non-
resonant) or resonant. Typical cases of forced vibration aboard ship lnclu&
hull vibration excited by propelier blade frequency, the number of propeller
blades times the shaft rpm, when the exciting frequency is above the sixth mode
natural frequency of the hull girder. In this case, resonance does not cccur
and the vibration of the hull girder is dlrd-ly related to the transmitted
forces. If the resulting vibration is excessive, the solution of the problem
requires the reduction of the exciting forces.

Similariyt vibration of a machine may be nonresonant and the
response may Increase In service due to unbalance or worn bearings. Machine
vibration
which time
cases, the
of the exc

equal to a

s commonly monitored to determine requiraents for maintenance, at
the forces generated are reduced to satisfactory levels, in such
solutlon to problems of forced vibration is iimited to the reduction
tlng forces.

Resonant vibration recurs when the frequency of the excitation is
natural frequency of the systan. When this happens, the amplitude of

vibration wiil increase and is only limited by the amount of damping present in
the system. Therefore, In order to avoid disastrous effects resulting frun very
large amplitude of vibration at resonance, the natural frequency of a system

must be known and properly taken care of.

In theory, the treatment of resonance vibration provides greater
flexibility for soiution of a vibration problem In that the exciting force may
be reduced; the frequency of the excltlng force may be altered, such as by
changing the number of propeller blades in the case of hull vibration; the
natural frequency of the mechanical system may be changed by changing the mass
and/or stiffness constants; or by the introduction of system damping. Typical
cases frequently encountered are the Iongltudlnal vibration of themaln propul-
sion system of geared turbine drives and the torsionai vibration of diesel
driven ships, It is considered mandatory that such systems be completely
analyzed and evaluated for satisfactory performance during the design stage.

When investigating shipboard vibration it Is most important to
determine if the observed vibration Is forced or resonant. This can be done by
aitering the frequency of the excitation, by changing the F?lW of the propelier

or machine ass~lated with the problem. If the system is at, or near, reso-

nance, a significant change In amplltude of vibration will be noted with the

change in frequency. As noted above, If It is concluded that the vibration Is
non-resonant and results from excessive forces, your options are limited. While
your options are greater In the treatment of resonant conditions, practical
considerations may still restrict, or Ilmlt, your approach to a ready solution.
To avoid such situations it is necessary to analyze the mechanical system, pre-
ferably during the design stage, to minimize the recurrence of serious problems.
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A.4 NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF COM~N SYSTEMS

Often shipboard equipment can be represented by a simplified
mechanical system for purposes of calculating its natural frequency(ies). In
solving vibration problems these simplified models can be used to determine the
effect of changing the stiffness or mass of the equipment or Its support. When
raising or lowering the natural frequency +0 avoid resonances, the exlstIng
systm natural frequency should be measured and calculated first to verify the
validlty of the model. Table A-4 gives formulas for natural frequencies.
Tables are also Included for the stiffness of sane mnmon structures (Table A-5)
and moments of inertia of sane cross sections (Table A-6). Notations for all
three tables is given in Table A-7.

Table A-4. Natural Frequencies of Cunmon Systems

1. Single mass
and spring

2. Two masses,
one spring

3. Single canti-
levered mass

MEICt! FOLFNCY. H7

f c1 k=—.
n 2n m

c1ml

L2

@

‘1

m

k

4k(ml + m2)

fn=+ mlm7

T —
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Table A-4. Natural Frequencies of Canmon Systas (Contlnuecl)

4. Two mass,
two spring

SKFT~ NATIWI FRFOIIFNCY.H7

!3
mz

k2

‘1

k]

5. One rotor and
shaft

kt

HI

J

NOTE: Similar to Model No. 1. Two rotor systems are similar to
Model No. 2 or 4.

6.

7.

Rectangular plate,
sfmply supported
edges
(no constraints) G-” r@?@?-

H

fn = 8.91 1
)~

EH(_$+~ —

‘1 ‘2 (1 -Vz)p

For Steel:

fn = 9.7 x 104 H(L+

L,2
#

L2

Rectangular plate,
clamped edges

9>
L1 For Steel:

(all edges constrained)

H
fn= 8.2 ~ 104JL

‘1L2

L L

/7($+5)+4
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Table A-4. Natural Frequencies of Canmon Systems (Continued)

SKEIcH NATURAI FRFOLIFNCY.Hz

8. Longitudinal vi-
bration of beam
(fixed or free

‘~– ‘n=+ ~ ~T

ends ) w For Steel or Aluminum:

ANTiNODE
f a?
n L

9. Longitudinal vi-
bration of beam
(fixed-free)

10. Fixed-Free beam
mass at end

11. Hinged-l-tinged beam
mass in center

12. Fixed-Fixed beam
mass in center

$-7mb

m

h-i

f--r--i

w

fn=+
i

48EI

L3 (m -I-.5 IQ

t-q---i

NOTE: For Models 10-12, set mb = O for massless beams.
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Table A-4. Natural Frequencies of Cunmon Systems (Continued)

13. Hinged-Hinged beam,
off-center mass, ~
mass less beam

14. Fixed-Fixed beam,
off-center mass,
mass less beam

15. Uniform beam,
fixed-free

16. Uniform beam,
hinged-hinged

17. Uniform beam,
fixed-fixed

18. Uniform beam,
free-free

t-
-1

l-------
Al = 3.52

Al = 9.87

L I

b

--- .

A2 = 22.4

~
A2 = 39.5

~-
A1 = 22.4

FRFQllFNCY. H7

1fn=— c3EIL

211LlL2 T

v3EILJ
fn=+ —

%L2

+

---

A3 = 61.7

~

‘3 = 88.9

‘$-’-’-k
Aa = 121

~ --
A2 = 61.7 ~
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Table A-4. Natural Frequencies of Common Systems (Concluded)

M3DFI SKFTCH FRFQUFNCY. HZ

19. Uniform beam,
fixed-hinged

~_: & ~ ,<;{’

. A2 = 50 A3 = 104

20. Un 1form str lng
In tension

$=$ +-$ +-i ‘i= $F

21 ● Mass less str Ing,
mass In center

M

r
P~

fn=+
z

L“

22• Pendulum
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Table A-5. Stiffnesses of Cmmon Structures

~DFl

1. Parallel springs

-tl-
k2

2. Series springs

3. Solid shaft
(torsion)

4* Hollow shaft
(torsion)

5. Rectangular
(torsion)

6. Cantilever beam

L

L

F=!H

w
T

L

STIFFNFSS

k=k1+k2

klk2
k=

kl + k2

kt
ITGD4.x

TG(D04 - Di4)

kt = 32L

k =$
t
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Table A-5. St ffnesses of Canmon Structures (Cone uded)

7. Simply supported
beam (center load)

8. Fixed-Fixed beam

9. Simply supported
beam (off-center
load)

10. Helical spring

11. String in tension

12. Axial stiffness
of beam

13. Torsional stiff-
ness of beam

n turns

?==+

STIFFNESS

~ _ 48EI- —
L3

~ _ 192EI

‘T

~ = 3EIL
2 2

‘1 ‘2

Gd4
k=— a

8nD J
s

4P*
k=—

L

k=+

GI
kt = ‘L”P

L
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Table A-6. Mments of Inertia of Sane Ccmmon Cross Sections

SKETCH
I (WITH RESPECT TO
AXIS SHOWN) OR 1-

* uDi

DO

Thin Wall Circle

“o

Rectang Ie

4
TD

l=K

4
I

TD=—
P 32

1 ‘~ (D04-Di4)

1P = ~ (D04 - Di4)

3
WDO H

I=
8

,=$



m

k

‘t

J

E

v

P

‘b

I

I
P

L

9

G

I
P

Table A-7. Notation for Tables 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6

Mass, lb-sec2/in, weight/g

Translational stiffness, lb/in

Torsional stiffness, lb-in/rad

Mass moment of inertia, lb-in-sec2

Youngts Modulus., lbs/inz \

Poissonts Ratio
(

G=”*
)

Weight density, lbs/in3

Mass of beam, lb-sec2/in

Area mment of Inertia of cross-section, 1n4

Area polar moment of Inertia of cross-section, in4

Length of beam or s+ring, in

Mass per unit length of beam or string, lb-sec2/in2

Tension in string, lb

Cross-section area of beam, inz

Acceleration due to gravity,

Shear modulus of elasticity,

Polar area moment of inertia

386.1 in/sec2

lb/in2

of cross-section
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Append lx B

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

In the preparation of this guide reference 1s made, whenever pos-
sible, to Codes, Standards, Specifications, and Design Guides applicable to the
evaluation and control of shipboard vlbratlon. The principal sources include
publications of professional, classlflcation, and standards groups, as well as
publications of the U.S. Navy and it~s laboratories. $peclfic references
throughout the text are given In each s~tion. The most lm~ortant reference
dwuments are listed here In two categories:

● Related Standards and Speclflcatlons

● Technical References

The first catsqory of related standards and sDeclf
information on-the measurement and evaluation of khlpboard

cat ons provide detailed
vibration, while the

second category Includes sane selected publications which deal with ship design
and construction, and !ncludes much background information which has contributed
to the development of the present standards and specifications.

B.1 RELATED STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

6.1.1 for rdlration Part~

B.1.2

ISO 2041

lSO/DIS 4865

1s0 4867

ISO 4868

lSO/DIS 6954

ISO 2631

Vibration and Shock Vocabulary, 1975

Vibration and Shmk - Methods for the Analysls and
Presentation of Data

Code for the Measurement and Reporting of Shipboard
Vibration Data, 1983

Code for the Measurement and Report
Lmal Vlbratlon Data, 1983

Mechanical Vlbratlon and Shmk - Gu
Overall Evaluation of Vibration in
1983

ng of $hlpboard

dellnes for the
Merchant Ships,

Guide for the Evaluation of Human ExDosure to Whole
Body Vibration, 1978

SCC i~tv of Nav~ I Arch 1+~+~ and ~lneer~
. (SNAMF)

SNAME T&R Cade C-1, Code for Shtpboard Vibration
Measurement, 1975

SNAME T&R Code C-4, Shipboard Lwal Structure and Machin-
ery Vibration Measurements, 1976

/-””””--‘“’
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B.I.3

SNAME T&R Code C-5, Acceptable Vlbra-t
and Heavy Duty Gas Turbine Main
Machinery Piants, 1976

il.s. Navv DeD~~nt. Nava I qea S~~ C-

B.2

B.2.1

fvtlL-STD-167 (SHiPS) Mechan
1974

Type i
Type i

MiL-STD-1472B

on of Marine Steam
and Auxiiiary

cal Vibrations of Shipboard Equipment,

- Environmental
- Internaiiy Excited

(Reciprocating Machinery, Propulsion Systsm,
and Shafting)

Type ili - Torsionai Vibration
Type iV - Longitudinal Vibration
Type V - Lateral (Whipping) Vibration

Human Engineering Design Criteria for
Military Systms, Equipment and Facilities,
1974

TECHNICAL REFERENCES
.

Sorietv of Navai Arch t~ts and hiirine Fnaineer~i (SNAMF)

Ibd ~

Marine Engineering, 1971, Edited by Barrington
Ship Design and Construction, 1980, Edited by Taggart
Principles of Naval Architecture, 1967, Edited by Canstcck
Hydrodynamics in Ship Design, Vois. i & ii, 1957, Edited by

Saunders
Hydrodynamics inShip Design, Voi. iii, 1965, Edited by Saunders

Buli#ins

T&R Buiietin 2-25, Ship Vlbratlon and Noise Guidelines, 1980
Techniques for Estimating Vibratory Forces Generated by Propel-

lers, 1975, 54 pages, 1-34
Guide to Propulsion Reduction Gear Aiignment and installation,

1961, 76 pages, 3-10

Data Sheet~

Vibration Data Sheets, Set of 5, 1976, D-14
Vibration Data Sheets, Set of 5, 1977, D-15
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B.2.2

%.2.3

B.2.4

Longitudinal Stiffness of Main Thrust Bearing Foundations, 1972,
22 pages, R-15

Results of a Survey on Shaft Alignment Pr~edures Used by American
Shipyards, 1978, 12 pages, R-25

Ship Structure Symposium, 1975, SY-5
Ship Vibration Symposium, 1978, SY-8

Rules for Building and Classlng Steel Vessels, American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS)

Prevention of Harmful Vibration In Ships, Det Norske Verltas
(DNV), May 1980

Recommendations Designed to Limit the Effects of Vibration Onboard
Ships, Bureau Veritas (BV), 1979

Naval Surface Ship Design, Edited by R. Leopold, 1981 (In publica-
tion)

Dots and DonFts for Vibration Reduction and Control in Naval
Ships., R&D Report 037-70-1, 1970

U.S. Navy Training Film, Shipboard Vibration, Navy D~umentation
Center Nos. 24572, 3, 4, 5.X

72DN Part I - Fundamental Principles of Vibrating System -
Single Degree of Freedun

73DN Part II - Multi Mass Systems
74DN Part Ill - Hull Vibration
75DN Part IV - Troubleshooting

*—AwumAc:

Naval Education & Tralnlng Support Center
Atlantic Bldg W-313
c/o Fleet Branch
Norfolk, VA 23511

Interim Design Data Sheets, DD S4301, ~lPropulslon Shaftingtn 1
January 1960

U.S. Navy D~

McGoldrlck, R.T., “A Vibration Manual for Engineers,n DTMB Report
R-189, December 1957
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B.2.5

6.2.6

M&oldrick, R.T., ‘tShip Vi bration, W DTMB Report 1451, December
1960

Proceedings of the First Conference on Ship Vibration, DTMB Report
2002, August 1965

U.S. nepar~merce. Off ice of Tech~a I Serv ir~~

“A Guide for the Anaiysis of Ship Structures,it 1960. Prepared for
Ship Structures Cunmittee under the direction of the Canmlttee
on Ship Structural Desiqn, National Acadmy of Science, National
Research Council. -

Textbooks

Todd, F.H., ‘Ship Hull Vibrat
Ltd., London, 1961

on,tl Edward Arnold (Publishers)

DenHart~, J.P., “Mechanical Vibrations.lr McGraw-Hil 1, New York
Wilson, ‘W. Ke~, ‘tPractical Solutlon~ of Torsional Vibration

Problems,n Chapman and Hail Ltd., London, 1963 (two volumes)
B.i.C.E.R.A., “A Handbook on Torsional Vibration,” Cambridge

University Press, 1958
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SHIP STRUCTURE COMMITTEE PUBLICATIONS

ssc-317

SSC-319

SSC-321

SSC-322

SSC-323

SSC-324

SSC-325

SSC-326

SSC-327

WC-328

SSC-329

SSC–330

None

Determination of Strain Rates in Ship Hull Structures:

A Feasibility Study by J. G. Giannotti and K. A. Starnbaugh, 1984

Development of A Plan to Obtain In-Service Still-Water Bending
Moment Information for Statistical Characterization by

J. W. Boylston and K. A. Stambaugh, 1984

Survey of Experience Using Reinforced Concrete in Floating
Marine Structures by O.H. Burnside and D.J. Pomerening, 1984

Analysis and Assessment of Major Uncertainties Associated
With Ship hull Ultimate Failure by P. Kaplan, M. Benatar,
J. Bentson and T.A. Achtarides, 1984

Updating of Fillet Weld Strength Parameters for Commercial
Shipbuilding by R.P. Krumpen, Jr., and C.R. Jordan, 1984

Analytical Techniques for Predicting Grounded Ship Response
by J.D. Porricelli and J.H. Boyd, 1984

Correlation of Theoretical and Measured Hydrodynamic Pressures
for the SL-7 Containership and the Great Lakes Bulk Carrier
S. J. Cort by H.H. Chen, Y.S. Shin & 1.S. Aulakh, 1984

Long-Term Corrosion Fatigue of Welded Marine Steels by

O.H. Burnside, S..l.Hudak, E. Oelkers, K. Chan, and R.J. Dexter,
1984

Investi~ation of Steels for Improved Weldability in Ship

Construction by L.J. Cuddy, J.S. Lally and L.I?.Porter
1985

Fracture Control for Fixed Offshore Structures by P.M. Besuner,
K. Ortiz, .l.M.Thomas and S.D. Adams
1985

Ice Loads and Ship Response to Ice by J.W. St. John, C. Daley,
and H. Blount, 1985

Practical Guide for Shipboard Vibration Control by E.F. Noonan
G.P. Antonides and W.A. Wood, 1985
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